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Oppositions Criticism and Design*
*.fbr Vittotio Soui and Aldo Rossi

F rancesco Dal Co
Trcmslatiott by Diane Ghirardo

1

The will to power as knowledge

Criticism o.f the concept of thn 'true
world' and the 'apparent world'.
Of the ttto, thc rt.rst is nrct"ely

fi.ctitious, .formed out qf merely
imaginaty thinqs.
'Appearance' belongs also to reality:
it is a.fottn, of its being; thnt is, in a
worlcl ht which there is ?Lo one
being, it is possible to create a
certain, calculable, wofld of
identical cases only through
semblance: a rhythm in which
obseruation attd confrontation, etc.,
arc possible.
'Appearance' is a world
accontrtt od,ated and simplifi,ed, which
our practical instirtcts haue
deueloped. . .

The world, if ou,r condition of liaing-
in-it is left out of considetntion--tlte
u'orld that zte haue not redtrced to
oltr ou)?t behry, to ottl" oturt ldgic and
p s y ch.ol og ical prej u,dic e slhis worl d
does not e.tist as a wor"ld'irt itself ;
it is essentially a wodd of
relat ion shi1ts : in particular
cir"cu,mstances tt has a dffirent.face
.ft'orrt euery dffit"ent point qf uiew;
its being is essentially diuerse in
euery poittt.
F . Irlietzsche, " P osth.untou.s
F ragrrrcttts, 1 888 -1 889"
Opere, Vol. VIII.I
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1 G. Grosz and J. Heaftfielcl at the
Dacla E:rhibition,, BerLin, 1920.

Part One
"Appearance," wrote Nietzsche, "belongs also to reality;
it is a form of its being," allowing identical events to be
calculated through their "semblance." 2

The stucly of contemporary architecture might well take
this text as its motto. For by asserting the "reality of
appearance," Nietzsche allows us to see that the formal
"images" produced by the act of designing might be sep-
arate entities in themselves, autonomous from, yet
equally valid as the procedures that engendered them.
The traditional way of analyzing the rlevelopment of ar-
chitectural culture has emphasizecl a "reality" that has to
be sought beneath the "surface" of events, or has seen the
architectural form as a cletermined response to another
reality based in economics, politics, or society; in all cases
it has tried to tie an appearance back to its presumed
cause. Following Nietzsche's argument, holr,ever, it
should be possible to concentrate on just this appear-
ance-the image of architectural design-as a reality of
its own. Such a "reading," carefully conductecl, of the
images or formal manifestations of architecture might pro-
vide a more certain account of how architectural culture
exists than any reconstluction of hor,v that form was pro-
ducecl by the various mocles of design activity.

If Nietzsche's proposition raises these historiographical
questions, it has no less serious impiications for under-
standing the activity of architectural clesign itself. In fact,
it opens the possibility of overturning the ideological
mechanisms by which form and content are commonly
related. At the same time it indicates the scope of a new
and clifferent critical responsibility torvard design.

Such a new criticism is urgently required, not so much as
a response to the comprehensive transformation of archi-
tectural culture in the recent past, but more fundamen-
tally because of the backwarclness of the different
branches of activity that comprise this culture. These
branches---criticism, history, design, and so on-have,
through the vicissitudes of the avant-garde, ever sought
to reinforce their ou,n internal, stabilizing ties. In this
process a mutual dependency has been developed between
ctiticistrt and the uork of architecture. The backwarclness



of criticism can be traced to this relationship, rvhich has
insured the absolute impern-reability of alchitectural cul-
ture in the face of an increasingly specialized critical func-
tion. Further, the complete itrterdepentlence of criticism
ancl clesign has meant that it has been impossible to iden-
tify any autonomous "appearance" by which to measure
the history of contemporary design practice; all the images
\\'e possess of its clevelopment, rathei' than clarifying its
proces.ses, end up by simply reprcsttrttitlg already deter-
minetl vaiues. These values are themsclves determinecl
by the creative ancl designing rvill. Thus the images u'hich
architecture provides of itself coincide precisely with
these values, as their extensiorts and projections; they
possess no autonomy of their on n, and therefore no rtp-
peerotu:e. In this sense, Nietzsche's unclerslanding of "ap-
pearance" is very close lo the meaning which Wittgenstein
gives to the u'orcl "bilil" ot'"image," intheTractcrfzrs: "the
image represents r,r'hat it replesents, indepenclently of its
owr truth or faisity, by means of the form of represcn-
tation.":r Here the'nvorcl "bild" and the u,ord "bilden" are
related, as the "form" or "image" is to the "process of
formation." The bilrl or appealance of the thing, then, can

never be a microcosmic metaphor for the entire world,
never a total reflection of all the values of this worlcl (as

traditional idealislic aesthetics u'ould have il). It can rep-
resent oniy the precise moment in which form is given to
one smali particle of this u,orld. The appearance of a thing,
rather than revealing mechanically the icleology of its pro-
duction, exists simply as the place where its absolute
autonomy from the act which produced it is revealed.
Image and act of production are separate, but equal.
Whereas idealism, antl some forms of detern-rinistic ecot.r-

omism propose that the world is a unity, and its meaning
is divulged in the unitarv images that are produced out of
it, both Nietzsche and Wittgenstein see the rvorld as fun-
damentally diuided; in such a rnorld all acts-of produc-
tion, of formation, of appearance-{an only express their
"ou'n" r'eality, never those of others. This is what is meant
then, by Nietzsche's statement that "appearance" belotrgs
to reality; neither causeci by, nor an cffect of, reality,
appearance is simply one reality among all realities. Ac-
cordingly it can only be measurecl, read, ancl knott'it, if it
is seen as autonomous of all those "realities" to which

traclitional historiography in general, ancl architectural 3

ideoiogy in particdar, have always tried to tie it back.
Thus when the form of representation is simply seen as
a process that mechanicaily represent-s ideology it be-
comes unreaclable for itself, ancl theleby unreadable as its
own form of reality.

While this algument might seem extlernely abstlact ir-r

the context of an architectural discourse, it becomes im-
portant in questioning the tie betrveen the act of produc-
tion (clesigning) ancl the form of representation (the image)
which has bouncl architectural criticism and history for
nearly two centuries. No forms of historical analysis have,
up till norv, been able to resist the tenrlencl, to iclentify
basic pt'ocesses, phenomena which are in fact no more
than the visible manifestations of the detritus left in the
u'ake of a u'hole complex of different processes.

Previously, the stucly of conternporary architectural cle-

velopment has fallen into tn''o equalll, dangerous modes:
the first has tended to recognize only quantitative meas-
urements and statislically demonstratecl trencls which
cleny the validity of any variations in appearances as su-
pertrciai. The second has been content to "enrich" the
u'olk of architecture by critical allusion ancl erplanation,
confirming a soliclarity between design and criticism. The
problem i-s more complex. If anything it demands a step
backu'arcl to inquire into the relationship that exists
among the "foi'ms of representation" and the inflnite mul-
tiplicity of "appearances."

In such an inquii'y, the flrst question to be asked is
whether the process of the development of modern archi-
tecture was not in fact coincidental with a reinforced at-
tempt to destloS' an;. autonomy of the "image," or better,
with an attempt to mystify the nature of architecture as

a representation of a reality that might "represent a pos-
sibility ofthe existence or non-existence ofthings."a That
is, the "images" of moclem architecture u'ere directed
toward reafflr'ming a causal link with the act of designing,
thus confirming its "truth." Through criticism, this mech-
anism has been extended to apply to the entire realm of
production ancl its products. Thus as tnorlern architecture



4 has proposed successive "images" ofitself, through a proc-
ess that has concretized its own projectecl will, so in the
encl architectural objects have been denied any real au-
tonomy; their life has been concealed within the act that
produced them; in this act the object has been ,,privately"
dissolved. So conceived, the architectural image no longer
explains the complexity of the process that has carried all
the passages of production to their fulfillment; rather it
becomes the place u'here contradictions are concealecl.
Architecture has thus developed as a struggle against the
measurability of its own appearances; the form it produces
is a tangle of "images" calculated to mythicize its own
origins. In the grand, extreme syntheses of ,,radical,, mod_
ern architecture, even as in the more ambitious projects
of the avant-garde, the relation betu,een intuge anrl object
has undergone a clefinitive transformation, an explicii ar_
tistic sublimation: the "image" is a complex form con_
str-ucted to lay a false trail.

Is it possible to come to terms with this situation, to
overturn it without resorting to any crucle operations of
critical leveling? Do we have at our clisposal any instru_
ments of historical analysis with which to reconstruct the
process of modern architectural development, or any crit_
ical tools sufficiently evolved to disassemble its mecha-
nism? The reply is necessarily negative: criticism and his_
tory seem to have conspired to create a situation entirely
hostile to such an act. Criticism has too often done nt
more than prop up with theory the process of architectural
development, depriving it in this way of any real liberty.
To think of constructing a genecrlogy of ttre products tf
contemporary architecture is thus clifficult. yet it remains
a wofthwhile undertaking; especially if begun modestly,
with limited studies, resisting the temptations of ,,the big
picture," the laying out of which has so often led criticism
to blunt its ou,n analytical lveapons.

The problem, then, is to re-establish criticalclistance, ancl
to recognize the specificity of the undertaking; to break,
both in the domain of history ancl of criticism, these alli_
ances which were so firmly cemented in the ,,age of man_
ifestos." If the architectural image has as its preclominant
concern "construction in order to conceal,,, it can in fact

be analyzed from trvo parallel points of view: on the one
hancl, as a historical construction in itself, that is to say,
as a process of specialization, the solution and perfection
of always more reflned instruments of camouflage; on the
other hancl, as the history of concealed objects, of unack-
nowledged secrets. The genealogy of images would thus
coincicle with the practice of these two histories, the one
speaking of the resistance of architecture to revealing the
modes of its own projective activity, the other of the
struggle to preserve such activity outside the multiple
realities of production. Intenr,eaving these two histories,
while at the same time placing them sicle by side with the
specificity of architectural products, should also enable us
to understand how the objects that architecture produces
are themselves destined to respond, not to any ,,state of
things" as they are, but exclusively to the design activity
that contains them. Thev do not enjoy a public life: the
more they stmggle against the inevitable loss of meaning
ancl of values, the more they are revealeri as destined foi
a private existence, to remain prisoners of the creative
act that formalized them.

Obviously such a hypothesis is only valid fcrr a few distinct
points in the modern tradition; but the closer we come to
the present, the more appropriate it seems as a descrip-
tion of the enigmatic experimentation of those rare but
original episodes of architectural ,,research,, in Italy and
the United States-a "high" research that both resists
that tendency of current work to borrow its rationale from
production and "marketing" and at the same time falls
easily into subjectivity, speaking only of the relationship
between what remains of design as artistic creation and
the impossibility for any product to clisplay an autonomous
function in reality. In both cases architecture seems to
have lost the way of pursuing a reo,l specialization of its
own function and its own role.

Critical lucidity alone is not enough to clarify such a sit_
uation. First there must be an indictment of the complic_
ity, cemented by tradition, between criticism and design.
This complicity has succeecled in making the limits of
architecture the same as those of criticism-they share
the same crisis. A preliminary act of separation is there_



fore necessary, detaching architecture fi'om the diverse
places rvhence it comes "already spoken," interposing a

screen against the reverberations alternatively set up by
criticism and clesign. Not that this is an especially original
demanrl: it is enough to foilow and radicalize an intuition
that is already found in Adolf Loos, when he maitrtains
that the propel' organization of labor coincides exactly
with the definition of a modern style. Any research into
that coincidence, ol' into the fact that crilicism replaces
design lvith theory, is useless: "rn'e already possess the
style of our time. We have it wherever the aftist, which
is to say every member of this association lthe Werk-
bundl, has not yet thumbed his nose . . . Are these things
beautiful? Do not ask me that question. They are in the
style of our time ancl consequently proper."5

In the "modern traclition" the Werkbund represents only
one of the moments in which the complicity that prevails
over the clevelopment of architectural research was un-

dermined. But at the same time with the Werkbund was

extinguished one of the most radical hopes of contempo-
rary culture: that of enclowing its own artistic images, its
ou,n objects, u,'ith some power over reality. As Loos him-

self wamecl, the deflnitiot-r of ati organic mode of produc-

tion cloes not reside in an organic stylistic project, or vice

versa. The clivision of Iabor and the process of speciali-

zation contain within themselves rationales of a different
kind: they both deny criticism as a theory ofthe specificity
of architectural work as well as a dream of artistic "au-

tonomy." If criticism tends, as it develops the theory of
the discipline, to attribute universal values to something

which is only a "product of its time," in the same way'
the history of the clevelopment of contemporary avant-
garcle architecture has proposed similar values for itself
through an increasingly intimate appropriation of its own
products, denying them autonomy in the world of com-

morlities, while subsuming them exclusively within the
private domain of the creative game. In the face of this
situation, Loos's words sound almost prophetic: "no one

has yet attempted to insert his hands clumsiiy into the
rapid wheel of time without having them torn off."6

Seen in these terms the problem of the relation between

design and criticism can no\^ be posed in a different way: 5

it is a question of separating the act oftltinking from that
of untlerstandiizg, although, in the end, the one can never
be true "thinking-designing," nor the other true "under-
standing-explaining." Both moments are characterized by
profound limits, Iimits that must be rediscovered precisely
because tradition is so busily engaged in erasing them.
This implies a re-thinking of the specific languages of
criticism and design: those languages at present so con-
fused, and even more so now that architectural reasoning
seems to coincide exclusively with a re-thinking of modern
languages in general. Both require a specialization that
leads to their irrconnn,unicability.T Only such a speciali-
zation of critical language can clearly place contemporary
architecture before its own responsibilities; only a condi-
tion of incommunicability can guarantee the clarification
of all the implications of the continuai return of contem-
porary architecture to a mediation on the tradition of
modern language. Such a mediation is in fact the true
image of the nostalgic condition of architecture, and it is

exactly this that criticism at present tends to mystify. In
reality, of course, nostalgia is the instrument used by
design against its ou'n decaden,ce-a refuge against the
historicai destiny of its own products. Historiography has

further transformed nostalgia into a theoretical weapon
against decadence, thus helping to separate architecture

/ronr history. The history of the continuity of the "tradi-
tion of the new," the great historical syntheses of Victo-
rianism or neopositivism, have constructed a veritable
bastion against the recognition of this state of decadence,

a state that we can deflne in Nietzsche's terms: "at a

certain point, with decadence, an irruerse difference, a

diminution, enters the consciousness: the memory of
strong moments in the past depresses any feelings of
present pleasure-this confrontation now enfeebles

pleasure. ." 8

Secure, then, behind its wall, nostalgia becomes "revival"
and "isms," the ideology of the organicity of labor and

design-once again the search for style in the strongest
sense of the word. Under cover of this same lr''all lives the
avant-garde: and, more often than not, its contribution
raises nostalgia to the level of morality. Indeed, the his-



6 tory of the avant-garde is that of the struggie against the
"weakening of pleasure" by the revival of the moral im-
perative-a struggle that finds its mature expression in
those modern versions of the "theory" of the death of art,
a road repeatedly traveled by criticism and the militant
arts. Such a theory represents at once the culmination of
the nostalgic condition and the most radicai expedient for
removing art from its own historical determination: to
postulate the very death of art not only reveals all the
vitality of art itself but also expresses the strongest nos-
talgia for a pure, original condition, for the mythical full-
ness of an artistic activity able to reconcile, by exorcism,
the opposites of beginning and ending. It is, besides, an
act of rebellion against that profound component of mod-
ern culture that still develops outside the realm of the
avant-garde; and an act aimed at removing all the tragedy
from that desperate desire for pleasure which finds its
ultimate expression in Kafka, u,here ,,pleasure-that
which pleases without calculation, against every calcula-
tion, being the attribute or emblem of sovereign being-
has death as both its means and its sanction.,'e The death
of art thus becomes the radical form of a nostalgic pleas-
ure. This can be said only by criticism; architecture can
speak of it neither in architectural language nor in terms
of pleasure. This explains the contemporary ,,return" to
the avant-garde and its languages; the myth of that state
is the false past of today, even while, in reality, the epoch
of the avant-garde appears ever more distinctly an eia of
decadence, of the sublimation of the crilical turning point
in the parabola of modern art.

might well have to be confronted not as an [Jrspntng but
a Herkutft: not as an "origin" but as a "stock," torn,
divided, and broken.

In architectural culture, writing and language have
tended to establish themselves for reasons ofself-defense,
to reinforce their own certainties, to conceal their own
irreconcilable differences: indeed to avoid an internal
fight. Tradition has presented itself as a bounded and
finite stage set, a reassuring space in which architectural
culture can move, a backdrop against which the culture
can aspire to see itself, as if respecting an ancient pact of
alliance. In reality, however, the space in which we are
now obliged to move is quite different: for us, ',the world,
has once more become irfinite; we can no longer escape
the possibility that it contains within it infinite intetpret-
at,iotts."10 From this stems that perennial insecurity
where criticism simply reflects the infinite variability of
the data organized by history, and the impossibility of
taking refuge in it. In Michel Foucault's words, ,,,Effec-
tive' history differs from traditional history in being with-
out constants. Nothing in man-not even his body-is
sufficiently stable to serve as the basis for self-recognition
or for understanding other men . . Necessarily u,e must
dismiss those tendencies that encourage the consoling play
of recognitions. Knowledge, even under the banner of
history does not depend on 'rediscovery', and it emphati-
cally excludes the 'rediscovery of ourseives,. History be-
comes effective to the degree that it introduces disconti-
nuity into our very being-as it divides our emotions,
dramatizes our instincts, multiplies our body and sets it
against itself. 'Effective' history deprives the self of the
reassuring stability of life and nature, and it will not
permit itself to be transported by a voiceless obstinacy
tovr.ard a millenial ending. It will uproot its traditional
foundations and relentlessly dismpt its pretencled conti-
nuity. Knowledge is not made for understanding but for
cutting." 1r

It was not by chance that we spoke of a ,,critical insecur-
ity" earlier: precisely because the problem is to ,,uproot',
and to "relentlessly disrupt" every pretense lo historical
continuities, even those of criticism itself. Onlv this kinrl

The development of a different critical attitucle implies,
then, the refusal of that sublimation and the unveiling of
the mechanisms of nostalgia. Nothing couicl be further
removed from the attitudes of those critics u,ho u,ould
assemble new "catalogues" to fix the consoling image of
modern architecture as the result of structural continuity.
Nor is there any ionger a place for new ,,isms." With the
knot that binds criticism to design finally untied, ancl rvith-
out the aid and support ofhistoriogr.aphy, the route taken
by modern architecture will probably look very rlifferent;
less reassuring perhaps, but certainly richer in implica_
tions. The development of contemporary architecture



of "effective history" can catch the "reality of appear
ances," measure and calculate what the image represents

or hides, clarifies or mystifies, through the "form of rep-

resentatiotl" at the moment in which it becomes a private
encl, locked in the myth of creativity.

In the case of Savi's book and Rossi's u'ork rve are there- 7

fore facerl with a clouble ambiguity: an apparellt "ambiv-
alence" on the part of the critic, which seems to be a
typical consequence of what we have clefined as the recip-
rocal reverberations between u'ork and criticism; ancl a

mixing of genres rvithin the rvriting itself. These tu'o ques-

tions are of course inevitably relatecl; thus we might al-

most say that for Savi it is the architecture of Rossi itself
which has erased the borclers between the two critical
attitucles, overcoming distinctions between genres' This

complicity is u'ell unrleistood by Savi; rather than offering
any l'real" conclusion to his book, he is content to end on

a methoclological note: "the successes of the critic are the

same as those of the author," he wlites, "but, equally,

the1, share the same shortcomings.""] To what extent

then does this book clarifv the intrinsic characteristics of
Rossi's rvork, its implications and motivations, and, con-

versely, to rvhat clegree cloes Rossi's architecture condi-

tion Savi's text? Can we discuss both u'olks with the
intention of isolating their implicatiorts fcrr those "general
laws" we spoke of eallier? To ansrver these questions' the

objects of our consideration must first be ciearly sepa-

ratecl: on the one sirle, the rvritten text; on the other, the

architectut'ai text. The superimposition of the two r'r'ill
then help us to unclerstand their basic coincidence.

The rvork of AIdo Rossi dispiays in a very particular way

the relation of the architect to his orvn intellectual condi-

tion. And what is important here is not so much how this

relationship might clarify the more general historical con-

clition that clistinguishes such a sector of intellectual $'ot'k

as the architectural, but its basic szrb.iecfiuity. Certainly
Savi tackles it in this way, as he traces the "traumatic"
jourr-rey of the architect. But precisely as a result of min-
gling biography anrl criticism, Savi seems to lose sight of
ihe trasic reisons for focusing attentiou on that relation-

ship in the first place. As a result, while the complexity

iif tfre subjective motivations that inform Rossi's design

activity is well clelineated' ancl while the psychological

links betri'een existential conditions ancl artistic activity
appear cleat'ly, atl impol'tatrt difficulty I'emains. Only the

reconstmction of the reiation between architect and work
os process would have allolved the most relevant problem

Pafi Tttrt
Until nor'r, rve have insisted principally on trvo concepts:

the need to reconsicler the relation between criticism and

r,l'ork, ancl the significance of the architectural "image'"
The tliscourse has remainecl at a general level; but it is of
course possible to disentangle some of its aspects in prac-

tice. To this enci, we will consitler tu'o objects sirle b;'
side: the architecture of Aldo Rossi, and the criticism of

that architecture presentecl in the recent book by Vittorio
Savi on Rossi's work. r2 Both the chat'acter of Rossi's wot'k

as well as the implications of Savi's criticism exempliflr an

attitucle that is substantially different from the "traclitiott"
we have outlined above. Yet ambiguities remain. In the

flrst place, Savi's book constitutes a kincl of "u'ritten ex-

tension" of the architecture that it examines. We are again

presented rvith a situation of osmosis, where the bound-

aries between work ancl criticism are not easy to iclentifr,
although it must be said that the specific way in which the

.or,l".tion is macle is tlo less original for this. Secondly,

Savi's book does not fall easily into a prerleterminedgenre:
valuable enough as literature, it nevertheless occupies a

place halfway between essay and biography' Ancl the ob-

vious question is to lvhat extent cloes this trespassing

betweeir genres clarify the critical position? This question

is neither entirely formalistic nor in anY sense marginal:

for, according to rvhich stance is taken by the u'riting
there resuits a cl'tfferertl reiation with history atlcl, more

importantly, with the object under consideration' Thus

biography privileges the place of (we are tempted to sa1',

th&elationship with) the author, while criticism turtrs its
attention primarill' tos'at'cl inruges. Criticism is con-

fronted with the autonomy of these images, it investigates

appeco"ences. Biography, as a part of a concrete history,

.uilr fo. clifferent analytical instntments, although it still

requires distance. Both genres nevertheiess belong to the

realm of"effective history" to the extent that they present

themselves as separate and distinct modes of analysis'



8 for architectural criticism to have bee, r.aised: that is, the
problem of the cutting of the umbilical corrl betu.een ar_
chitect ancl completed clesign, between invention and the
work. This is the moment that signifies the acquisition of
full autonomy on the part of the ,,Bilcl,,' r.vhenihe ixrage
opens itself to a multiplicity of interpretations, wiilingiy
running the risk of assuming ,,innumerable meanings.;;
The individual "traumas,' of the ar.chitect can then be
considereci r.ather as the consequences, on a subjective
level as u,ell, of this cletachment; they rlo not proiuce it
but are in some way its proriuct. It is this distinci fracture,
then, which seems to be the tr.te .fbr.rtt of the relation
betu'een the architect ancl his creation. In the case of
Rossi's work this affirmation can be stimulating and rich
in its consequences for critical unclersta,rling' ln one cli-
rection it ca. help t, exprain the problem of the lirguistic
si.ntpliJtcatiorz that seems to characterize his architelture;
in another it can help to clarify his ri,a.ri.aliu e uttcati.on and
the vein of n.ost,ctlgia in his u,ork, themes u,hich are not
alu'a.ys so clearly in evidence.

The architecture of Rossi makes use of a, erluivocatior-r
that is clifficult to isolate: this consists in a rerlt)ttclcntce of
sirnplicit.tl. '; What does this superabunclant u,ill to*,arcl
simplicity signify? It is above all ambiguous, artri beyond
this. it irzslsls on demonst'ating and arlurling to .nrn"thirg
that does not itself precisell, coi,cicle u.ith the 

"..",r." o]
simplicity. And incleecl Rossi himself affirms, ,,in mv ar._
chitecture progre-qs does not and indeecl cannot exist;
there is only a process of clescriptive clarification of mv
idea of architecture."r6 We can thus think of the clarity
or' "simplicity" of Rossi's language as the procluct of this
basic attitucle, a will to ,,nartate in clear terms.,' His
simplicity is therefore the way in rvhich the ambiguous
nature of such a rvill manifests itself: ambiguous, beiauseit is basecl on a "r.enunciation,' ,,. u lnuur. of aifirming a
more fundamental "possession." His renunciaticln consists
in negating any possibility of progt.ess in favor of the
simple description of the eirletic pi.o"u..; his possession
consists in affirming.-also through ,,narrative,'
elemerrts-the raclical urrity of- nteanirtgl- in the proclucts
of his artistic activitv.

Architecture, then, is the narration of this relation be_
trveen design and the work-the clarification of the one
through the meaning of the other. The work .freezes in
design; its "image" is the direct result of what this freezing
is intendecl to represent. The architectural language thui
becomes the instrument u,hich communicatu. iirnplicitv,
but which in reality preserves the union between tesign
and wot'k: the original idea expresses thereby its own
reneu'al, communicating it in the simplicitv of the lan_
guage. And it is therefore consistent that the architecture
should exclude reference to its otvn progress, since, al_
though endowecl with these rigid internal concatenatir_rns;
it can in the end recognize neither fractures nor clivisions.

The hidden but speculative ancl necessary side of this
attitude can only be ttostalgia. Rossi affirms, ,,architec_

tural discourse maintains its validity precisely at the point
lr,'here its liberty is complete, where the motivations of
form belong solely to that of architecture itself.,,,7 Here
nostalgia is manifestecl as the will to reconstitute a con_
dition of "fullness" for design. The memory of an age of
pedect coincidence between product and procluce. 

"uiriu"."the fetish of the creative life."r8 It is the events of this
life that architecture desires to narrate; its language will
then be "simple" but fully allusive. It will clericriEe the
rvanderings of the sign, of the archetype that appears in
the activity of designing: to this activity the language is
indissolubly bound-and it can in this sense never-belully
autonomous.

Rossi's architectural language speaks of the original re_
lation between the sign and the artislic iclea_it naruates
this relationship "clearly"-,p{ places this idea in relation
to the values of the architect. Its function is twofold: it is
the instrument for the narration of the making of the
architectural "image," and it allucles to the possibility of
re-establishing a piace of perfect libertv for this making.
Its internal spirit of geometry reveals only its ultimaie
function: to pose clear pr.inciples capable oi resisting the
attacks of time. Thus it is the nature of Rossi's language
which explains the ',absence of progress', in his u.Jitul_
ture; its relation to time is reducecl to an act of resistance.
This Savi has perfectly unclerstood: ,,Time stabilizes an
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2 Antonio Canal (Canaletto),
Architectonic Fantasy with the
Rialto Bridge and the Basilica of
Vicenza. Irlational Gallery, Panna.

3 Collage for the "antalogous city" by

Aldo Rossi (wtth E. Consolascio, B.
Reichlin, and F. Reinltart).
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10 inverse reiationship between the complex of the city and
its parts: while the city expancls, so its buildings age in
the accelerated course of its transformations . . . design
gathers its forces to resist time."re This explains why the
monument assumes so much importance in Rossi's
thought. And the theoretical problem of the relationship
between design and the monument is in fact the key to
understanding how Rossi poses the question of the rela-
tions between architecture and the city.

The monument has a twofold nature: it is at once a sign
of order and at the same time of memol.y and connection.
In Rossi's terms it both denotes and enthralls. As such it
constitutes the essential eiement of the ,,analogous city,,'
the place where the power of architecture extends from
the monument to the entire surroundings. But u,e have
said that designing is "resistangs',-s resistance also
against the estrangement of the surroundings from archi_
tecture. Thus architecture is condemned to appear as an
art of the .fragment: the work appears as a splinter of the
world in perfect liberty, flung into unfree surroundings.
But what is the monument if not a splinter of the past, a
fragment still endowed with a language of the trighest
clarity and aliusiveness? The project for the ,,analJgous

city" comprises this sense of the monument; but the im-
plications are deeper. "Analogous city,' is the very place
where monuments express mourning for the lost orcler to
which they allude; it recognizes the specificitv of the mon_
ument, overthrowing anguish for the hope of a ,,com_

pietely designed city," an ordered montage of fragments.
From this point of view Savi is perfectly correct to identify
an archaeological attitude in Rossi, one u,hich gains its
theoretical force by reaffirming an ideal orcler for the city;
only an ordering principle can deliver its parts from being
condemned as fragments. The result is to exalt the con_
cept of design, in its fullest sense: ,.this project for. a
modern city," writes Rossi, ,,made up out of parts and
monuments gathered together in a unitary design, all de_
signed in their multiformal aspects so that, as in all great
collective acts (revolution, for example), different p""r.un_
alities emerge with their experiences ancl their'myths,
represents a great hope and alternative.,,20 This also clar_
ifies the nature of the individual instruments identified bv

Rossi to understand the city and to intervene within it:
the building type is stuclied as the simplest orrlering ele-
ment of urban phenomenology, while typology becomes
the first step in a global project of reclefining the form of
the city.z' The formal organizers of the urban plan thus
constitute an alternative "through design" to the progres-
sive Terlirst der Mitte that stresses the clevelopment of
the city in history.

For Rossi, Savi notes, the city becomes ,,the locus of
collective memol"y":2? the architectur"es of which it is com-
posed are strongly conditionecl, able to play onll, a limited
role. They are never able to rise to the status of true
"Bilcl," precisely because they are lhe signifying parts of
a whole constrained to express ancl communicate a deter-
mined memory. Such a condition is also naturall;, valid for
Rossi's own work: his architectur.es ar.e themselves am-
bivalent in their reduct,iorr,. Thus in the project for the
Cemetery of Modena the fact that architecture is, in Savi's
words, "preparing itself to become a skeieton,, expresses
a maximum simplification which corresponds to the most
powerful fullness of a narrative plot developed u.ith ar-
chitectural forms to shape an enchanted space animatecl
solely by memory.23

But the fragments themselves cannot be received as such;
they inevitably return to the status of parts, almost ne-
gating by this the historical moment in which, cletaching
themselves from the ttork, they first assumed the condi-
tion of fragments. Thus they become the freely available
materials fcrr an assembling and designing r,v.ill that reveals
itself in the "analogous city." This project raises ntontage
to the level of principie: that practice which .un nrr"o1"
the silence of relationships, but yet which must always
follow a relational logic. It is therefore no coincidence
that, glancing through the work of Rossi, one very often
perceives a metaphysical atmosphere, in some cases made
explicit by obvious references to De Chirico. But the re_
production of such an atmosphere has nothing to rio with
the possible revival of the ,,tr.aclition of the new": it is
much more the product of an attempt to archaicize the
montage, rediscovering its oneiric vaiences. This proce-
dure is isolated by Savi in respect of the ,,analogous citv',;



quoting fi'om Jung he u'r'ites: "'analogous' or fantastic
thought is sensitive, figurative, and mute, not a discourse,
but a material rumination on the past, an act of turning
inwarcl. Logical thought is 'thinking through u'orcls.' An-
alogical thought is archaic, uncor-rscious, anrl unexpressed:
it is practicall;' inexplessible in wortls."2r The search for
linguistic purity in Rossi's architecture cloes not exclude
the oneiric, but its true vocation consists in trying to firul
utords for lhat conclition. While logical thought brings
clarity to the problem of "Bild" (in respect of which it can
nourish no hopes-"the image is a fact"),25 the analogical
constmction moves on different gtound. As Jung a1'-

firmecl, the act of its rnotivating thought is "turned in-
\,l ard" ancl therefore the construction that derives from it
cannot be presentecl as pure exteriority, as irttage.

Rossi's architecture is a continuous construction of irfc,i'
rial relatior-rs. Because of this it cannot share in the pal-
ingenetic myths of the avant-garcle, and likewise il is
critical with respect to the mechanisms of raclical cultule.
It neither foliou,s the canons of en",ironmentalism, nor
does it suffer the myths generated b1, the numberless
theories of "appliecl art." It exalts particularity and di-
versity because only through confrontation with rnulti-
piicity can any general ordering principle be reached, be-
cause design can only live as the orclering of plurality. It
is thelefole no search for in'imediate compromise intendecl
to conflrm the need for general principles. The "non-re-
lationship" that Rossi codifies in his building for the Gal-
Iaratese quarter in Milan is an explicit demonstration of
this attitude; it validates, in this sense, the "exceptions"
or the "scraps" that he inserts in his enmeshed buildings,
the "strong" images that punctuate their structure. This
principle is completely realizecl in the "analogous city,"
the place where the multiplicity of memories is exalted,
rvhere tlifferences are only itemized in ortler to be recort-
ciled.

To explain the matrix of the "analogous city" Savi takes
Rossi's suggestion of investigating his fasciuation r,vith the
fantasies of Canaletto. The reading that Rossi makes of
these fantasies is a final confirmation of hor,l' decisive the
intertwining of memory anil dream is for the understancl-

ing of his ll,ork. In reality the Canalettian fantasy, trans- 11

ferring the Palladian orcler to the scene of a Venice so

unreal as to appear as pui'e stage setting, raciicaliy cle-

str-uctures the image of the traclitional ideal city26 by mak-
ing its cleccLtlenctt explicit. For Rossi hou'ever the pictures
by this greal Venetian convey a very different message;
the effective lesson of Canaletlo in Rossi's u,orris is ex-
pressecl in the "collage of Palladian architecture that con-
figurates a ne\\' city and rvhich in its reunification is itself
reconfigurated." 2i What thereby emerges is a capacity for
architecture to autogenerate through confrontation u,ith
itself; u'hat is revealed is precisely the representation of
a state of decatlence. In reality, through Canaletto, Rossi
carries on a dialogue with Pailadian classicism, u'ith that
classicnl cotrclition deflned in the scenography of the Tea-
tro Olimpico. From this stems the nostalgia of the "anal-
ogous city." This "cit.y" can have no relationship with that
representation on which the avant-garde foundered, of
the cit.'- as a reaiization of chaos, because, as a project, it
is the afflrrr,ation of the supreme abstract power of crea-
tir,e fantas)' confrontecl with the shipwreck of life-such,
after all, is the precise nature of classical utopia (see figs.
2,3)." In this u,ay Rossi liquiclates, so to speak, the
banality of the "traclition of the new," but at the same

time finds himself preclucled fi'om following the analytical
route of Paul Klee, u'ho, probing the fundametrtal laws of
representation, found multiplicity to be possible only as

difJ'erence ancl as sepo,tution.

Rossi's architecture avoids di.ffererrce precisely because it
postulates that the most extreme eviclence of multiplicity
which can be narrated by the dcsign is the memory of an

organic relationship between the parts of the city. His
design u'ants to be able to speak u'ith clarity, with "simple
techniques," of a regenerated classical conclitior-r of living,
of the being of man within a city reconciied to memory:
"'The ancients felt, with no other distractions, at ease

within the harmonious confines of the lvorlcl' lGoethe,
Wittckelnrantt tnttl seitte Jahrlttmdeft l. Thus appeared
the folm of the classical: nostalgia for being-at-home-for
being reconciled in the beautiful earthly abocle. . . . Mod-
ern man is a u'ayfarer, not an inhabitant. The classical
expresses man as inhabitant-the essence of being, for



12 the classical consists in inhabiting, in possessing dwell-
ing.""v The clwelling of man is designed multiplicity, rzc-
ortcilecl in all its diversity. Such is the condition of the
"analogous city"; but also in the project for the Stuclent
Home at Chieti, dtoeiling is presentecl as a reduction of
the house to its own essence. After all, it is no coincidence
that the project for the Stuclent Home at Trieste is called
by Rossi La calrla uila ("The hot life").

This explains the obstinacy of Rossi in the face of his or,r'n
projects: "motioniess things help obstinacy," afflrms
Savi.rrr)The act of clesign is a continual return to solutions
already elaborated, not so much to test their vaiiditl, as
to verify the availability of design itself, the instrument
of theii' deflnition. And in effect, it is clesign r,vhich is
obstinate, itself almost synonymous u.ith rigorous disci-
pline or moral stance. In fact, design permits the isolation
of the built .f:rugnterzt as a pregnant eiemerrt of a possible
new order, an isolatior-r beyoncl artifice, as Savi suggests
when he points to Rossi's difficulties in the face of per.-
spectival lepresentation. In such a place, as u,e have said,
complexity appears without dissimuiation. The image of
the outskirts of the city is, in the rlesigns of Rossi, ,,car-

riecl" by references to the paintings of Sironi, rvhile sug-
gestions of manufacturecl objects and anonlrmous but nec-
essary rvorks are continlrally re-elaboratecl to shape a
rememberecl complexity;:r1 this multiplicitv throws the in-
clividuality of the architectural design into relief, height-
ening the strong, speaking "images"-1hose ,,passages',

u,here forms are composed ancl functions integratecl. ,,The

function of a public builcling," wr.ites Rossi, presentir-rg his
project for the Paluzzo della Recliorzr: at Trieste, ,,must

be that of the cathedral in the old city, ancl especially in
its nature as both covered piazza ancl forum . . . architec-
ture must be passecl through with the same inter.est as is
the city." 32 The obstinacy of the design is a function of its
pregnant "imagery": there is a close continuitv between
the act of projecting-designing and the architectural proj-
ect that itrsures the clear mar-rifestation of subjective
choice, guaranteeing "the u'or(I" to objects, their capacity
to et,oke in terms similar to those noted b.y Socrates in
Valery's Eu,,polinos'. "but Music and Architecture make
us think of everything but themselves thev seem

cleclicated directlv to recall to us, the one, the fblmation
of the universe, the other. its orcler antl stabilitr,.":i3

The obstinacy which guides the hand to retrace lines al-
ready drain'n confir'ms that design must escherv the decLine
oJ'pleastLre and recognize itself in decaclence. At the same
time the "image" r'emains bound to the process of creation
which itself incessantly reinterprets the secrets of the
image. Design is then the sacralizing threshold of archi-
tectural creativity and the labor by which it is realized.
Moreover', this sacrecl qualitv is transferred to built frag-
ments, to the buildings that speak of the memor.y and
feelings of the collective, exactly in the terms that Phae-
drus uses in Eu,Ttalirtos.

At this point the problem of the interconnection between
obstinacl, and clesign reveals its true signiflcance, r.eturn-
ing us clireclly to our initial question with regard to the
rvork of Rossi: that concerning the relation betrveen the
architect and his intellectual condition. Here the discus-
sion necessariiy turns "political," and criticism must aban-
clon its attempt to find the right path through the laby-
rinlh of subjectivity. The entire research of Aldo Rossi
no\\' appears, in fact, to be a progressive testing of the
possibiiitl, of s'pecific knoutledge; an attempt to rediscover
the original limits of a clisciplinary activity, in orcler to
preserve the mechanisms for its subjection to the inevi-
table reproduction of those ties that, in Foucault's terms,
act as "transvet'sals from knou'ledge to knowledge, from
one place of politicization to another."3a The cliscourse on
clesign is therefore also a political discourse, since,,the act
ofdesigning," as the sacralization ofthe "fetish ofcreative
activity," implies the resolution of the more generai ques-
tion posed by Walter Benjamin to intellectual work: ,,be-

fore asking what position a poem has lvith respect to the
I'elations of production in an;r era, I u,ould like to ask,
what its position is utithirt them. This question tiirectly
concerns the function of the work within the lilerary re-
lations of production of an epoch. In other u.ords it is
clirectly addressed to the literary techttique of the
\\,orks.";rr This is the equivalent, but posecl in mor.e fun-
rlamentzrl terms, of the question arouncl which Foucault,s
own discoulse turns.



We can go so far as to affirm that in Rossi's architecture
design presents itself as "technique"; but what meaning
can we attribute to this? It is not a question of a technique
turning towarcl clarifying its own existence within the
relations of current production, but rather of confirming
the necessary separation betu,een these productive rela-
tions ancl the creative will represented by technique. It is
not b-v chance that Rossi's rvork tends to turn in on itself,
bhat his design inclines toward self-motivation. It tends to
become picture, the last threshold of the sacred; in this
course is containecl the narration of an infinite nostalgia
for the lost r,vorld of architecture, and for its effectiveness.
In the transformation of the project into pure graphics,
maximum liberty coincicles with the erposition of a fully
nostalgic conclition.

Part Three
Nevertheless, among contemporary architects, Rossi is
one of the few who has insistently confronted in theoret-
ical and non-instrumental terms one of the basic questions
of modern architecture-a question that we have inher"ited
in completely degeneratecl terms from the radicai tradi-
tion. It concerns the gerreral problem of the relation be-
tween architecture ancl technique.

Rossi's highly original dialogue u,ith the history of archi-
tecture clemonstt'ates the particular relevance of this
problem to his orvn theory. It is no acciclent that his
attention has been focused on cettain aspects of the cul-
ture of the Enlightenment, and, closer to our o\ In period,
on those "anomaious" personalities of cclntemporalT aF
chitecture-Aclolf Loos, Hans Schmiclt, Hannes Meyer.
And in his reading of such historic episocles he has not
been preoccupied with characterizing obvious tendencies,
but u,ith throu'ing into relief the ignorecl but underlying
strrrcture of their theoretical difficulty." 36 At first sight it
might seem to contrarlict what we have already argued to
affirm now that Rossi warns us against the dangers that
beset architecture in direct proportion to the extent of its
self-isolation; but nevertheless he poses the question
clearly, and specifically in relation to the connection be-

t-,veen architecture and engineering. Having posed the
problem, however, he immediately confronts it from a

The bridge thus takes its place logically as a recurrent
element in Rossi's architecture. As Heidegger explains,
the bridge unites, and ties, and in tying explains the
specificity of u'hat it joins together. A metaphor also fre-
quently used by Heidegger, the bridge for him signifies
a union. In the architecture of Rossi, curiously, the bridge
is ahvays placed at the center of a multiplicity that it at
times determines or artiflcially creates. The bridge is the
built place that guarantees the possibility of "living po-

etically"; it is the physical image of the architect's recon-
ciliation of architecture and engineering-it explains their
kinship. F'or Rossi the problem is not to reduce the rela-
tionship of architecture and technique to the question of
applied art-his familiarity with Loos prevents him from
entering such a one-way street. He rather emphasizes
this link of kinship-the bridge that unites architecture
and engineering, and in uniting them exposes them both
in their speciflcity. In this, however, he expresses his
refusal to confront the absolute and incessant develop-
ment of that division which is the mainspring of technique;
his bridge is a form of 'protection against the division, his
architecture wants to guarantee the possibility of "living-
in-the-world." In reality of course technique is much dif-
ferent. It is indeed "that fmit of the self-imposition of
man, and the integral realization of unconditionai being,
without protection, based on the separation . . . of that

single, determined direction. In fact he does not raise the 13

general question of the relation between architecture and
technical clevelopment, but tackles the probiem in the
form of the relation between two deJtnecl disciplines. For
this reason his discourse offers no different solutions from
those u,e have previously inclicated. As Savi writes, "he
thinks of technique as a degree zero which architects, out
of the confusion of their ideas, hide from, but which for
him, on the contrary, represents an unthought 'virtual-
ity'."'tz We should not be surprised then at the original
but extremely reductive r,l'ay in which Rossi resolves the
question: "there is no longer any ideological shield for ugly
architecture, even as for the bridge which collapses . . .

we too affirm that architecture is next-of-kin to engineer-
ing and thus to physics: the bridge should not collapse"38
. . . and this in a tone reminiscent of a manifesto!



L Paul KLee, The Revolution of the
Viaducts, 1937. Hamburger
Kunst.hnlle, Munich.

\4 pure Bezug ("relationship") according to which the silent
center attracts to itself all pure forces. Technical produc-
tion is the organization of pure separaf,isp."3st The medi-
tation of architectural culture on technique is an attempt
to erase this condition. Rossi's project, the return to a
degree zero of architecture, and his affu'mation of the
necessity for design to resume the practice of its ou,n
parental discipline are, in the end, tied to the cliverse
results of that traditional meditation.

These kinships aiso guarantee the stability of the city.
The bearing structures of the "analogous city" are pre-
cisely continuous bridges which, in recomposing the mul-
tiplicity, reveal its infinite afflnities. But these invisible
bridges are very different from those that Paul Klee rep-
resented in his ,Reuoltttiort des Vi,adu,ktes (fig. 4), where
any affinity is rather denouncecl as ap,pearance. Instead,
Rossi's "analogous city" insists on the possibility of co-
herently organizing real affinities, where the tabl.e of ual-
ues that reassures man as to his power to be at home in
the worid is once again reflected. Architecture will give
man a protectecl life in the city and preserve his memories.
Of such 'uahrcs it speaks; but in so doing it is destinecl to
remove itself from the relations of production, continu-
ously overturned as they are by technique.

Can this attitude guarantee effective freedom for the act
of designing? Perhaps; but how is designing able to know
the world? or its becoming? Because the worlcl and tech-
nique are botLnd together, architecture must renew itself
iz technique. "The essence of technique emerges into the
light of day rvith extreme slowness. This day is the night
of the world, mystified in technical light. Here we are
dealing with the shortest clay of all, u,herein the threat of
a single interminable winter is raised. Meanwhile, not
only is man shorn of every protection, but clarkness en-
folds the integrity of his whole being. Every salvation
lHeilel is denied. The world then becomes boundless
lheillosl." at)

Architecture nourishes the fear of the "night of the
\\,orld," and spreads this fear b;r the threat of an "inteF
minable winter." Its task, however, is probabll, something
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Notes

other: to help man learn to live ttithotLt protection. Art
casts a veil over this state of inryiety, feeds the terror of
this "lack of freedom" for u,'hich we knor,l, no alternatives.
The artist uses his ov'n clesigrt as a "technique" for con-
cealing this ever-present reality of technique-his u,ork
is a subtle cobweb u,hich tends to enfokl the world. Crit-
icism must resist the attractions that make the prospect
of entering more deeply into that resistant and flexible
web so enticing; it too must learn to live irz a bounclless
world, knou'ing that there is no salvation. For this it is
necessary to know the infinite paths that lead to decud-

ence, that most luxuriant plant in the lvoocls of modert-t

art. It must learn to recognize that plant, for the promise
of leading the moclet'n rvayfarer back to his clwelling is a
powerless nostalgia in the face of the real impiety of the
u,orld. Decacletrce, itr fact, "betrays itself in this preoc-
cupation with 'happiness' (that is, with the 'health of the
soul', which is to sa1, in feeling its ozt'ri slale as dangerous).
Its fanatical interest in 'happiness' clemonstrates the pa-
thology of its foundation."lr The title of this fragment by
Nietzsche, from which we have been quoting, and which
proposerl the theme of this essay is: Cfitictstrt.
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Postscript

Anthony Vidler

The "history" of modern architecture, written out of the very climate which 17

so strongly rejected "history" in architecture, has until recently enjoyed an
uneasy haif life, somewhere between an overtly ideological demonstration of
origins and inevitable processes and an idealistic rediscovery of eternal
truths in form and content. The former mode was based on an
Enlightenment model of progress joined to a Darwinian arrow of time; the
latter was doomed to repeat, in neo-Platonic terms, a litany which in itself
was profoundly antihistorical and a-temporal. The progressive model led to
a story which although satisfying to partisans of engineering and mechanical
evolution was extremely weak in its capacity to explain or even to admit
events and ideas such as academicism and eclecticism which were not within
its scope. A predetermined judgment had to be called in to bury these
unu,anted occurrences under the label of "retrogressive." In the idealist
modei, even though the attempt to explain history was ostensibly more
profound-the uncovering of the "deepest" level of cause from a
symptomatic analysis of its effects-inevitably resulted in a lament for a
world irrevocably lost, a world of meaningful symbols and socially bonded
forms. History in these terms was seen either as the inevitable progress
toward a better world-its forms selected according to evolutionist
principles---or as eternally the same, u,ith its forms carrying unchangeable
meanings whatever Lhe specific circumstances of their occurrence.

Modern architecture thus emerged in the light of such historical constructs
according to the "happy propprosis" of Sigfried Giedion, or the "unhappy
pathology" of Hans Sedlmayr. For Giedion, modernism was seen as an
inevitable end of progress-the flnal result of the gradual unveiling of
abstract form from beneath its historicist covering; while for Sedlmayr
moclernism was the reverse-it was the symptomatic form of a diseased
epoch, sharing with other similar ages a "loss of center." More recent
attempts to refine the history of modernism, whether Marxist or
phenomenological in orientation, have simply succeeded in modifying these
two primary forms of history: Marxism by stressing the contradictions
inherent in progressive development; phenomenology by trying to situate
the eternally tme in the context of the knowing subject.

Francesco Dal Co has attempted to resolve this ambivalence with the
proposition that it is necessary to recognize history, criticism, and design as

a number of distinct practices that make up the field of "architecture." He
says that each of these practices possesses its autonomous mode of
operation, its own questions and proper objects; and that, finally, each has
to be sufficiently detached.fi'otn its object in order to fully realize its own
potential. This is to say that history and criticism should examine on their
own terms the fragments of experience they purport to narrate and



18 comprehend rather than attempt to explain current design practice. History
in this sense is not reducible to any unitary model of cause and effect but is
rather envisagecl as a series of separate fragments. In Dal Co's argument
this could be seen as a reworking of the Enlightenment model, a perfecting
of specific and separate "professional" practices. Hou,ever, his proposition
amounts to more than a simple "specializatiotr" of a traditional professionai
kind. Indeed his argument, on the surface at least, is the very opposite of a
positivistic boundary marking. Rather he sees the u,orld in Nietzschean
terms, as a non-sequential set of ever shifting relationships r,l'hich can only
be expressed and known-indeed can only exist-by means of linguistic
forms: metaphors, metonymies, and allegories. In these terms, design can
be divorced from its complicity u,ith criticism ancl history by the very fact
that it manifests itself in a set of images, which, immediately upon arrival in
the world, divorce themselves from their makers, from intentions, from
applied or implied contents to be seen as merely the images they are.
Within this structure it becomes possible to challenge entrenched notions of
the relations between form and content-lizrtctionaL relations-and to "read"
images as having a life of their own.

This attitude toward an idea of "form in itself" detached from any positive
meanings might be constrrred as a return by Dal Co to an idealistic mode.
But Dal Co attempts to escape not only the positive, progressive model of
truth in form/content relations for he also eschews (from his own political
conviction) any assumption of the inner "life of forms." He is in this sense
following that "new Nietzsche" who, in the rereading that has taken place
over the last ten years, has emergecl as a semiologist of purposes, and
etymoiogist of linguistic traces.

According to this reading, Nietzsche in T'he Birth of Tragedy and later, and
more definitively in the Genealogy oJ' Moral,s, proposes that all visions of
progress, all ideologies of cause and effect are simply the masks of a
general, pervasive will to power. By reducing all historical causation at one
stroke to this fundamental will, he reduces or reveals all supposed
"purposes," "functions," "causes" that were ciaimed by philosophers and
historians as the origins of the things they spoke of, to be no more than
u,ords impressed more or less lightly on events. The "truth" of history and
phenomena is thus reduced to linguistic forms, which simply mask the will
to power in all its various manifestations.

Using as his "text" a fragment of Nietzsche's own criticism, ancl as his sub-
text the argument of the Genealogy of Morals, Dal co throws into question
the entrenched ideology of reLations between theory and practice, criticism
and theory, history and criticism in order to counter the progressive



structure u'ithin rvhich most Marxist historl,' has been u'ritten. At the same
time he maintains his leftist opposition to the icrearist moclel. Dal co
explocles the relations-seen as entirely trutural through the ienses of
nineteenth centurl' functionalism-betrveen form ancl function, image ancl
idea, just as Nietzsche exploded the assumed "truth" of relations between
presumed causes or origins and their "effects" or ascribed purposes.

In selecting the work of Aldo Rossi as a "case stucly" for the working out of
a possibie critical method-an "effective history" in Nietzsche's terms-Dal
co has given himself an especially willing subject. Rossi's ar.chitecture is
evidentl"v informecl not only b1, his o.uvn rereacling of Nietzsche, but by the
work of Loos and by his critical a\lrareness of the pitfalls of the moclernist
avant-garde. He has always sought to escape from the conditions of
purposefulness laicl clou'n by the modern functionalists. At the same time,
Rossi's work has tried to retain a ltlace for itself as architecture in a world
that can no longer be simply clefined by the humanist projection of the will
of the designer to make shelter. But for Dal co, the iclea of ',autonomous,,
architecture which results does not cr-rme about through the simple remrtLtal
of function from form. Like the epistemological void proclaimed by
Nietzsche, rvhich allou's thought to operare but which does not itself
demancl to be filled, so the architecture of Rossi tries to refer to itself-
which is to refer to one of those semiological sigtr-chuins-,,architecfsys',-
that Nietzsche identifieci as so harcl to decifer. The clelimiting of the vast
scope of this "architecture" for Rossi means the building of the "city"-
"analogous city"-which contains only certain elements of a uery specific
kind, selectecl by the architect, elements which are the slgns of a coherent
and willecl unitl': the ideal city'. Hou'ever, as Dal Co emphasizes, this unity
is, by virtue of its nostalgic condition, forced to meditate on its own
historical death-its fragmentation. It becomes an instrument of memory
that links otherwise unrelatecl pieces of the past to the fabrics that Itossi
designs in the present.

The question that Dal Co asks is to what extent the physical fragmentation
of this architecture really escapes the conditions of its forebears: to u,hat
extent is the act of design alu'ays and inevitably a will to power maskecl by
comforting irnages? Are rve looking at a true alternative to the progressive
forms of modernism or simply at the metaphorical "imitation" of a nelv ancl
more complex version of history? If the former, then we should be forcecl to
confront an entirely different philosophy of the u,orld in order to decipher
the artifacts that have been producecl rvithin it; if the ratter, we should
rather be students of rhetoric, of figures of speech, to uncover the levels of
reference, the layers of memory that Rossi seeks to recuperate. In either
case one rvoulcl have to ask-in front of the image, the "literal fragment"-

tq



20 to what extent is the image of a fallen and ruined power-the image of a

fragment-the most successful mask for the continued operation of that
porver? Memory, after all, \ ras seen by Nietzsche as one of the most potent

ancl brutal acts of the will to power: "There is perhaps nothing more terrible
in man's earliest hislory than his mnemotechnics . . . that instinct which

clivined pain to be the strongest aicl to mnemonics." Attended first u,ith

plain brutality, then with subtler "ascetic" means, the instittttion o.f'memor"y

was incessanlly enforcecl; "the individuai was flnally taught to remember the

flve or six ,I ulon'ts' u'hich entitled him to participate in the benefits of

society." The asylums, the schoclls, the prisons, and the factories of which

Foucault speaks are, in the end, so many similar acts of memory institution.
Does the analogous city, even as it shatters the premises of a functional
memory, re-ov" itself entirely from complicity in the po\\"er of such a

memory function, or "mnemotechnics"? If so, then a truly a-significant

architecture has beetr born in the void, one that allows for architecture to

discuss its olvn genealogy without fear. If not, then a greater divorce

between the object and its criticism than is apparent in Dal co's text r,r'ill

have to be made in order to uncover the masking procedures of Rossi

himself.

But with historical motivation thus projected onto a linguistic "surface," the

methocl of the historian, ancl especially the critical historian, has become

extremely problematic. No longer can he be satisfled with a strict revelation

of economic cleterminations (although that \ roulri or could be useful in

certain contexts); no longer can he simply rel;' on revealing the inner
connections betr,l,een a theorv and a design (although as a preliminary
indication of masking pl'ocedures, this too would sometimes be useful); nor

can he be happy placing a series of objects in a rou' with some innate,

implicit or explicit causation joining them in time (although the
esfablishmeni of large-scale shifts or breaks might sometimes require this).

Ancl while the search for "ol'igins" (as in "the origins of the Modern
Movement") is revealecl as largely futile, and is itself part of the process

that is to be unmasked by any critical history, the gap between the
,,linguistic etymologies" of a Nietzsche and the etymologies of form they

replace is narro"l'.

Behind the new approach suggested by Dal Co are still many tlangers: the

clanger of reclucing the object in history to a self-replicative series of words,

themselves outside of time and without cause, and which, unable to be

"explainecl," ask only to be t'e-presentecl-the danger, that is, of atr
,,archaeology" that rests only on the surface of language; the clanger of a
nihilism on the part of the critic, a negative posture so complete that every
act of design chargecl with so much "will to power" becomes unacceptable,



and the intellectual alienation of the historian is rendered passive, or worse,
mere sophistry; finally, the danger of the primacy of the tirt which,
u-nseeing, would deny to images the special kincl of reading that is due to
them.

2l

Perhaps the most troublesome is the last. In the search for new models of
history and criticism the attention of the architectural historian has often
been drawn to philosophies of literature rn,hich seem to offer modes of
analysis more sophisticated by far than those existing within architectural
circles. Hence the 'linguistic analogies' of the iast two hundred years, and
the attempt to merge architecture with poetry of the late seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries. But it is especially important now to distinguish
between analytical models that are appropriately appliecl to their objects,
and the mere terminology of such models applied outside their range to
objects u'hich in the end remain unanalyzed, wrapped in an ,,aura', of
clissectir-rn, but in fact intact under the wrapping. Here one woulcl not only
caution against the use of linguistic analogies-an alreacly well known
caution-but aiso against the eclectic use of fragments of philosophical
discourse in order to develop a seemingly new criticism in architecture.
Ultimately the discourse of Nietzsche is entire in itself-not autonomous but
complete according to its ou,n terms of reference. To transform Nietzsche's
statements on criticism and history into armatures for the understanding of
something other than criticism and philosophy-to make of them, that is,
proper instruments for the analysis of architectural design-is a task that
itself demands an authentic philosophical approach, not to ttre texts that
surround architecture, but to architecture itself.



1 (frontispiece) Building Jbnns,
J.l'i. L. Durand, 1809.
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On Typology

Rafael Moneo

I
To raise the question oftypology in architecture is to raise
a question of the nature of the architectural work itself.
To answer it means, for each generation, a redefinition of
the essence of architecture and an explanation of all its
attendant problems. This in turn requires the establish-
ment of a theory, whose first question must be, what kind
of object is a work of architecture? This question ulti-
mately has to return to the concept of type.

On the one hand, a work of architecture has to be consid-
ered in its own right, as an entity in itself. That is, Iike
other forms of art, it can be characterized by a conclition
of uniqueness. From this point of view, the work of ar-
chitecture is irueducible within any classification. It is
unrepeatable, a single phenomenon. Stylistic reiationships
may be recognized among architectural works, as in the
other figurative arls, but they do not imply a loss of the
singularity of the object.

On the other hand, a work ofarchitecture can also be seen
as belonging to a class ofrepeated objects, characterized,
like a class of tools or instruments, by some general at-
tributes. From the first hut to the archaic stone construc-
tion, primitive architecture conceived of itself as an activ-
ity similar to other kinds of craftsmanship, such as the
making of textiles, pottery, baskets, and so on. The first
products of this activity, which we in retrospect have
called architecture, were no different from instruments or
tools: building a primitive hut required solving problems
of form and design similar in nature to those involved in
weaving a basket, that is in making a useful obiect. Thus,
like a basket or plate or cup, the architectural object could
not only be repeatecl, but also was nrcattt to be repeatable.
Any changes that cleveloped in it were particularities that
could be found in any product of craftsmanship over time.
In this sense, the uniqueness of the architectural object
was denied. From this point of view a work of architec-
ture, a construction, a house-like a boat, a cup, a hel-
met-can be definecl through formal features, rvhich ex-
press problems running from production lo use, and rn'hich
permit its reproduction. In these terms it can be saicl that
the essence of lhe architectural object lies in its repeata-
bility.

The very act of naming the architectural object is also a 28
process that from the nature of language is forced to
typify. The identiflcation of an architectural element like
"column," or of a whole building-"courthouse"-implies
an entire class of similar obiects r,l-ith common character-
istics. This means that language also impiicitly acknowl-
edges the concept of type.

What then is type? It can most simply be defined as a
concept which describes a group of objects characterized
by the same formal structure. It is neither a spatial dia-
gram nor the average of a serial list. It is fundamentally
based on the possibility of grouping objects by certain
inherent structural similarities. It might even be said that
type means the act of thinking in groups. For instance,
one may speak of skyscrapers in general; but the act of
grouping pushes torvard speaking of skyscrapers as huge,
distorted Renaissance palaces, as Gothic towers, as frag-
mented pyramids, as oriented slabs. . . . Then, as one
becomes increasingly precise, one introduces other levels
of grouping, thus describing new ranks of types. One
finishes with the name of a specific building.l Thus the
idea of type, u,hich ostensibly rules out individuality, in
the end has to return to its origins in the single work.

Architecture, however-the world of objects created by
architecture-is not only clescribed by types, it is also
produced through them. If this notion can be accepted, it
can be understood why and how the architect identifies
his work u,ith a precise type. He is initially trapped by
the type because it is the way he knou,s. Later he can act
on il; he can destroy it, transform it, respect it. But he
statts from the type. Tlrc design pl.ocess is tt way of
btinging th,e elenteytts of a typology4lrc idect of a fonno,l
stttt cture--4nto the precise state t.lt ctt cltaracterizes the sin-
gle u.nrk.

But what precisely is a formal structure? One could at-
tempt a series of opposing definitions. First the aspects
of the Gestal.t coulcl be emphasizecl. This would mean
speaking about centrality or iinearity, clusters or grids,
tryirrg to characterize form in terms of a deeper geometry.
In this sense, certain texts have described all covered



2,1 centralized spaces, from the primitive hut to the Renais-
sance dome to that of the nineteenth century, as being of
the same "type."' 'fhis however reduces the idea of type
as formal structure to simple abstract geometry. But type
as a formal structure is, in contrast, also intimately con-

nected with realitl'-with a vast hierarchy of concerns
running from social activity to building construction. Ul-
timately, the group defining a type must be rootecl in this
reality as well as in an abstract geometry. This means,

for example, that buildings also have a precise position in
history. In this sense nineteenth century domes belong to
an entirely different rank of domes from those of the
Renaissance or Baroque periocls, and thereby constitute
their own specific type.

This leads directly to the concept of a typological series
that is generatecl by the relationship among the elements
that define the u''hole. The type implies the presence of
elements forming such a typological series and, of course,
these elements can themselves be further examined and

considered as single types; but their interaction deflnes a

precise formal strut:ture.

Thus, Brunelleschi introduced the lantern as a logical ter-
mination of the clome at Florence, and this form u'as

imitated for almost three hundred years. The relationship
between the classical dome and post-Gothic lantern shoulcl
be considered as one of the most characteristic features
of Renaissance and post-Renaissance domes, giving them
a certain formal consistency. When Enlightenment archi-
tects rvorked u'ith tlomes they entirely changed the rela-
tionship betu,een the elements that definecl the formal
structure-dome and lantern-thus generating a new
type. Types are transformed, that is, one type becomes
another, when substantial elements in the formai struc-
ture are changetl.3

One of the frequent arguments against typology views it
as a "frozen mechanism" that denies change and empha-
sizes an almost automatic repetition.a Hou'ever, the very
concept of type, as it has been proposed here, implies the
idea of change, or of transformation. The architect iden-
tifies the type on or with which he is u,'orking, but that

fitr

:l

2 El Oued in the Sahara, aerial
uiew.

iJ Barakan ui\Laga rLear Port
Moresb'y, Papu,a, Ileta Gui.nea



l. Cheyenne uillage, Westent plains,
U.S.A.

5, 6, 7, 8 Houses in Cebrero, Lugo,
Spain.
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9 Faience tablets represertting
houses avtd t,owers. Tlte Palace o.f
Minos, Knossos, Crete.

10 Pl,ans, Casa dei Signort.
Fruncesco di Giorgio Martini,
Tratatto di architettura.
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does not necessariiy imply mechanical reproduction. Of
course, the typological approach per se cloes not demancl
constant change; and u,hen a type is flrmly consolidated,
the resultant architectural forms preserve formal features
in such a \\,ay as to allou' u'orks of architecture to be
produced by a repetitive process, either an exact one as
founcl in industry, or an approximale one, as found in
craftsmanship. But the consistency ancl stability of forms
in such instances need not be attributed to the concept of
type; it is just as possible to conclucle that the struggle
with an iclentical problem tends to leaci to almost identical
forms. Or in other u'orcls, stability in a society-stability
reflectecl in activities, techniclues, images-is mirrorecl
also in architecture.

The concept of type is in itself open to change insofar as
it means a consciousness of actual facts, including, cer-
tainly, a recognitior-r of the possibility of change. By look-
ing at architectural objects as groups, as types, suscep-
tible to differentiation in their secondary aspects, the
partial obsolescences appearing in them can be appraisecl,
ancl consequently one can act to change them. The type
can thus be thought of as they''ante within tohich chnnoe
opet'ates, a necessary term to the continuing dialectic re-
tluirecl by history. From this point of view, the type,
rather than being a "frozen mechanism" to procluce archi-
tecture, becomes a way of denying the past, as rvell as a
way of looking at the future.

In this continuous process of transformation, the architect
can extrapolate from the type, changing its use; he can
distort the type by means of a transformation of scale; he
can overlap different types to procluce new ones. He can 10
use formal quotations of a known type in a different con-
text, as well as create new types by a radical change in
the techniques alreacly employed. The list of different
mechanisms is extensive-it is a function of the inven-
tiveness of architects.

The most intense moments in architectural develclpment
are those when a new type appears. Or-re of the architect's
greatest efforts, and thus the most cleserving of admira-
tion, is made when he gives up a known type ancl clearly
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28 sets out to formulate a new one. Often, external events-
such as new techniques or changes in society-are re-
sponsible for impelling him toward this creation of a new
type, in accordance with a dialectical relationship with
history. But sometimes the invention of a new type is the
result of an exceptionai personality, capable of entering
into architecture with its own voice."

When a new type emerges-when an architect is able to
describe a new set of formal relations which generates a
new group of buiidings or elements-then that architect's
contribution has reached the level of generality and ano-
nymity that characterizes architecture as a discipline.

II
Given this close relation betrveen type and the discipline
of architecture, it is not surprising to find that the first
coherent and explicit formulation of an iclea of type in
architectural theory was developed by Quatrembre de

Quincy at the end of the eighteenth century, precisely at
the time when the traditional "discipline" of architecture
had been thrown into question by emerging social and
technical revolutions. 6

For Quatrembre the concept of type enabled architecture
to reconstmct its links with the past, forming a kind of
metaphorical connection with the moment when man, for
the first time, confronted the problem of architecture and
identified it in a form. In other words, the type explained
the reason behind architecture, which remained constant
throughout history, reinforcing through its continuity the
permanence of the first moment in which the connection
between the form and the nature of the object was under-
stood and the concept of type was formulated. The type
was thus intimately related with "needs and nature." "In
spite of the industrious spirit which looks for innovation
in objects," Quatrembre rvrites, "u,ho does not prefer the
circular form to the polygonal for a human face? Who does
not believe that the shape of a man's back must provide
the type of the back of a chair? That the round shape must
itself be the only reasonable type for the head's coiffure?" 7

The type was in this way identified with the logic of form
connected with reason and use, and, throughout history,

whenever an architectural object u,as related to some
form, a kind of logic was impiied, creating a deep bond
with the past.

Based in this way on history, nature, and use, the type
had to be distinguished from the model-the mechanical
reproduction of an object. Type expressed the perma-
nence, in the single and unique object, of features which
connected it with the past, acting as a perpetual recog-
nition of a primitive but renewed identification of the
condition of the object. Throughout the nineteenth cen-
tury, however, the idea of type was applied in exactly the
opposite way. Manuals and handbooks, so important for
nineteenth century architectural knowledge, offered
m,odels or era,nt.pLes. The nern, importance assume by pro-
gratns-a u,ord tha1. curiously does not appear in Quatre-
mere's Dictiotrury-is in clear opposition to his concept of
type-form, and transfers the focus of theory to a new
field, that of composittoz. Composition is the tool by which
the architect deals with the variety of programs offered
by the new society; a theory of composition is needed to
provide an instrument capable of coping with a diversity
that, with difficulty, can be reduced to known types. In
this sense composition should be understood as the mech-
anism that resolves the connection between form and pro-
gram-or form and function-to which a new idea of ar-
chitecture is wedded. It is from this point of view that the
difference between Quatrembre and someone iike Durand
can be seen.

For Durand, the flrst aim of architecture is no Ionger the
imitation of nature or the search for pleasure and artistic
satisfaction, but composition or "disposition." This idea of
composition is directly related to needs; its relevant cri-
teria are, accordingly, convenience and economy. Conven-
ience seeks solidity, salubrity, and comfort; economy re-
quires symmetry, regularity, and simplicity-all
attributes to be achieved with composition.

According to Durand, the architect disposes of elements-
columns, pillars, foundations, vaults, and so on-which
have taken form and proportion through their relationship
with material and with use. These elements, argues Du-



rand, must be freed from the tyranny of the Orders; the
classical orders should be seen as mere decoration.8 Hav-
ing established the elements firmly through use and ma-
terial, Durand says that the architect's task is to combine
these elements, generating more complex entities, the
parts of which will-at the end, through the composition-
be assembled in a single building. Thus Durand offers a
series of porches, vestibules, staircases, courts, etc. as
parts of future buildings associated with precise programs
(figs. 1 [frontispiece], 11-14). These parts, ordered and
presented Iike a repertoire of models, constitute the ma-
terials available to the architect. By using these parts,
the architect can achieve architecture through composi-
tion and still retain responsibility for final unity-a clas-
sical attribute that Durand does not deny to the building.
But how to achieve this unity? Durand proposes two in-
struments with u,hich to handle the composition, to rule
the construction of a building, whatever its program: one
is the continuous, undifferentiated grid; the other the use
of the axis as a support for the reversal of its parts.

Both mechanisms are essentially contrary to euatre-
mbre's idea of type as based on elemental and primitive
forms. Quantification is now posed against qualification:
on the grid and with the axis, programs-buildings-could
be flexible as well as desirable. The square gnd ended the
idea of architecture as it had been elaborated in the Ren-
aissance and used until the end of the eighteenth century;
the old definition of type, the original reason for form in
architecture, was transformed by Durand into a method
of composition based on a generic geometry of axis super-
imposed on the grid. The connection between type and
form disappeared.

Durand himself avoided the idea of type; he used the word
genre when, in the third part of his book, he described the
variety of buildings classified according to their programs.
He collected, and sometimes even invented, hospitals,
prisons, palaces, libraries, theaters, custom houses, bar-
racks, town halls, colleges (fig. 15); a collection which
presupposed a certain concem with type, although solely
identified with the building's use. In so doing, he repeated
the treatment he had adopted twenty vears before in his

11 Facade combinations. J. N. L
Durand, 1809.
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12 Plans for porcltes. J. N. L.
Durand,7809.

13 Plan combinations. J. N. L
Durand, 1809.
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15 Prototype for u .fairground
J. N. L. Durand, 1809.

Recueil et paral.lile des edtJtces de tout getlre . e in
which temples, churches, squares, and markets lvere cat-
egorized according to their program or use---<ategories
which interested him more than their forms and more
than any related questions of style or language.

But in proposing a list of models, and aftemard defining
the rules and principles of composition, Durand's work
anticipated the nineteenth centuly's theoretical approach
to architecture: a knowledge based on history as a quarry
of available material, supported by an idea of composition
suggested by Durand's principles, elaborated and later
finalized in the Beaux Arts architectural system of the
last years ofthe century. Durand would have understood,
no doubt, rvhy the battle of styles exploded u'ith such

virulence in the middle of the century. "Style" was some-

thing that could be added later, a final formal characteri-
zation given to the elements after the structure of the
building hacl been clefined through a composilion, which
somehor,v reflected its program.

Durand thereby offered a simple enough method of coping

with the programs and the nerv building t'equirements
demanded by a new society. The clemand that the object
be repeatable was supersecled by a new and different
point of view rvhose basis was not sought in the nature of
the architectural object. The conditions and attributes of
the object itself rn'hich were central to Quatremere's in-
quiries ceased to be critical. It was the immediate respon-

sibility of the architectural object as a theoretical instru-
ment rvith an institutionalized role to make itself
comprehensible as a product. Without doubt this new ap-

proach to architecture was related to the appearance of ls
schools; as the product of the architect, architecture
needed a body of doctrine-an idea of composition rein-
forced by a broader network of examples either of build-
ings or of single elements.

The handbooks ancl manuals which began to appear in the
nineteenth century, followed Durand's teachings, simply
displayed the material available to the profession, classi-

fying buildings by their function in a way that could be

called typological. But however much well-defined single
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32 elements and vague and imprecise schematic plans for
various kinds of programs seemed to beget geneiic pafiis
ancl thus seemed to suggest type ibrms, that total and
indestructible formal structure which has been defined as
type was irrevocably flatteneci. It had become a mere
compositional and schematic device.

III
When, at the beginning of the tu,entieth century, a new
sensibility sought the renovalion of architecture, its first
point of attack lvas the academic theory of architecture
established in the nineteenth century. The theoreticians
of the Modern Movement rejected the idea of type as it
had been understood in the nineteenth century, for to
them it meant immobiiitl,, a set of restrictions imposed on
the creator who must, they positecl, be able to act u,ith
complete freeclom on the object. Thus when Gropius dis-
pensed r,r,'ith history,r" claiming that it was poisible to
undertake both the process of design and positive con-
struction without reference to prior examples, he was
standing against an architecture structured on typology.
The nature of the architectural object thus changed once
again. Architects now lookecl to the example of scientists
in their attempt to tlescribe the u'orld in a neu, way. A
neu, architecture must offer a new language, they be-
lieved, a new description of the physical space in which
man lives. In this new field the concept of type was some-
thing quite alien and unessential.

he constiucts a building characterized not by its use-as
a school, hospital, church, etc. in the manner of the nine-
teenlh century-but a "space" in which an activity is pro-
duced only later. From this point of view, the I.LT. cam-
pus must be understood mor.e as a space-a physical
fragment of a conceptual space-than as a set of buildings
submitted to a process of architectural composition. The
space is simply made available, it could be a church as
u,ell as a school. Mies was disturbecl neither by functions
nor materials; he was a builder of form-space.

Even when he designed a number of houses with the
generic and quasi-typological designation of "courtyard
houses" (fig. 17), the designation was more an allusion to
a weil-known type than a reduplication of it. These houses
are in the end defined by the way in which the architect
has materialized space; the court itseif does not structure
their disposition: in them, space takes precedence over
type. Thus the houses are understood as single aesthetic
events in which the architect copes with a new r.eality.
Whatever connection they have rn'ith the past-in archi-
tectonic terms, with the type-is carefuily avoided in fa-
vor of a generic and actual description of the cun.eti
world. For Modern Movement architects also wanted to
offer a new image of architectur.e to the society that pro-
duced it, an image that reflected the neu' industrialized
rvorld created by that society. This meant that a mass-
production system had to be introduced into architecture,
thus displacing the quality of singularitv ancl uniqueness
of the traditional architectural "object." The type as the
artificial species describecl by Quatr.emere ancl the type as
the "average" of models proclaimed by the theoreticians
of the nineteenth century norv had to be put aside; the
industrial processes had established a new relationship
between production and object which was far removecl
from the experience ofany precedents. Taken to its logical
conclusion, such an attitude toward mass production was
in clear contradiction to the Modern Movement,s ou,n
preoccupation with the unique spatial object. But with
regard to the iclea of type, both aspects of Modern Move-
ment theory, however contradictory, coincided in their
rejection of type as a kev to understanding the architec-
tural object.

This changed attitucle towar.d the architect's product is
clearly reflected in the u'ork of Mies van der. Rohe, in
which the principles and aspirations of both Neoplasticism
and the Bauhaus at'e joined, giving a certain degree of
generality to the example. His work can be interpreted
as an unintelruptecl attempt to chai'acterize a generic
space, u,hich could be called llze space, of u,hich architec_
ture is simpiy the materialization. Accorciing to this no_
tion, the architect's task is to capture the idealizecl space
through the definition of its abstract components. Like
the physicist, the architect must first knolv the elements
of matter, of space itself. He is then able to isolate a
portion of that space to form a precise builcting. In con_
structing his building, he seizes this space and in doing so



Mass production in architecture, focused chiefly on mass

housing, permitted architecture to be seen in a new light.
Repeatability was desirable, as it was consonant with
industry. "The same constructions for the same require-
ments," Bruno Taut u'rote," and now the word "same"
neecled to be understood ad litteram. Industry required
repetition, series; the nern'architecture could be pre-cast.

Now the word type-in its primary and original sense of
permitting the exact reproduction of a model-was trans-
iormecl from an abstraction to a reality in architecture, by
virtue of industry; type had become prototlpe.

This could be seen in Le Corbusier's work where the
cor-rtradiction between architecture as a single and unique

event ancl architecture as a process of elaboration of in-

dustrial prototypes is clearly marked. From the begin-

ning, Le Corbusier was interested in this condition of an

industrial prototype allowing for iimitless repetition. The

Dom-ino house, of all the "inclustrialized" schemes pro-

posed by Le Corbusier in the twenties and early thirties,
insists on this theme as do the to"vers in the Plan Voisin
or in the Ville Radieuse (fig. 16). Later, the Unit6
cl'Habitation becomes a clear example of such an attitude:
it can be readaptecl-Marseilles, Nantes, Berlin-without
alteration; it is a tttlit, the result of factory production
process, capable of being sent anywhere. In Le Corbu-

sier's theory, the building industry should be analogous to
the auto industry; Iike primitive architecture, but now

through the industrial process, the new architecture
should return to its former status as a typal instrument'

16 La Vil\e Contem,porairLe, project.
Le Corbusier, 1922.
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This new iclea of t-vpe effectively denied the concept of
type as it hacl been conceived in the past. The singularity
of the architectural object which in the nineteenth century

harl permitted adaptability to site and flexibility for use

lr'ithin the framework of a structure was vioiently denied

by the neu' architecture, committed to architecture as

mass production.

But there was a third argument against the nineteenth

century's concept of typology' This argument \'\''as pro-

viderl ty functionalism. Functionalism-the cause/effect

relationship between requirements and form-seemed to
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18 Victoriatl era rou hottses,
Newcastle upon Tyne, Ensland

19 Single fanLily house plans and
circulation diaq ram s. Alexattder
Kleitt, 1931.

20 AnaLysis of bui\ding plans
ALexander Klein, 193.1t.
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provide the rules for architecture without recourse to
precedents, u,ithout need for the historical concept of
type. And, although functionalist theory was not neces-
sarily coincident with the other two attitudes already de-
scribed, all three had in common the rejection of the past
as a form of knowledge in architecture. Yet each foliowed
a different path; functionalism rvas mainly concerned with
method, while the other two dealt with figurative space

and production respectively. The unique qualities of each
problem, of each precise context for which functionalism
seemed to provide a unique resolution, seemed to be posed

against the idea of a common structure that characteized
type. Architecture rvas predetermined not by types, but
by context itself. As an almost inevitable conclusion, ar-
chitectural theories connected with functionalism delib-
erately rejected typology.

Paradoxically, functionalist theory, which explicitiy stood
against typology, also provided the basis for a new un-
derstanding of the idea of type. This consciousness of type
appears in the u,ork of architects such as Taut, May,
Stam, etc., u,ho were grouped around the CIAM congress,

and can be found in a number of u,r'itings-e.g. the classic
work by F. R. S. Yorke on Th,e Modern Flot.'2

The attitude perhaps becomes most explicit in the u.ork
of Alexander Klein. Klein's attempt to systematize all the
elements of the single house in his Das EinJcLnti|ienltaus
was a clear and new approach to the problem (figs. 19,

20).'3 While recognizing the value of the type as a struc-
ture underlying and giving form to the elements of any
architecture, he rvas at the same time able to modify and
explore the type u.ithout accepting it as the inevitable
procluct of the past. In so cloing, he attemptetl to submit
the elements-iclentifled now in terms of use-to the ra-
tionality of typology by checking dimensions, clarifying
circulation, emphasizing orientation. The type seemed to
lose both the abstract and obscure characterization ofQua-
trembre and the frozen description of the academics.
Housing types appeared flexible, able to be adapted to
the exigencies of both site and program. For Klein, the
type, far from being an imposition of history, became a

working instrument.

Their starting point rvas the site of the Modern Move- 35

ment's failure: the traditional city.

IV
Against the failure of the Modern Movement to use type
in terms of the city, a new series of u'ritings began to
appear in the sixties which called for a theory to explain
the formal and structural continuity of traditional cities.
These saw the city as a formal structure which coulcl be
understood through its continuous historical development.
From this point of vieu' architecture u,as considered nei-
ther as the single artistic event proposed by the avant-
garde nor the industrially produced object, but now as a
process, in time, of building from the single dwelling to
the total city. Accordingly, in Saverio Muratori's Slzzdi
per u?ta operatfie Storia UrbcLnu cJi Venezia the urban
texture of Venice u'as examined, and the iclea of type as

formai structure became a central idea that demonstrated
a continuity among the different scales of the city. For
Muratciri, type u,as not so much an abstract concept as an

element that allowed him to unclerstand the pattern of
grou,th of the city'4 as a living organism taking its mean-
ing primarily from its history. He explained the historical
development of Venice as a concept that would link the
individual eiements n'ith the overall form of the city.
These types u'ere seen as the generatot's of the city and
implicit in them were the elements that clefined all other
scales; so, for example, in Venice calli, ccnttpi, and corti
are seen as tvpal elements rvhich are intimately related
with each other, ancl each is u'ithout meaning if not con-
sidered as types in themselves.

This approach, underlining the relationship between the
elements and the rvhole, proposed a morphological method
of analysis for unclerstanding architecture, which has
formed the basis for a continued development of typol-
ogical studies. In the seconcl half of the sixties, it fincls its
most systematic and complex theoretical clevelopment in
the work of AIdo Rossi anci his circle. But this emphasis
on morphology, reducing typology exclusively to the field
of urban analysis, was complemented by a rene'w'ed inter-
est in the concept of type as first postulated b1, Quatre-
mere and renewed b1, "Typologia" by G. C. Argan. "'



36 Argan returned to lhe origins of the concept, interpreting
Quatrembre's definition in a more pragmatic way ancl
avoiding the Neoplatonism that it implied. For Argan the
type lvas a kind of abstraction inherent in the use ancl
form of series of buildings. Its identification, however,
inasmuch as it was detluced from reality, r,vas inevitably
an n postetiori operation. Here Argan differed radically
from Quatremere, whose idea of type approachecl that of
a Platonic absolute-an a pfiori "form." For Argan it was
through the comparison and overlapping of certain formal
regularities that the type emergecl; it u'as the basic form
through u,hich series of buildings were relateri to each
other in a comprehensible u'ay. Type, in this sense, coulcl
be defined as the "inner formal struclure" of a building or
series of buildings. But if the type \vas part of such an
overall structure, hou' coulcl it be connected u,ith the in-
diviclual work? The notion of type propounded bv Quatre-
mere as "something vague, undefined" provided this an-
swer. The architect could work on types freely because
there were tu'o moments, "the moment of the typoiogl,
and the moment of the formal definition," which could be
clistinguishecl from one another. For Argan, ,,the moment
of typologr," ll.as the non-problematic moment, implying
a certain riegree of inertia. This moment, which estab-
lishecl a necessary connection rvith the past and u,ith so-
ciety. u,as in some way a "naturai" given, received and
not invented by the form-defining artist. Hou'ever, Argan
gave primacy to the second, the form defining mollsnf-
that is, he did not see typology, although inevitable, as
the primary characteristic of architecture. In this tvay he
revealed his respect for Modern Movement orthodoxy.
Ancl yet, the very concept of type, as has been seen,
opposed both Modern Movement icleology and the stuclies
in clesign methocl rvhich became its natural ertension in
the sixties.

If, as argued by the methodologists, architecture u,as the
formal expression of its various requirements, and if the
links between such requirements ancl reality could be de-
fined, then architecture as a problem of methocl could be
entirely resolved. Form, holl,ever, is in reality a product
of an entirely opposite methodolgy-and not the result of
method as \\'as previousll,understoorl. In this sense, Er-

nesto Rogers, follou.ing Argan, u,as able to oppose the
concept of type-form to the concept of methodology.,u
Knou'ledge in architecture, he proposed, implied the im-
mediate acceptance of "types." Types were part of a
framework defir-recl by reality u-hich characterized and
classified all single events. Within this framework, the
architect u,orked; his work was a continuous comment on
the past, on the prior knorvledge on u,hich his rvork was
based. According to Rogers's theory the design process
started u'ith the architect's identification of a type which
rvoulcl resolve the problem implicit in the context within
which he u'as working.

Of course, the very identification of such a type \ ras a
choice by virtue of u'hich the architect inevitably estab-
lished ties u,ith society. By transforming the necessarily
"vague, uncleflnecl" type in a single act, his u,ork acquired
a certain consistenc-v with a specific context. From this
point of view, his work could be seen as a contribution to
the contextualization of a more generic type. Thus, the
development of a project was a process that led from the
abstract type tri the precise reality. In other words,
through the concept of type, the architect was provided
u'ith an instrument that allou'ed him to undertake the
design process in quite a different way than that de-
manded bv the methodological approach. Rogers's theory
in this u'ay resembled a more traditional approach. It was
Aldo Rossi u'ho in the late sixties bound together the
morphological approach of Muratori and the more tradi-
tionai approach of Rogers and Argan through Quatre-
mbre. In so doing he introduced a more subtle but also
problematic notion of type.

F or Rossi the logic of architecturzri form lies in a ciefinition
of tvpe basecl on the juxtaposition of memory and rea-
son. 17 Insofar as architecture retains the memory of those
flrst moments in which man asserted and established his
presence in the u'orld through builcling activitl,, so type
retains the reason of form itself. The type preserves and
clefines the internal logic of forms, not by techniques or
programs-in fact, the type can be called "functionally
inclifferent." In Rossi's idea of architecture, the corridor,
for example, is a primary type; it is indifferently available



to the program of an individual house and to a student
residence or a school.

Because the city, or its buildet's, has lost its own memory
and forgotten the value of these primary and permanent
types, according to Rossi, the task of architects today is

to contribute to their recovery. Thus the city Rossi, the
silent witness, pictures is one in which time seems to be

frozen. If it is unrecognizable as any specific place, this is
because for him there is only one ideal city, filled with
types (rather impure types, but types nonetheless), and
the history of architecture is none other than its history.

Within the city are contained the principles of the archi-
tectural discipline, and the proof of their autonomy is

given by the permanence of types through history. Yet
the very siience and autonomy of Rossi's images of these
types within the ideal city that encloses them graphically
raise the question of their relation to reality-to a real
society-and thereby the question of their actualization
and contextualization. Rossi's types communicate only
with themselves ancl their ideal context. They become

only mute reminders of a more or less per{ect past, a past
that may not even have existed.

But another critic, Aian Colquhoun, has suggested that
the possibility of a real communication between architec-
ture and society is not necessarily precluded by the idea
of type.18 Indeed, a cettain level of reaiity-which is nec-

essary if communication is desired-is centrally concerned
with types, because it is through the concept of type that
the process of communication is made possible. Thus, de-

nving the possibility of an architecture unrelatecl to intel-
ligible forms of the past-that is unrelated to types-
Colquhoun understands architecture as a discipline ofcon-
ventions; but precisely because of its conventionality, it
is arbitrary and therefore susceptible to voluntary
changes. In other words, the architect masters meaning
and, through it, he is able to enter into the process of
society's transformation.

Colquhoun's definition of type as a support of intelligibility
presents another possibility from which typology can be

observed, and in a sense rediscovered: that is, as an ex- 37

planation of architecture from an ideological point of view'
This would allow for the establishment of links between
architecture and society.le Within this other view, the
architect has, whether he likes it or not, the obligation
and the duty to deal with ideological content. The types-
the materials with which the architect works-are seen to
be colored by ideology and assume meaning within the
structural framework in which architecture is produced.

In accepting a type, or in rejecting it, the architect is thus
entering into the realm of communication in which the life
of the inclividual man is involved with that of society. The

architect thus makes his "voluntary decisions" in the
world of types, and these "voluntary decisions" explain
the ideological position of the architect. As he works with
types, his thought and his position are incorporated into
them. If a work of architecture needs the type to establish
a path for its communication-to avoid the gap between
the past, the moment of creation, and the world in which
the architecture is ultimately placed-then types must be

the starting point of the design process.

Such an attitude tou,ard typology proposes a new level of
meaning for architectural objects in history, one that re-
Iates to their place in the public realm and their integral
position in society, not as autonomous objects but as ele-
ments given life by the process of history itself. Thus, in
the words of George Kubler, "the time of history is too
coarse ancl brief to be an evenly granular duration such
as the physicists suppose for natural time; it is more like
a sea occupied by innumerable forms of a finite number of
types."20 The history of att, and therefore the history of
architecture, would be the description of the "life" of these
types.

V
But despite this rediscovery of the concept of type in
recent years, it is perhaps not so easy to find it accepted
as an active fact in contemporary architecture. We are
continually being presented with ideas and images of type
which seem to be in complete disjunction with their sup-
posed realization. Thus while Louis Kahn's search2l for
origins as a primary condition of architecture allowed us
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21 Catasta plan of Rome showtng
thc. area of the Pofia di Ripetta, thc
Corso, and, the Osped.ale di San
Giacomo degli Incurabile, 1807.
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to think in terms of a possible rebirth of Quatrembre,s
ideas, this attitude was not necessarily present in the
work of his followers. They merely imitated the language
of this attempted return to origins without respecting the
search itself. While it is also true that the impact of the
structuralist approach to the type concept has been per-
vasively present in a large number of projects connected
with the recent Neo-rationalist movement, most of these
projects confirm the existence of a new typological atti-
tude dialectically opposed to the context in which they
act.22 However these projects present an important ques-
tion. Can the same definition of type which enabled these
architects to explain the growth and continuity of the
traditional city in terms of its formal structure be used to
propose new "types" in contradiction to this structure?
That is, can such new projects be considered as strictly
typological if they merely explain the growth of the old
cities? In the works of the Krier brothers the new vision
ofthe city certainly incorporates the structural component
implicit in the typological approach to the old city; the
city that they draw is a complex space in which the rela-
tionship and continuity between the different scales of
elements is the most characterislic feature (flgs. 2b, 29).
But they are in reality providing only a "typological vierv',
of this city: they are not building the city itself by using
the concept of type. Thus, the relationship betu,een city
and place, city and time, that was earlier resolved by
tlpes has been broken. The city that grows by the suc-
cessive addition of single elements, each vl,ith its own
integrity, has been lost forever. The only alternative now
seems to be the reproduction of the oid city. The concept
of type that was observed in the old city is used to struc-
ture the new forms, providing them with formal consist-
ency, but no more than that. In other words, typology
today has come to be understood simply as a mechanism
of composition. The so-called "typologicai" research today
merely results in the production of images, or in the re-
constitution of traditional typologies. In the end it can be
said that it is the nostaigia for types that gives formal
consistency to these works.

The "impossibility" of continuity, and thus of the retrieval
of type in its most traditional and characteristic sense, is

t:



underlined by the renewed emphasis on communication-
on meaning and signification in architecture. An example

of this can be found in the work of Robert Venturi' For
example, in his houses in Nantucket the typicai image of

the wooden American house is clearly sought (figs. 26,

27). Nevertheiess, while Venturi seems to have tried to
maintain the image of the vernacular house on the outside,

the inner structure lacks any resemblance to or memory

of the old. Only the outer image remains' and into this
image Venturi introduces as many elements as he needs-
windows, staircases, etc.-without much concern for his

original model. Thus, these houses defined by image con-

tain a great variety of elements characterized only by

their generality, and while these elements are almost

standard, they are lacking in any kind of explicit relation-

ship r,r,'ith the formal structure. The architect handles them

as known materials, entities in themselves, without feel-

ing the necessity to establish any linkage to a continuous

formal structure. Moreover, in spite of the generality of
the elements, the houses are very precise and singular

events ancl can be considered neither the expression of a
known type nor a potentially bold appearance of a new

prototype.

For Venturi, type is reduced to image, or better, the

image rs the type, in the belief that through images com-

munication is achieved. As such, the type-image is more

concerned with recogrtilion than with structure.

The result is an architecture in which a unifying image is

recognizecl whose clements belong clearly to architectural

history, but in rvhich the classic interdependence of the

elements is clefinitively lost. The type as inner formal

structure has disappeared, and as single architectural ele-

ments take on the value of type-images, each becomes

available to be considered in its singleness as an inde-

pendent fragment.

Here, in fact, one is confronted with a broken structure,

shatterecl into formally autonomous pieces. Venturi has

intentionally broken the idea of a typological unity which

for centuries dominated architecture. He finds, however,

and not without shock, that the image of architecture

22 William Stone Building,
Peterltouse C ollege, C am,bridge. Sir
Leslie Martin and CoLin St. John
Wilson, 1963. Typical foo'r Plan.

23 Apartment tower, Bremen, West

Get"many. Aluar Aalto, 1958-1962.
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2/t Competition project .for a
residential distrtct, San Rocco,
Monza. Aldo Rossi, uith Giorgio
Grassi, 1966.
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emerges again in the broken mirror. Architecture, u,hich
in the past has been an imitative art, a description of
nature, no\\, seems to be so again, but this time with
arclit,echue itsel.f as cL model. Architecture is indeed an
imitative art, but now imitative of itself, reflecting a frag_
mented and discontinuous reality.

The architecture of Rossi initially seems to stand against
this discontinuity. For here the unifying formal structure
of type disappears. In spite of Rossi's strenuous defense
of the concept of type in the construction stage of his
work, a subtle formal dissociation occurs and the unity of
the formal structure is broken. This clissociation is ex_
emplified in Rossi's house, where the almost wall_like
structure of the plan is connected u,ith the pilotis below
and the vaulted roof above. There is an almost deliberate
provocation in this breakdown and recombination of types.
In a highiy sophisticated manner, Rossi reminds us of our
knou'ledge-and also our ignorance-of types; they ap_
pear broken, but bearing unexpected power. It might be
said that a nostalgia for an impossible orthodoxy 

",iurg",out of this architecture. In the u,ork of Rossi, and eien
that of Venturi, a discomforting thought arises: was it not
perhaps at the very point u,hen the idea of type became
cleariy articulated in architectural theory-at the end of
the eighteenth century-that the reality of its existence,
its traditional operation in history, became finally impos_
sible? Did not the historical a\\'areness of the.faci of type
in architectural theory forever bar the unity of its prac_
tice? Or to put it another way, is not the theoretical
recognition of a fact the symptrim of its loss? Hence the
extreme difficulty of applying the concept of type to cur_
rent architecture, in spite of our a\4rareness of its value in
explaining a historical tradition.
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Changes in techniques and society-and therefore in the
relationship between an institutionalizecl profession and
its architectural product-have led to u d""p transfor_
mation in the okl theoretical patterns. The continuity in
structure, activities, and form u,hich in the past allowed
for the consistent use of types has been seriously broken
in moclem times. Beyond this, the general lack of faith
which characterizes the present world in any coliective
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and r,r,idely shared opinion naturally does not support the
fixing of types.

It seems that type can no longer define the confrontation
of internal icleology and external constraints' Since formal
structure must now support itself rvithout the help of
external circumstances (techniques, uses, etc'), it is

harclly surprising that architecture has taken heed ofitself
ancl looked for self-protection in the variety of images

offered by its history. As Hannah Arendt has written
recently, "something very similar seems at first glance to
be true of the modern scientist who constantly destroys
authentic semblances without, however, destroying his

own sensation of reality, rn'hich tells him, as it tells us,

that the sun rises in the morning and sets in the eve-

ning."23 The only sensation of reality left for architecture
today resides in its history. The worid of images provided

by history is the only' sensible reality that has not been

destroyecl by scientific knou,'ledge or by society. The bro-

ken types are the "authentic semblances" of this reality,
broken through the long process that has been described

briefl1, in these pages. Fragmentation seems to be in these
clays the concomitant of type; it is, in the end, the only
remaining \veapon left to the architect after having given

over to the architectural object its own single identity,
while forgetting, very often, the specificit;' of the r,r'ork of
architecture.

The object-first the city, then the builcling itself-once
broken ancl fragmettted, seems to maintain its ties r,l'ith

the traditional discipline only in images of an ever more

distant memory. Thus, the culmination of the process be-

ginning in a classic, post-Renaissance condition of form-

iype is its total clestruction. The traditional typological
approach, r,l'hich has tried to recover the old idea of ar-
chitecture, has largely failed. Thus, perhaps the only

means architects have to master form today is to destroy
it.

Ultimately, the question which remains is, does it make

sense to speak of type today? Perhaps the impossibility of
directly applying old definitions to neu' situations has been

clemonstratecl, but this does not mean, however, that the
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25 Leinfelden project. Leon Krier,
1971.
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26 Tru,beck house, plans. Venturi
and Rauch, 1970.

27 Tntbeck and Wislocki houses,
N antucket, M assachusetts. Venturi
and, Rauch, 1970. Eleuations of
Tru,beck house.

28 House project, "Casa Baj.,, Ald,o
Rossi, 1970.
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29 Echternach project. Leon Krier,
t970.
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44 interest and value of the concept of type is thereby denied
completely. To understand the question of type is to un-
derstand the nature of the architectural object today. It
is a question that cannot be avoided. The architectural
object can no ionger be considered as a single, isolatecl
event because it is bounded by the u.orld that surrounds
it as well as by its history. it extends its life to other
objects by virtue of its specific ar.chitectural conclition,
therebv establishing a chain of related events in which it
is possibie to find common formal structures. If architec-
tural objects allo'ur,us to speak about both their singleness
ancl their shared features, then the concept of type is of
value, although the old definitions must be moclifiecl to
accommridate an iclea of type that can incorporate even
the present stale, where, in fact, subtle mechanisms of
relationship are observable and suggest typological expla-
nations.

lern has been lesponsible for a certain rediscoven' of Klein's
rvot'ks. A cleai' example clf this trend r.voulcl be the book b.y'
G. Grassi, Lo costruziotrc logica delL'orchitetttzi'c (Padua, 1967).
14. Saverio Muratori, Slirr/i Trar trtta upet.onte storia urbatLa d.i
Verreziu -(Rome, 1960). Although Muratoi'i worked on the subject
in the fifties, the essay was not published until later, first in'the
magazine I'alludio in 1959, and later as a book by the Istituto
Polfur'afico dello Stato (Rome, 1960). Muratori's thoughts we1'e
based on a typological idea as the kel' corrcept for undeistanding
the grolr,th of the city, but his ori n intcllectual approach, rathei'
irlealistic and obscure, dirl not facilitate the formalion ofa school.
Muratori understood the rationality implicit in the concept of
type, but he failed to procluce a systematic explanation of it. In
spite of his. efforts it remainecl an intuition boin fi.om an impre-
cise and spiritualistic u,av of thinking. Muraturi's role and a ciear
introduction to man.v of these problems can be found in an article
by Massimo Scolari, "Un cot.rtributo pei. la fondazione della
sciettza ttt'hatta," (-.)ttl tltsp(t:io, rro. ?-X, 1971.
15. The already classical "(2uatlemer.e quotation" comes fi-orn
G. C. Argan, who intt'oriucecl the subject in his article on "Ti-
1-rologia" in the iircrrlttpedtcr LittIuersale dell'Arte published by
the Istituto pt,r' la Collaborazione Culturale, Venice. Later thl
text was reprinted in ther book Proget.to e Destino (Milan, 1965).
16. See E. Rogers, "Esperienza cli un Cot.so Universitario," Lo
Lltgpia tlellrt Reultd (Bari, 1965). See also Oliol Bohigas's article
"Metorlologia 1' Tipologia, " C' o ttt t'n u ttu Arq t t il e ct u ri a d.j et ira d a
(Barcelona, 1969) u'hich fcrlkr',r' Rogers's paths.
17. Thele exists a large bocll' of rvriting on Rossi's q'ork and his
idea of t.vpe. Orre t.ompiete book u'ith ike.t'to both the rrlitinss
attd the cliticism aboul it is R,issi's So'i //i, 
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sull'architetturo e lu r.i/fui, ed. Rosaklo Bonicalzi (Milan, 1975).
Althoueh a tlilet,t rearlins olthe texts is aluavs the best \\'av to
knorl ttre u'r,rk. I belierd that the articles of E. Bonfanti, "Ele-
rnc,nti e Costruzione. Note sull'architettura di Aldo Rossi." Corr-
txtspuzio, n9. 10, 1970; anrl M. Scolari, "Un ctrntlibuto per la
fonclazior.re della scienza urbana," ai'e of palticular interesi; also
the book rif Vittorio Savi, I'ai'r:/zrt.ettura di Aldo r?o.ssi (Milan,
1976) is of v4lue to Ilossi stuclents. Moreovel it is also impoltant
in stuclying' R_ossi to pay attention to the work of people ilose to
him, like Carlo Aymonino (see, for instance, Aymouiiro's contri-
butions to C o t r si cl t' ra z i ct ti st r I I n n o iit I o q'ta u.r bi n tt t: La t ip o l.o g ia
erlilizia (Venice, 1964); Rupporti tra mrtrlologia ut,banu'e tiiol-
ogitr edilizi.u (Venice, 1966); I-a .fbrntazione del cottL.etttt d'i ti-
pologia edilizia (Venice, 1965); Lo cittd di Padoxt (Rome, 1970).
On Giorgio Grassi, see L. Semerani, G. U. Polessello, et al., Lct
Cost.t'ttzi.otrc. logtca dell'crtt'ltitetttt,ro (Paciua, 1967). Finalll' a
grrocl introcluc-tion to the problems surrounding Rossi ancl ihe
TettcletLzct is Massimo Scolari's article "Avang'irardia e Nuova
Architettura, " At' c h'it ett u rcr R cr zir t n.al e ( Milan, l g73 ).
18. Alan Colquhoun, "Typology and Design Nlethod," Aretm,
J:turila.l ol the Architecttrtctl Associcttiott, June, 196?; repub-
lished in Charles Jencks and George Baftd, Meaning in Aichi-
tect ut'e (London, 1969).
19. It is. not surpllsing that an architect as ltreoccupied with
communicatior.r as Robelt Venturi has paid special attention to
9-olquh.o^urrs article. Cf . l,e n t' r t i r t g J t.ct r t t' La x [egcs (Cambridge,
Mass, 1972).

Notes

l. :SSS.the ua\' .in uhich sk-1.scr.a1tels have been gi'ouperl by.
W. Weisrnan in his ar.ticle "A Ner,i' View of Skyscrape'r' Hi"str,,rv,r'
The Rise ol_'un 4nterir.trtt At'cltiltttro.e, Edgar. Kiufmann, jr.,
ed. (Ne"v Yolk: The Metr.opolitan Museum of ,qrt, 1gZ0).
2. Such an approach can be found in the u,ork uf C. Norbera-
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l'Arcltitectut'c (Paris, 18132), pp. 629-:10. A complete sturh c,f
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19r!u" Waltel Gropius, Scope oJ'Total Arc:hitectun- (Neu,york,
I gjj).
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20. George Kubler, The Shape o.f Tinte (Nev' Haven, 1962),
p.32.
21. Cf. his lecture, "Form and Design," ArchitecturaL Desigtt,
April, 1961.
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sign.
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History 1 (frontispiece) "L' architecture."
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Emil Kaufmann and the Architecture of Reason:
Klassizismus and "Revolutionary Architecture"

Georges Teyssot
Translatiott by Christian Hubert

Can one claim today, following Emil Kaufmann, that
L'Architecttre of Claude-Nicolas Ledoux constituted the
summit of architectural research in the age of the Enlight-
enment?1 Is it trrre, as we read in Kaufmann's Vorz Ledout
bis Le Corbusier, that the teaching of Jacques Frangois
Blondei "has value only for the period 'before' the Rev-
olution," while that of Jean-Nicolas Durancl embodies the
architectural thought of "after the Revolution?" Can the
interpretation of Ledoux's architecture be limited to that
image which he wished to convey in L'Arclitectu,re?z

These questions return us directly to the rewriting of
history undertaken by Le Corbusier in his Oerutre Con-
plbte. Here we fincl one of the principal sources for the
eternal ra'pproclt,entent between Ledoux, l'orchitecte
maudit ("the ill-fated architect"), and Le Corbusier,
l' arcltitecte du bonh e ur' ("the architect of happiness").'l

Kaufmann, by proposing the ambiguous notion of "r"evo-
lutionary architecture," kne$, that he was reopening the
much debated question of the relation between culturai
innovation (the avant-garde) and political revolution.a Did
not Le Corbusier himself in 1923 formulate this painfui
choice: "Architecture or revolution, revolution can be
avoided"? 5 Ten years later, with the rationalist aspira-
tions of European constructivism baclly battered the
weakness of the ideological foundations of the avant-garde
was revealed. Kaufmann's desire to establish a historical
continuity between the rational geometrism of the archi-
tecture of the eighteenth century, the purism of L'Esprit
|'{ou,ueau. in France, and the neo-primitivism of the Eu-
ropean constructivist movements was thereby a contri-
bution to the re-anchoring of the architecture of the Mod-
ern Movement in history. The operation rn as a paradoxical
one, for the avant-garcle-from Kandinsky to Gropius-
hacl asserted itself as anti-historicist and had exaggerated
the break with the "old art." This same attempt at an-
choring would be carried out in different forms by Niko-
laus Pevsner in England ("Von Morris bis Gropius") and

by Sigfried Giedion, general secretary of CiAM from 1928

to 1956 (Space, Tim,e ard Arch,itecture).6

I
Among the numerous questions raised by Kaufmann's writ-
ings, we have chosen to concentrate on those raised by
the concept of KLcLsstztsrzus (usually translated as "Neo-
classicism") within the framework of periodization more
than that of philology. As early as 1920, Kaufmann had
published an article, "The Architectural Theory of French
Classicism and Neo-Classicism" 7 in u'hich he argued that
the "Classic" (KLassik) and the "Neoclassic" (Kla,ssizis-
rnrus) share a common concern for clarity and truth; but
rvhile the first term designates a period which favors a
pictorial fusion of elements (sculpture u'ith the wall for
example), the second establishes a harmonic coexistence
among the parts.8 On the basis of such formal notations
Kaufmann risks an attempt at periodization: the partial
concordance between Classic and Neoclassic sensibilities
is of extreme importance for French architecture. It is
proof of the absence of a true Baroque period. Thus it has
been possible to confer a unity on the period from the
middle of the seventeenth century to the beginning of the
nineteenth by giving it the name of "classicism" in general.
But, continues Kaufmann, once one has understood the
true essence of the Neoclassic spirit, one cannot deny the
clistinct difference betu,een French Classicism and Neo-
classicism. The first extends from the middle of the sev-
enteenth century to approximately 1750; the second con-
tinues to the beginning of the nineteenth century.e

Hou' is this distinction established? Kaufmann proposes
two levels of interpretation: one "formalist" (lr'e will ex-
amine the sense of this r,r'orcl), the other seeking to link
the analysis of form to the "spirit of the age." The formal
expianation is developed thus: "Classicism demancls of
architectural form a harmony pleasing to the senses and
a clear and easy reading. The material has to be treated
as its essence requires; the form has to find an irnage
reflecting its use, a signiflcation reduced to the intrinsic
qualities of the subject and their expression. Neoclassi-
cism is at the opposite pole. For it, matter is dead. Form
has no other function than to be the support for thought,
to transmit impt'essions, to provoke sensatiot-is which, be-
yond the plasticity of the material, do not express the
qualities of the material itself. The symbol of Neoclassi-
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48 cism is the stone without sensuality, the stone inhabited
bY a 'geniuS'." to

Thus, the Classic exploits the sensuous potential of ma-
terial while the Neoclassic, art dematerialized, makes the
genius "speak" in the stones. While Kaufmann's method
is of "formalist" origin, one also senses in this brilliant
analysis the concept of "empathy" (Dinfiihlu.ng) developed
by the Vischers and by Lipps, which is at the center of
the psychological current in the history of art. "Empathy"
in the definition of R. Vischer is the symbolic sympathy
which links the sensible to the spiritual by animating the
real. Kaufmann seems here to want to relate the concept
of "empathy," that representation which produces the
emotive values in things, with that of arch,itecttffe par-
l,ante as it was understood at the end of the eighteenth
century. t l

Kaufmann's second level of interpretation is expressed in
this way: "For Classicism, clarity is an aesthetic category.
For Neoclassicism, it becomes an ethical one.",2 The prob-
lem which arises here concerns, of course, Kaufmann's
use of the concept of clarity, of verisimilitude (Wahrhaf-
tigkeit). For the clarity of geometric definition of volumes
and the purity of surfaces, which appear n'ithout a doubt
in the plates of Ledoux's L'Arch,it.ectr+re or in the "fantas-
tic" projects of Etienne-Louis Boull6e and in the Grands
Prix, seem in reaiity to be entirely contradicted by the
profuseness and richness of Ledoux's ornaments for the
Hotel de Hallwvl and for the grand salon of the H6tel
d'Uzds, as well as by the preciosity of the domestic ar-
chitecture of Boull6e, like the Hotel de Brunov.

In reassessing Kaufmann's analysis rve must first ask
where and how, from a hiskyi,cal rather than from a
formal point of view, "Neoclassicism" r.las formecl.13 To-
day the thesis which sees Paris and Rome as the tu,,o
centers where the new current u,as formed, and which
emphasizes in particular the influence of tr,l,o masters,
Jacques-Frangois Blondei and Giovanni-Battista Piranesi,
is well enough accepted. The studies of L. Hautecoeur,
those of Kaufmann and of J. Fleming, and later of John
Harris have shown that the beginnings of the movement

took piace in Rome as a result of the meeting of such
outstanding personalities as Jean-Laurent Legeay,
Ennemond-Alexandre Petitot, Piranesi, Jacques-Louis
Cl6risseau, Sir William Chambers, and Robert Adam, and
through the activity of such institutions as the Acad6mie
de France and the Accademia di San Lucca, where a
reading u,hich rvas at once systematic and mythic of cer-
tain exampies of Roman antiquity led to the foundation of
new bases for architecture.ra

Nevertheless, the hypothesis-set forth by Kaufmann in
his Tb'ee Reuolutioruaty Architects and developed more
recently by Harris-which attributes an over-whelming
influence to the teachings of Legeay on the artistic for-
mation of Parisian architects from 1742 to 1748, and in
particular the hypothesis which places Legeay's graphic
works anterior to those of Piranesi have been called into
question. 1r'

For other authors, the origins of "Neoclassicism" are to
be discovered as much in the schematicism of "neo-Palla-
dian" or "neo-Scamozzian" compositions of the Venetian
architects of the beginning of the eighteenth century as
in the "neo-Paliadian" or even "neo-Jonesian" productions
of the circle of artists around Lord Burlington after 1715
in Engiand. Some have gone even further: D. Watkin,
developing certain ideas of John Summerson, has recentiy
claimed in a well-documented argument that one must see
the "neoclassic idea" as an essentiatly picturesque and
rornclrttic tendency. 16 This assertion, implying a historical
periodization, is based on a study of the important per-
sonality of 'Ihomas Hope, one of the protagonists of the
"neo-picturesque" aesthetic and promoter of the various
revivals-the stylistic renaissances-of the beginning of
the nineteenth century in England. Watkin u,ishes to es-
tablish an effective continuity between the theories of Sir
John Vanbrugh as expressed in a text of 1709, his archi-
tecture (such as it is representecl in certain watercolors of
Blenheim Palace), and all the "picturesque" creations of
the beginning of the nineleenth century such as Deepdene
(1818-1823), the country house of Hope and John Soane's
Dulwich Gallery (181 1-1814).



"Romantic architecture" is a traclitional concept in artistic
historiography. Friedrich von Schlegel \vas the lirst to
make the clistinction (in 1809) between "the theory of the
classic ancl that of the romantic,"tT a distinction rvhich
was popularized thloughout the nineteenth century. Kauf-
mann, in his first article, defined the relations between
Klasstzisntus and .Roirzafiik ancl opened the way to that
ambiguous term "romantic Neoclassicism" which has in-
vacled the texts of architectural history: "In Neoclassicism
. several currents converge. One of these, deriving
from the scientific and literary' tendencies of the period,
is manifested in the taste for the antique, or, in general,
b.y a return to the forms of the past, in particulat' those
of the meclieval period-Neoclassicism and Romanticism
go together. Other currents have their source in the neu'
ethic; thel'are foundecl on the requirement to produce a
spiritual effect (this effect corresponds to the universe of
sentiment in Romanticism), but also on the almost op-
posed clemand for verisimiiitucle of architectural appear-
ancg," 18

Numerous German publications insist on the Romantic
character of Neoclassicism. This is essentially the thesis
developecl by Sigfi'ied Giedion in 1922 in his Spa/barocker
utt,cl rontanttscher Klasstzismus.'e This study is con-

cerned u'ith German architectut'e from the end of the
Baroque to the birth of "Romanticism." It attempts to
define and locate the point of rupture between two periods

whose formal heterogeneity is clear to the author. Thus,
in the historicai space r,r,hich unites these tu'o strong
poles-Baroque and Romantic-he recognizes a period of
transition which "goes from one to the other [ancl] can

either confuse their boundaries or else describe quite
clearly their contouls through the different utilization of
antique form." Giedion calls this later tendency "Romantic
N eoclassicis tn" (R o nru rutis che r Kl,a s sizis t tttt s ), and its fi rst
concretization in Germany was the Monument to Fred-
erick the Great designed by the young architect Friedrich
Giily in 1796.

This tendency is opposed, continues Giedion, to that of
"late Baroque neoclassicism" (Spatbnrocker Klassi'zis'
irriz,s) whose most remarkable spatial realization is the

Church of Sainte Genevibve in Paris by Jacques-Germain 49

Soufflot, begun in 1757. It is difficuit to capture the sense
of these periodizations, which at first sight can seem un-
necessarily complicated. To judge their usefulness, one
must for a moment return to the work of the "founders"
of modern art history: Alois Riegl and Heinrich Wdlfflin.
Riegi had suppressed, or at least displaced, the concept
of "decadence" in his analysis of Spcitronische Kunstin-
d'ustrie (Late Roman Industrial Art, published in 1901)

and Roman Baroque art.20 The decadence of the "late
period" is no more than historic divergence between the
u,ork of art and the truth of the "classic" (Greek att, the
age of Augustus in Rome, the Florentine Renaissance),
but it is the moment of transition u.here art (all the arls)
continues to be "produced." Its value is measured in re-
lationship to the techniques and processes applied, to the
immanence of the labor contained in it, to the transfor-
mation of the spatial models imposed by time. By attach-
ing himself to the idea of the "autonomy of att," an ap-
proach introduced by Konrad Fiedler, the Viennese critic,
denies all possible identification of art r,vith the demands
of the search for ideai (or "classic") beauty.

Setting its own limits by the autonomy it has given itself,
the new discipline of the history of aft denies itself the
possibility of constructing an aesthetic systent: art is an
immanent and temporal production, the expression of a

Wollen characteristic of a period. The techniques of form-
making which are the "language" of art are conventional
and thereby equivocal, subject to transformation.2t Once
Lhe Lhnits of a period are set-iate Roman art/paleo-Chris-
tian, Classic/Neoclassic, Baroque/Romantic, etc.-one
must cletermine its structure, that is to say, using Riegl's
concept, its Kuttsttaollett, its "artistic will," the principle
which irtfottns the work on the formal level in the domain
of pure visibility $ichtbarkeil), where only "contour and
color, in the plan or in space" enter into play.

It is in effect by a "formalist" analysis that Giedion defines
Ronrurttisch,et' Kl,&ssiztsirt,as. In this period the overall
volume tends to circumscribe itself in order to be mater-
ialized in independent and discrete units, playing on the
piasticity of cubes. It is the mass, the block which in-



50 spires. One can thus think of Gilly's Monument to Fred-
erick the Great as a crystalline system. Subsequently,
with Schinkel: "Romantic Neoclassicism emerges in its
purest form when it expresses itself freely in all its plas-
ticity and gives birth not to space but to volume.,'22 Fi-
nally, in the "Romantic" plans, there is no longer, accord-
ing to Giedion, the distinctly marked rhythm of Baroque
spaces; one flnds instead an intangible slowing down. The
different parts become individual entities that align them-
selves independently of the whole, and one can invert
their order without changing anything of decisive impor-
tance.23

In this analysis one can discern not only the application of
the methods of Viennese Siclttbarkeit, methods dear to
Giedion (who began his studies in Vienna), but also that
of the "formal categories" of W6lfflin, his thesis adviser in
Munich.2a The Einheif (unity and uninter"rupted move-
ment) of the Baroque is opposed to the Viellteit (multi-
plicity and articulation) of the Neoclassic. This opposition
reappears in the distinction which Kaufmann establishes
between Bnrock-Verband and Pauillonsystetn, the former
displaying a unitary, "heteronomous" principle of spatial
organization, the latter the multiple and fragmented, ,,au-

tonomous" nature of Neoclassicism.

With Kaufmann, as with Wdlffiin, formal oppositions are
the basis for the distinction between heteronomy and au-
tonomy. But Kaufmann adds to this an idealist attempt to
link these formal analyses to the spirit of the age, to the
Zeitgeist. This appears clearly in a text of 19BB where the
aesthetic categories are intimately tied to moral cate-
gories: "At the time u,hen Kant rejects all the moral phi-
losophies of the past as heteronomy and decrees the ,au-

tonomy of the will as the supreme principle of ethics,, an
analogous transformation takes place in architecture. In
the sketches of Ledoux these new objectives appear for
the first time in all their clarity. His work marks the birth
of autonomous architecture. " 25

The anchoring of aesthetics in ethics, the moralization of
the "artistic intentions" of "Neoclassic" architecture, al-
lows Kaufmann, by means of a rapid and hazardous shift,

to affirm that "autonomous" architecture is a "revolution-
ary" architecture. This is a most paradoxical analysis, for
it reintroduced, by a purely immanent ancl automatic de-
termination, notions of content rvithin a method (the "for-
malist" criticism of art) which attempted on the contrary
to eliminate such interl'erences.26 The return to mimesis
and to a "homotype" of architecture does not allow one to
overcome the difficulty, apparently impossible to resolve,
raised by a narrow formalism.

In At'chitectut'e in the Age of Reason.z1 Kaufmann takes
up anew the term S,ptitbarocker Klassizisnii^ls which he
calls "frozen baroque." Similarly, the idea of "Romanti-
cism" applied by Giedion to the architecture of Friedrich
Gilly, Peter Speeth, Karl Friedrich Schinkel, and Leo
Kienze, is extended to all the architecture of the second
half of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth
century. For Frederick Antal between 1935 and 1943, for
Fiske Kimball in 1944, for Vincent Scully in 1961, and
more recently for J. Mordaunt-Crook or D. Lewis, "the
concept of 'romantic classicism' in architecture . . hence-
fofth confirmed the essentially romantic character of the
movement which previously carried the title of 'neo-clas-
sic'. " 28 Without dwelling unnecessarily on this tautological
affirmation, it seems to us that the main fault stemming
from the application of the idea of Romanticism to lhe
architecture of the second half of the eighteenth century
Iies in the lack of an analysis of the very concept of "CIas-
sicism" which one wants to oppose it to. In effect, to take
a few examples, if the Richmond capitol built by Thomas
Jefferson betu,een 1785 and 1789 is "Romantic," one must
ask whether the work of Cl6risseau-who inspired Jeffer-
son-is equally so. Should one not then take into account
the Azttiquitbs of France (1778), or the false ruin of the
room "ofthe parrot" which Clerisseau painted before 1766
in the convent of Trinitd dei Monti in Rome (flg. 2)? 2e And
if Clerisseau and his followers (such as Robert Adam) are
"Romantics," 30 then Piranesi, master of all of them, must
be as well. . . Pevsner's thesis proposes on the other
hand to include in the forms of the Rococo not only pira-
nesi's Clzinmeys of 1769, but also his "most grandiose
visions of Rome,"'rI thus posing the Rctkokoproblent de-
scribed by Kaufmann,n2 a problem never truly elucidated



2 Pbre Lesueur's roont, tnortasterA
o.f Tdnitd, dei Monti, Rome. C.-L.
ClArisseau, c.1766.

and which still tends to obscure the historical schema of
Klas sik I Kl as sizist tLtLS.

II
A simple dispute over words. . . . One must, however,
discern the complex and often contradictory articulations
of this period of history: barelv had the architecture of
the period of the Enlightenment elaborated its form-mak-
ing techniques than a "crisis" appeared-we use the term
in a first level of analysis-that one could situate approx-
imately between 1750 and 1790. This "crisis" once past,
one witnesses the collapse of utopia, the explosion of its
unity and its universality into a thousand tendencies, and
its recuperation at every level-to the point of being taken
up by the spirit of Lhe Ronmrr.tik.

In the architecture of the eighteenth century, ut.opia is an z
"anxious utopia": it is "negative" to the extent that each
of its "inventions" could also be the cause of its disap-
pearance. Thus, the introcluction of the Greek order, sim-
pler than the "Classical" order, risked a formal reduction,
a prelude to the denegration of the trades and professions
(draftsmen, architects, entrepreneurs, etc.). Everv un-
controlled innovation which effected a tabula i.asn could
provoke the annihilation of the discipline-and hence of
the profession (flg. 3).

Thence, the violent reactions of Piranesi, in the Mogtt,i-
Jtcenza, to the publication of the drawings of Greek ar-
chitecture by David Le Roy; the reaction of Chambers
against Greek taste;33 or again, the polemics of Piranesi
against the tendency for formal simplification and rigor in
construction-a tendency particularly strong in France,
from the Traitb of the Abbe de Cordemoy to the Essai
and Obset'uations of the Abbe Laugier.3n The same dis-
quiet appears in the Cours of Jacques-Frangois Blondel,
who had a formative influence on almost the entire gen-
eration of architects who attempted to "realize" the utopia
of architecture: Jacques Gondoin, Jean Frangois de Neuf-
forge, Ledoux, Louis Jean Desprez, Charles De Wailly,
Chambers, Jacques Guillaume Legrand, Jacques Molinos,
Alexandre Theodore Brongniart, and Boull6e. Blondel
feared the appearance of relativism in the choice of
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52 sources r,r,ould compromise the future of the discipline by
shaking the foundations of the fragile synthesis u'hich had
begun to be developed in Europe. "Without reflecting too
much," he said, "we claim that other nations subject them-
selves to the use of our manner of decoration, or that we
imitate, in our apartments, lhe bizarreness of the orna-
ments of Peking, or that we bring back, in the exterior
ordering of our buildings, the heavy taste of lhe first
inventions of Memphis (. . .) ali that remains is for us to
introcluce the Gothic taste into our architecture, and per-
haps we are not far from this.":rs

Blonclel's rejection of the tabttla r(rso (rvhich rn'ould entail
the introduction of the Greek order) hence brings him
closer to Piranesi. The latter nonetheless felt the impulse
to follow the direction of pure inventiort, of that constant
reneu,al u'hich leacls inevitably to Stilpluralisnizrs.36 But
more than "stylistic" renewal-u'hich u'oulcl imply an ev-
olution, a concept absolutely foreign to the thought of the
Enlightenment-one should speak of a reconstntction of
the global corpus of architectural signs. The architectural
utopia of the eighteenth century is inseparable from that
of the "Classical age"-no longer in Kaufmann's acceptecl
sense ("Classic" as opposecl to "neoclassic"), but accorcling
to the terminolog;, of Michel Foucault and Denis Richet.37
The cohesion of the Classical Age-on the epistemological
level-rests on the projection of a system which organizes
the permanent-though still perfectible-space of repre-
sentations in their orderecl relations. The "classical" uto-
pia is one of a sllstem of signs ("arbitrary" because it is
conventional and univelsal) u'here there are no longer
muitiple stratifications of meaning between the word and
the thing, no more "opacity" betu,een sign antl content,
so that the things can themselves "speak" in a universe
that has become henceforth transparent.:]8

At the precise moment when the future founders of the
Royal Society attempted to set down the bases for a utti-
uersal larLgttcLge-a requirement laid clou'n b1' Francis Ba-
con in his empirical criticism of the imprecision of tracli-
tional language-Inigo Jones delved into the Palladian
corpus for fragments of architecture which he reintro-
duced, as Rudolf Wittkower has shown, in a system of
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simple relationships rvhereby architecture seeks to be uni-
versally readable, to the point where it is possible to
define it as a "system of certainties."3e

Toward the second half of the seventeenth century, the
theoretical researches of Christopher Wren in England
and of Claude Perrault in France clearly defined that
u,hich u'e call the "arbitrary" or conventionai quality of
the sign. Both participated in their own countries in the
foundation of an academy of science: Wren, a physicist
and astronomer, in the foundation of the Royal Society,
and Perrault, an anatomist, in that of the Academy of
Sciences of Paris (founded in 1666) (fig. a). Wren defined
"customary beauty" at precisely the moment that per-
rault, opposing himself to the neo-platonic theory of the
oratarian Ouvrard, the King's musician at Sainte Cha-
pelle, of a hanrtonic arcltitecture, affirmed in his eclition
of Vitruuius anci in his Ordonttances that the principles of
analogy ancl anthropometricism can, at most, serve to
distinguish the three architectural orders, but can in no
way explain their proportional rules.a0 Perrault thus de-
sacralized the concept of Nature which traditionally
served as a iustification for the "rules of taste." The idea
that the structure of the microcosm is the reflection of the
harmony of the macrocosm is replaced by the recognition
of an essentially social justification for taste. The only
beauty which might, at the extreme, be conceded to be
musical is "positive beauty" which refers uniquely to the
statics of the building--determined by natural laws and
in no way concerning proportions.al In his Vitrntaius per-
rault hacl already spoken of this positive beauty, percep-
tible for instance, in Gothic constructions rnhose effect of
light and logic of construction---or rather, as he called it,
db,gogentent of structure-he admired. Perrault thus
opened the way to the numerous treatises on constr-uction
that would stand out as iandmarks in the history of ar-
chitecture in France;a2 the polemic between Pierre Patte,
Jean Rondelet, and others concerning Soufflot's church of
Ste. Genevibvea3 would mark one of the high points. Be-
sides this positite principle, Perrault discovered aconuen-
tional principle of beauty, depending either on Authority
(iristitutions) or on "Custom" (acccutstuntance). Stated
otherr,"ise, the principle of beauty which conditions judg-

ment is set neither by Nature nor by Reason; it is based 58
on knowledge-that of the expert-or on custom:aa ,,be-

cause beauty has no other basis than that fantasy by which
things please according to their conformity to the ideas
which each individual has of their perf'ection, one needs
rules u,hich form and rectify this idea, and it is certain
that these rules are so necessary to all things, that if
Nature has denied them to some-such as to language, to
the characters of writing, to clothing, and to all that de-
pends on chance, u,ill, and custom, then the institutions
of man must furnish them, and for that a certain authority
is necessary which takes the place of positive reason."a5

For the architect at the end of the seventeenth century,
beauty-that is to say, the correct organization of the plan
and the conflgurated or constructed space-is like alan-
guage, since the world is an analogore of language. Even
as the "arbitrary" nature of the linguistic sign and the
possibilities of perfecting and guaranteeing it through ,,in-

stitutions" were discovered (cf. the works of the Royal
Academy, or the Logic of Port Royal), so the purely con-
uentional character of the architectural sign was evinced.
No beauty affects the senses if it is not in accord with the
idea that everyone has of its per{ection. It is the role of
the institutions, precisely, to determine the idea of this
perfection, which is based on knowledge. As knowledge,
in classical utopia, superimposes itself upon language, one
can know only by naming, by representing. In classic
thought, the perception of space as determined by the
practitioner and the discursive reflection of the academic
tend to become indistinguishable. The precise aim of the
discipline then becomes to institute auniuersal discourse,
within which architectural signs are inscribed as a function
of lau's determined oniy by the reciprocity of their rela-
tions.

In the QuereLle, the "moderns" do not defend the concept
of the invention of new forms, still less a concept of the
euoLution. of the canons of taste. They want to reorganize
knowledge according to a universal order, ideologically
static. From this, for Perrault and most of the artistic
avant-gardes ofthe end ofthe seventeenth century, arises
a disinterest in history as a sacred value: for history, seen
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J. -L. Legeay.

7 Typo\ogies of Campo Marzio.
G. B. Piranesi.

54 as the origin of knowledge, as revelation, is substituted
a simple typology. The discourse of architecture, in the
future, has to stand equidistant betrn'een an {Lrs combi-
natorta and an Encycbp4die.

III
There is in the most highly developed European countries
(England and France), in the milieus most receptive to
the ideology of Reason, no true break between the re-
searches of the seventeenth century and those of the
eighteenth. If one wants to discern with precision the
historic context of the architecture of a given period, one
must also take into account the cultural factors particular
to each region involved. But in order to understand in a
more synthetic way the continuous process of "destruc-
tion-construction" that characteizes the discipline of ar-
chitecture in the Age of Reason, one must isolate its most
prominent elements.

It is impossible here to analyze in detail the architectural
corpus established betu'een the fifth and seventh decades
of the eighteenth century; but one can at least indicate
the principle themes around which the debate on archi-
tecture is articulated in the countries where it is most
lively. In Italy, the role of Piranesi is essential, even if it
manifests itself mainly at the theoretical level (fig. 7). In
England, the recent re-evaluation of the work of Cham-
bers (thanks to the efforts of Har"ris),48 has brought to
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The most significant of these elements are the "experi-
mentalism" of the English avant-gardes (from Inigo Jones
to Wren) and the reductivist "elementarism" of the neo-
Palladian circle of Lord Burlington (in particular the de-
composition of architecture into simple geometric figures
by Robert Morris in his lectures from 1734 to 1736).a6

Similarly in France, even though the formal framework
established is still marked by the taste for Rocuille, the
typological studies of Germain Boffrand (in his hunting
lodge at Bouchefort of 1705 and in his second project for
the Chateau of Malgrange of 1712-1715 lflg. 5], which has

been aptly compared to the Stupinigi ofJuvara){7 are the
prelude to the studies of "architectural combinations" de-
veloped during the second half of the eighteenth century.
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8 Project Jbr tlrc linking o.f the lle
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Charles De WailLy, ! Jrure 1788.

9 PLan oJ' Port Vendres, a mi|itary
port. ChcLrles De WaiLly. On this
pla'ru, d.rawn by tlrc Dbpafiente'nt des
Pottts et ChaussAes, are: in black,
buildings of 1778-1779 arouttd the
esplanade; itt grey, a project for the
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10 Plan for a building to house th.e

academies. M.-J. Peyre tlrc elder,
1753.

11 Plon of the Colisbe, Pafis. L.-D
Le Cantus, 1769-1771, after art
en.grauirr,g by Le Ro'uge.

12 Mortuury chapel, project. J.-Clt,
Delafosse, c. 1776-1780.

13 General plan for a cemetety
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Pans. J.-Ch. Delafosse, c. 1776-
1780.
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Iight the catalytic role of this high official, political con-
servative, confirmed cosmopolitan, and friend of Piranesi,
Legeay (fig. 6), Soufflot, Patte, David Le Ro1,, and
Charles De Waill1'. It n,as Chambers, along u'ith George
Dance the Younger, who guided the architectural studies
of John Soane. In the case of France, it is necessary to
analyze the exemplary case of De Wailly. The projects
ancl construction of the Chateau de Montmusard in Dijon
(from 1764), the ChAteau des Ormes in Tourraine (ca.
1772)-both built for the Marquis d'Argenson-as u.ell as
the house on the rue cle la Pepinibre in Paris (with its
clever solution of the centrai cvlindricai stair) illustrate
his research into spatial geometry. A large part of his
activit;, is clevoted to urban problems: his planning of the
streets arouncl the new theater of the Odeon (designed
and built in coilaboration u'ith Marie-Joseph Peyre from
1767-1782); his plan for the military city oi Port Venclres
of 1778-1779 (fig. 9); his "plan for the embellishment of
Paris" of 1778 (fig. 8); his project for the improvement of
the Quartier des Capucines in Paris (presented to the
Direclory in the year VI) and his participation, with Ver-
niquet, in the Plan cles Artistes.at

Follou,irrg the way paved by the late Mannerists-Bal-
dessare Peruzzi, Giovanni-Antonio Dosio, Giovanni-Bat-
tista Montano-an entire generation of architects consid-
ered the study of geometry to be one of the surest means
of ordering space. The large geometrical structures de-
signecl by Peyre in Rome (fig. 10), the Colisee of Louis-
Denis Le Camus built in Paris (fig. 11), the systematic
studies of Soane before and during his trip to Italy, and
the projects of Jean-Charles Delafosse (figs. 12, 18), Ni-
colas-Marie Potain, and Lecloux provide good examples of
this.

Soane's sedes of typological htueriiotts on the problem of
the monumetrt and of the "Castello cl'Acc1ua" (flg. 14)
should be compared to the architectural "machines" stucl-
ied by Francesco di Giorgio Martini, just as the abstract
series of Peyre shouicl be compared to the architectural
objects of Montano. Peyre, De Wailly, and the entire
French architectural milieu applied this experimentalism
to urban programs. Certain typological formulas met with
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1l+ Plan of a design for a Cclstello
d'Acqua. John Soane.

15 Chtrclt o.f the Capucines,
Marseilles. J.-J. Leqtteu.

16 Pagoda in Kew Gardens, near
London (present state). Williarut
Clmntbers, 1757-1763.
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17 Clinese kiosk in th,e gard,erts o.f
the CllAkau de Menars. Charles De
Waillu, 1772.

astonishing success. The circular or semi-circular solution,
inspired b1, the round temples of antiquity, is founcl in the
project (attributecl to Jacrlues Denis Antoine) for a theater
on the Quai de Conti (1770),.,,in the flrst project for the
Od6on of De Wailly and Peyre (1767-t769),r, in the proj_
ect for the TheAtre cle L'Opera of Bouilee (12g1), arA i,
the sketches of Lequeu for the church of the Capucines in
Marseilles (fig. 15).i,

This typological reasearch (which tends to corrstitute a
science of spatial organization whereby the architectural
organism is structured according to a geometry confirm_
ing or denying the imitated model), this demand for order
and for a more controlled codification of signs encountered
a problem increasingly difficult to resolve. In effect, the
probiem of genesis raised that of creation. of invention
itself.53

Recent studies have shou,n that the works of De Wailly,
Potain, Michel-Barthelemy Hazon, and Louis Frangois
Trouard (like those of Chambers) possessecl a sort of ,,hid-

den face," as manifested in the Chinese./abrzgzres designecl
between 1767 ancl 1775 for the garden of Monsieui cle
Marigny at the ChAteau cle Menars (fig. 1?).5a Burlington
and Robert Castell searchecl for traces of the original
garden of antiquity by studying prints of Chinese gardlns;
William Kent u'as convincecl, as he u,as clrawing Chis,,vick
around 1725, Lhat he u,as reconstituting the garclen of
Plinv's villa. But the park for Kerv designecl by Chambers
(flg. 16), the Park of Menars, that of Chanteloup clrawn
by Le Camus, as vi'ell as the Desert cle Retz sliou, that
already by the secorrd half of the century the syntlrcsis of
opposites previously experimented with by Burlington
had explodecl.ss The different antique sources (Egyptian,
Chinese, Greek, Etruscan, Roman) were henceforth or-
dered in a horizontal and no longer in a diachronic manner.
The necessity for inventing a new, universal ,,language,,

confronted the architect with the paradox-su energeti-
cally resisted by Perrault-of the "freedom', of invention.
The "arbitrary" nature of Perrault's architectural rules
elicited two kinds of answers. The first, that of Blonclel,
Boullee (as attested in his Arclzitechu.e: Esscri sur l,art
. . .), Jean-Nicolas Sobre, and Antoine-Laurent Vaucloyer,
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60 was conservative or "restorative": it tried to restore a

symbolic dimension to the architectural sign. This led to
symbolism, or rather to a secular and "functiotlal" alle-
gorism (which referred to the social and institutional func-

tion of the building). This characterized the works of Le-
doux and of the younger Dance,56 but also the
"ideologism" of Boullee, whose clralvn work tended to
exalt the immutable values of a society in which the per-
manence of institutions had to be conflrmed by their "spo-
ken" representation (figs. 19, 21). Of this logocentric uto-
pia, where the discursive tends to impose itself on the
represented or figured, onll' the definition of the concept
of "character" remained, a concept which acquired gteat
force in the theory of the Beaux-Arts. The seconcl re-
sponse refused to evade the problem posetl by the paradox

of Perrault; it violently opposecl the purism which
smoothed out differences (the desire for freedom, the free-
dom of the pou,er of the imagination). These u'ere the trvo
poles of the tragic diaiectic personified by the two protag-
onist-s of Piranesi's Paret'e.s7 Architecture, in order to
reinvent its o'uvn foundations had to fuse these two con-

tradictory levels of research: on the one hand those which
tendecl to associate archaeology'with the project by rely-
ing on a return to historic sources, and on the other hand

those which aimed to abolish any recourse to tradition,
instituting atabu,la i'aso on which to reconstmct the bases

of architecture by returning to the "primitive" ancl natural
sources of knowledge (geometrical forms as are found in
nature). This dialectical contracliction-apparently impos-
sible to resolve-betu,een historicism and primitivism ov-
erlapped in part the contradiction betrveen the "irregu-
iar"-from the picturesque ancl sublime .fo,briques to the
"bad taste" of Lequeu (fig. 18)-and the "regul21"-f1^s11
Boullee to Duraud.s8

The enclosing of oneself within the classical order ren-
clered control of the new "liberty" mol'e and more difficult.
The sudden unleashing of the s€)?s€s, that "despotism of
genius ancl the imagination," \\'as condemned by eight-
eenth century criticism but had to be enclured.te The sub-
versive forces of license and of the "irregular" were not
threatening when they were cleployed in the context of
the sublimity of princely parks (such as Kew or Menars),
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21 Covtical cenota,ph. E.-L. Boul\be

22 The "Rocller," the garden of thn

Fo\ty of Saittt Jam'es,I'leuilly. F.-J'
Bblanger, 1778-1785, after a
painting by C.-L. Chatelet.

23 View of a "rocher" erected tn the

middte of the Camp de Fbdbration,
Lyon. Claude Cocltet thn Youruger-

21

78 "Magasitt d, poudre." J.-J
Lequeu.

19 Conical tower. E.-L- BotL\lbe

20 Tentple of Hytn'en, projected for
the PLace de GrAue in Paris for the

festiuat of 21 January, 1782, itt
honor oJ'tlrc DauPhin's birthdaY.
P.-L. M oreau-Desproux.
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2L Trtumplral arch, designed for the
FAtu de la FbdArafion, Champ de
Mars, Parts, 1lt. July 1790. Jacques
Cellerter.

25 Triuwtphnl arclt, Piazza San
Marco, Venice, shotaing the "entrb,e
du Peuple." A. Codognato, 1782.

26 "Vue de La grand p\ace de Venise
dans le jour qu'on a diresse l'arbor
de libertb (sic)," d June 1797.

27 Project for a "tnou,ntain" in the
catlrcdral of Saint Andrb de
Bordeaux for tlrc FAtu de la LibefiA
et de la Raison, 10 December 1795.
A. T. Brongniart.
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but they exploded when they penetrated into the city,
where they offered themseives to the ner,v "public" of
citizens. Despite the transformation of aesthetic theory
through the invention of the sublime (which attempted to
control the uncontrollable, that is to say, the subjective)60
the "tableau" of Ciassical order was decomposed.

IV
Should one see here a "crisis" (which ll ould presume a
sudden break) or a development? By confronting the two
spheres of art and of the neu' processes of urban and
national planning, one can understand the play ofrelations
betu'een "f1ss619ry1"-in architecture-and "rationaliza-
tion"-in communication in general, technics, and tech-
nologyGl-or in other lerms, between "iiberty" and "re-
alization." Quoting Leibniz, Max Bense has pointed out
the ontological difference betu'een the technical object
(instruments, machines, equipment) which determines a
sphere of interrelations in which each part finds a neces-
sary piace and possesses a function, and the aesthetic
object which is a free entity, more or less autonomous. In
effect, the work of art e.rls/s but does not.firirctloiz. Its

63
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modality of realization is not only necessary, it is com-
pleted by a causal modality (zu,ftillige Mitreolittit).62

A "freedom of choice" (as li.ith Leibniz) presicles over the
decision to realize, to pass from limited possibility to real-
ity, but realization "in no u,ay changes the manner in
which things are made." They remain in the same state
"."r,'here they u,ere alreacly to be founcl as possibility."63
In other words, if one cannot invent a language (its "con-
ventionality" determining its collective use), one can at
least transform it by "speaking" it. A relation of proba-
bility is thus establishecl betrveen the "free choice" of the
decision ancl the reaiization, a relation u.hich excludes all
"romantic" spontar-reity, all intuitive creativity in the Pro-
methean sense of the word. So far, however, we have
only described the production of a technical object. What
causes the object to pass from the conclition of product to
that of rvork of art is an accitlental process, a.fu,rtctiort o-f

tro.nsJbrmotlorz within the modal schema. trstablishing a

Iink between the "probabilism" of Leibniz ancl the modern
theory of information, Bense risks the follow'ing state-

28 Mottu'ment in hortor of se'ueral
citizens, PLace cl'Arsenel . J.-J.
Leqtrcu.
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29 J. R. Pen'onet, dtagram oJ't,he
center o.f the ttrbart deuelopntent itt
tlrc u:est of Pafis. Le.ft to right: Lcr
Place Louis W; the intersectiott o.l'
the Chctnt.ps-Elys1es and the
"ColisAe de Pori,s"; the site.for the

.littu,re Pluce de l'EtoiLe; the uillcLge
o.f ltieutlly utith the bfidse ouer tlte
5eilrc.

;)0 Pro.iect .fbr u "tr-it.ortpltal"
elephant, to tte built to the glory o.f'

the Khry in the.fitttu.e Place cle
l'Etoile. M. Ribnfi, 1758. Engrctuittg
by Pien"e Patte.
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ment: "The work of art, prior to its existence, is a system
of probability placed, as it were, before an infinity of
possibilities. When the aesthetic object is realized, it in-
troduces into the absolute, originating disorder a series of
orders defining zones of relative probability. The struc-
ture of the rn'ork of art is thus indeterminate and ambig-
uous. This relative indeterminacy allows for displace-
ments of meaning and offers an autonomous space for the
game to be played."6a The freedom of decision is the
freedom for realization. The relation between these
phases is by nature "statistical" (insofar as the relative
margin of indeterminacy in the "message") and "ludic."

Let us illustrate a few examples of these considerations
by attempting to clarify the relations betrn een the reali-
zaLion of technical and aesthetic objects. The Colis6e built
on the Champs-Elysees (see fig. 11) by the architect Le
Camus was one of the most prestigious Vauxhalls of Paris.
Here is what an anonymous "artist" writing about this
place of pleasure desired at the time of its construction in
1769: "The State has as yet done nothing nor ordered
anything of permanence built for the pleasures and amuse-
ments of the People. Let us bring together the two por-
tions of the Public, let us cause them to mix together in
a common spectacle."65 One cannot help but think here of
the mass media: once transformed into a "public," the
"people" will present itself as a spectacle for itself. What
should be emphasized is that the place of pleasure and
festival will also become the place of architectural "li-
cense." Recent studies have shou,'n horv, through the con-
struction of the Vauxhalls, of places of pleasure and tem-
porary scenographies (built first for royal festivals and
later for revolutionary ones), this "heresy" penetrated
into the city. It is clear on the other hand that there is no
formal speciflcity to "revolutionary art," no break between
the scenography erected by Pierre-Louis Moreau-Des-
proux on the Place de Greve in Paris (frg. 20) on January
21,, 1782, to ceiebrate the birth of the Dauphin (which
recalls the project of Louis de Lorrain for the festivals of
Chinea in Rome in 1747); the landscape of the "Rocher"
built by Frangois Joseph Belanger for a treasurer of the
Royal Navy in the garden of the Folly of St. James in
Neuilly, begun in 1778 (fie. 22); the decor of the "Rocher"

designed by Claude Cochet and erected in the Camp de 65

Federation in Lyon on March 30, 1790 (frg. 23); the "moun-
tain" erected by Brongniart inside the cathedral of Saint-
Andr6 in Bordeaux for the festival of 20 frimaire, year II
(fig. 27); and the assemblage of pavilions on the Piazza
San Marco in Venice built on June 4, 1797, for the cele-
bration of the tree of liberty (figs. 25, 26). Jacques Cel-
ierier, who was building Vauxhalls before the Revolution,
designed the triumphal arch (fig. 2q and participated in
the overall planning of the ensemble of the gigantic am-
phitheater built on the Champ de Mars in Paris for the
Fete de Ia F6d6ration of the fourteenth of July, 1790.66

These forms lend themselves to every emblematic con-
tent. Utopia, for the "revolutionary" as well as for the
"ornamentalist" architects (such as Piranesi, Petitot lsee
fig. 31, Delafosse [see fig. 1], Lequeu [fig. 28J), does not
consist in the transmitted ideological message, but in the
demiurgic will to completely control production at the
Ievel of images, from the decoration of furniture to the
embellishment of the entire city. License and irregularity,
the expressions of the subjectivity of the artist (and of the
client), have to be realized in the city, the locus of ex-
change and communication par excellence. Morphological
invention has to become uttLgar, invest the city, transform
itself into a "technique" of persuasion, integrate the citi-
zens into the image of their own spectacie: in sum, reor-
ganize communication in order to pass into a further stage
of domination. The "crisis" of the Classical order is thus
a seizure of power.

Thus Pier"re Patte, the theoretician of urban planning of
the eighteenth century, can defend the construction of the
project of an "elephant-fountain-private home" (flg. 30),
designed by the engineer M. Ribart for the Place de
I'Etoile in Paris, invoking the aesthetic category of the
sublime: "The canal of Languedoc, this superhuman en-
terprise (was) of an altogether different order of diffrculty
from this one, and (its) execution made evident that it is
only in freeing oneself from vulgar rules, and never imi-
tating, that one attains grandeur and the sublime."67

The signification of the sublime is clearly stated. Rejection
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il1 Corrcttuctiott of tlrc quays of tlte
Seine ar"outrd the Place de GrAoe.
P.-L. Moreau,-Desprour.

32 Pro.ject fot' the re-sitirtg of the
Hdtel deVille. P.-L. Moreau-
Desprour.

33 A ntachine .for cutting back
tntdertoat,er piles. Piene Patte
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of rules ancl of "imitation" and the demand for subjective
"liberty" are not invokecl only in order to conceive the
new "art," the neu, nature-that of the city and of the
territory-ancl even less to announce a "pre-romantic" era
or a "romantic classicism," but to prepare for the ntatetial
conclitions of a formal rationalization. "Liberty" must al-
low for a greater domination of the process of the reali-
zation of form.

Pierre Patte is the theoretician of the entbellishment of
Paris, as u-e have saicl, comparable to John Gri'ynn, ll'ho
describes at the same pedod methods of itnprouetrrcnt for
the city of Lonclon.68 Patte u,as associated with the group
of physiocratic economists, and was the author of the
TraitO de la CortstttLctiort, the technical part of the Cours
of Blonclel. From 1757 to 1759, he .,r'as chargecl with over-
seeing the executior-r of the pages of the Enc.tlclopbclie and,
in 1760, tn" pssr:ripticnt des Arts et Mbtiers, a n'ork un-
dertaken by the Acaclemy of Sciences and directed by the
famous physiocrat Duhamel clu Monceau.6r' It u'as Patte
himself who establishecl the relationship betu'een tech-
nique-for example, the construction of large-scale terui-
torial infrastructures such as the canal of Languedoc-
and the breaking loose from "vulgar rules" to reach the
"sublime." To abanclon rules (those of "classical" architec-
ture) signifies, for the architect ancl engineer of the eight-
eenth century, the accession to a liberty which must not
be understood simpiy as a freedom to conceive reality,
but above all to develop "ne\l, rules" which, taking into
account a greater number of givens, have more possibilitl,
of dominating the real. Liberty is then freedomlbr tech-
nique. In which case, techtrique organizes the world ac-

cording to the rules of subjective iiberty. The limits of the
system become the limits of communication, as Technique
par excellence, insofar as it is a more refined an<l global
instrument. Ancl since communication becomes informa-
tion and information is "language," the limits of the pou'er
of a fully developed subjectivity become the limits of lan-
guage. T')

"Architecture," belonging at once to the sphere of tech-
nical and aesthetic objects, as we have describecl above,
is realized according to a double moclality. Insofar as it is
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68 31. Project for a port and town near
Comacchio on thc Adriatic Sea.
Louis Bruybre, May 1805.

35 P\ans of public buildings for the
projected toun near Comacchio.
Louis Bruybre, May 1805.

36 Restoration of the funeraL chariot
that caT.ried the body of Alerander
from Babylon to Egypt. A.-C.
Quatrembre de Quincy.
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an aesthetic object, the modalities of its realization hold
primarily to "luclic" or "frivolous" significatiou, a futrctiotr
in which the commutricative indetei'minacy (ambiguity) of
the object can play. Insofar as it is a technical object,
"post-Classical" architecture must measure itself against
the iaw of innovation. The "creativity" of Classical irn'ert-
tion only postulate-s conclitions for the reflection of rerality:
the ar,s cornbinatoin tirelessll' articulate-q the same pc-
roles ot: "n'orrls." Innovation, on the other har-rtl, intro-
duces a dynamic and unlimited field rvhich has ottl1' one

dilection: the systern must become cleveloltmettt.

Such innovation, u'hich shakes the traditional sphere of
architecture, then has to be applied (inasmuch as it is a
rationalization of the channels of communication) to the
city ancl to the territorl'(fig'. 29).

"Techrtique ancl trt'baiz platrrtirtg" in the eighteenth cer-r-

tury are the tu'o in-qeparable themes that must be rlevel-
oper171 and about rvhich u,e can only give a feu' getieral
directions: The nascent "science" of urbanization ancl ter-
ritoliaiization is at once a technique for lhe exploitation
and the control of urban land and national territory. Ever-v
"project" of a citf is reclucecl at best to a "figurative
utopia," a nostalgia for form, a thought rvhich remains
"uttrealizecl. "

l{euer agairt can ai'chitectule control both the fotrnal attd
the technical levels save in utopia: that of Patte, for in-
stance, r,r,hen he describes i'nhis Mbrrroires of 1769 a proi-
ect for an ideal city u'hich functions as rationally as the
machines rn,hich he has clrarn'n.72 A bounclary (hexagonal

or octagonnl) is imposed upon the city; this is sut'rounclecl
by a canal ancl boulevarcls; all the institutions (hospitals,
cemeteries, factories, etc.) at'e transfen'ecl to the countrl'-
side, and the latter is in perfect syr-rtony r,l'ith the anti-
urban theories of physiocracy and with the numet't-,us ploj-
ects for the decentralization of institutions and the insu-
larization of the urban fabric, so that the heterotopic reg-
ularity of the architectural object can be developed far
from the urban chaos, which one touches as little as pos-

sible except to open up a few monumental spaces.

Patte truly htrtot,utes not u'heu he clreams of the form of 69

the city but u'hen he itrtlocluces technical solutions to
certain urban problems: the illumination of streets; the
constluction of sideu'alks, servers, ancl public fountains;
ancl the new method for the constructioti of quays (fig.

3ll), solutions furnished at the same time that Moreau-
Desproux, the architect of the citv of Paris (from 1763),

u'as planning the straightening out of the banks of the
Seine (figs. 31, 32).?3

hr the fleld of construction, Patte clissemittated through
his rvlitings the "constructive" tenclenc.)r of French archi-
tecturai thought from Jean-Ft'angtiis Feliben to Cotlstant
cl'Ivry.71 An acimiret'of Perrault and Wren, ancl student
of Boffrarrrl (the inspector general of Portts et Chcruss1es),
he tenclecl to neglect the theory of proportions in favor of
that of constt'uction technitlue ancl calculation: "The true
manner of building," he u'rites irt 1775,7:"'consists of pro-
portioning columns to the loacls that they must support,
a principle i,i'hich is iu accoi'd rvith judgment, i,l'hich is a
kinrl of touchstone upon which to test everything in the
arts, anci u'ithout which everything clegenerates into bi-
zarreness and confusion." It is thus .j trdgptrertt (which is
the calculation of structure) "ancl trot optics" rvhich leads
to t'cr.r'iety in proportions. It-t his Mbrttoircs of 1769 Patte
published the e-rperiments of Jean-Rudolphe Perronet on
the stlength of materials in compi'ession.

Thus the u'af is openetl uot onl1' to the new "science of
cr-rnstructiot-t" but aiso to the u'ork rif the spatiai "typifi-
cation" of buildings, as realized inliArt cles Cort.stru,ctions
(1823-1828) of Louis Bruylre, a student of Pert'onet and
f)irector of Public Works in Paris from 1811 (figs. 34, 35);

ancl in L'Art des Inghtiercrs (1821-1825) of Barnabe Bris-
son, u'ho after having been a student of Gaspar Mtlnge
(the inventor of clescriptive geomett'1') became in 1798 orle

of the first graduates of the r-rervly fountled Ecole Poly-
technique.;6 Thus the lval,' is openecl for the "urbatrist"
Edme Verniquet, architect, sul'veyol', "garrlener," atrd

one of the most active protagonists, aiong with De Wailly,
of the Commission des Artistes (ct'eated in 1793); who'
alrearll, in 1774, unclet'stood that one could only intervene
in the city of Paris u'ith the aid of ati exact trigonometric



Notes

70 plan.77 We have in effect a "revolution," but not the one
which Kaufmann studies throughout his lifetime. August
1791: the universities are closed; the academies and teach-
ing are reorganized. 1793: the Convention suppresses the
Academy of Architecture. 17g4: the Committee on public
Instruction is created. 1795: the Institute.

It is this "open field" upon which science ancl ,,art,, are
reconstructed. At the same time, anxiety is born in bour-
geois thought. The u,orld, reduced to its ou,n processes of
realization, reveals itself as only one worlcl. The future
academician, Quatrembre de Quincy (fig. 36), in a text of
1791, raises this cry of alam, born of a ,,romantic con-
sciousness" which, confronted with "the death of genius,,,
killed by the "spirit of calculation," revolts: ,,The inevit-
able effect of the experience [of "sociable" societies]78
which introduced the spirit of calculation and of system,
the empire of rules and of teaching, is to produce this
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1 (.frontispiece) Map of'Vienrru
sltotting the locotiort of'the
Sttperblocks. 1) Kqrl Mar;t-Holj
2) Sandleiten; 3) Bebellto.f,
Lie b k ne c h th o.f', Lo r ert zl t of',
F rdhlichlr oJ| )n ) F tt ch seryteldhoJ', Am
F tr ch senl'e ld ; 5 ) M et zl e in stoler- H o.f ,

Retrmannhof, Julius P opp-H oJ',

Heru,eglthoJ', Matteottiltql| 6 ) George
W ash trLgton.-H of; 7 ) R abenho.f';
8) Beeyhqf, Janecekh.o.f'; 9) Ott,o Hctas-
H o.f , W tncw ska h ot', G erl h of' ;
10) Ettgelsplatz; 1 1 ) Paul S peiser-Ho.l';
12) Karl Seitz-Hof'
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Documents

Tlte lrute.f'tLl trnsu itable M ietskasertt e

WaLter Gropitts,
Rationelle Bebauungsu'eisen 1

. . . th.ttt is trltinrutely respottsibLe Jbr the deteriorcLtiort qf'

ou"r u,rbatt poltulcttiort's health. . . .

Erttst May,
Die Wohnung fur das Existenzminimum2

Grolrius anrl May characterizecl the Mietskusert?cs as

large-scale tenement Baublocks or perimeter blocks
whose facades enclosecl a sequence of multi-story interior
courts. By the late trnenties versions of this type had
emerged in urban cores throughout Germany and Austria
as a result of the laissez-faire housing policies of the in-
dustrial revolution, which had made it necessary to sup-
porl a certaitr ievel of'progress' in the housing sector.
Throughout the end of the nineteenth century their sub-

standard conditions were tolerated for lack of any better
solution to the problem of accommociating labor. After
1910, however, the Mietskasenzes created an urban di-
lemma that demanded a resolution.

As Leonardo Renevolo has statecl, "the problems of mod-

ern town planning could be approached either by drawing
up, as an alternative to the existing towns, a complete
icleological model, to be created experimenLally, de nouo

and independently from the original it set out to correct,
or by tackling the various technical needs connectecl rvith
the growth of the industrial town and attempting to cure
its indiviclual clefects.":\ The Mietskttsern,es, as primarily
nineteenth century type-forms, had the effect of provok-
ing resolutions based on both approaches. In Germany
they inspired a housing 'revolution' which rejected the
models and their urban environs. In Vienna, they con-

versely ied to a progressive upgtading of those existing
block forms u,hich capitalized on the format of the city
ar-rd the street. By the middie of the i920s, both courses

of action had producecl viable mass housing prototypes'

Gennaruy : T lt e l{ ornmtiue S oltttion
Eariy German Baublocfu prototypes wet'e introduced
within Duke Frederick IV's master plan of 1622 for the

Normative and Evolutionary Housing Prototypes in
Germany and Austria: The Viennese Superblocks,
1919-r934

Sima Ingberman

citv of Mannheim (fig. 2). There, consecutive grids of 77

perimeter biocks-macrocosmic versions of the actual for-
tified city-provided citizetrs u'ith access to both public
and protectecl communal places. The Mannheim blocks
proved popular, and by the end ofthe seventeenth century
similar housing types hacl been erected in Karisruhe, Diis-
seldorf, Darmstadt, and Kassel.

Major changes within this BoirblocA fbrmat did not occur
tintil the middle of the nineteenth century, when increas-
ingly larger vetsions were designed to house the newly
established working class. Mid-cet.rtury exampies still in-
cluded the iarge open courtyards, but after 1850, addi-
tional muiti-story housing fiiled these open spaces, Ieaving
oniy deep wells of shadorv within the densely conflgurated
sections. By lhe turn of the century this type, no\l' re-
ferred to by the term Mietsktsentes, was found in many
German cities and especiaily in Berlin. A typical Berlin
model of 1902 housecl from forty to fiftv families in each

section (flg. 3). Apartments were small (fig. 4), kitchens
averaging 2.50 meters by 4.90 meters and adjacent rooms
3.70 meters by 5.80 meters. As rooms Dl, El, Fl, and

G1 indicate, layouts of this kind faiied to provide many
rooms with aclequate natural light and air. This unhealthy
situation n-as further aggravated by extreme overcrowd-
ing, by a lack of adequate sanitary facilities, and the in-

adequate provision of means of escape.{ Despite these
factors, Mietskaserrae rents remained high and uncon-

trolled, a situation Iargely owing to the fact that the of-
ficial authorities regarded mass housing u'ith little interest
ancl r,r'ere thus content to leave it u'ithin the hands of its
main beneflciaries, namely the private speculators and

landlords.

By the early twenties German reformists such as Otto
Haesler, Gropius, and May felt that a housing'revolution'
was in order. They were prepared to "fight the fervent
war against the Mietskase11t,e." The generic alternative
they proposed was Lhe Siedlwtg, u,'hose lorn'-fise suburban
plan could offer workers "light, air, and space for move-
ment and self-expression," as well as a means of escape
from such urban diseases as tuberculosis.s Rents were to
be kept within the reach of the rn'orkers through a com-



2 Mannlteim me,ster plan, 1622

3 Berlin Mietskaserne, 1902.

I Mietskaserne .floor plan.

5 Riederu:ald scltetne. Entst May,
1926-1927.

6 Das Neue Frankfurt,ly'oi.,. 1929. A
.jourrtal de'uoted to ttrban housittg,
edited by the Frankfltrt City
Architect Ernst May.from 1926-
1931.

7 Dictgram oJ'the et'oltrtion of'the
Siedlu,nq plan. I. Tupical 19th-
century block tt,ith rear builcltn.rls;
II. Stnaller blocks tritlt builclings
arottnd the perimeter; IIL Ope'n-
ended rott,s .faci'ng eaclt otltet ocross
tra.ffic streets; IV. Diagrant o.f

Zeilenbatr, u:tth the rott's ertcluord to
the street ond ctll .f'ctcirtg irt the sante
directiorr.
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bination of municipal control ancl guaranteed subsidies

The miiitancy of this position not oniy led to a rejection
of the Baublock model, but also to the elimination of such
traditional urban references as the street and the square.
The process by rvhich this was to be achievecl u.as of
course graclual. May clocumentecl the desirable form of
this evoiution in Das Neue Franklurf (fig. 6), using the
Siedlungett that he himself had designed for Frankfurt-
am-Main as examples of the general principles involved.6

May's cliagram commenced r,',ith the Mietskaserne block
and its urban climensions (Stage 1) (fig. 7). The seconcl

stage of clevelopment consisted of an early Siedlutry pat-
tern of which his Riecleru'aid scheme of 1926-1927 rvas a
representative solution (fig. 5). Here, the Boublock's sin-
gular mass rvas replaced by a series of smaller enclosed
and semi-enclosed courts rvhich still retainecl certain ele-
ments of the primary type-form. In the seconcl stage of
the Siedlung type, pet'imeter blocks stili borclered on the
public street u'hile the courtyards remained generic
spaces u'hose right angles helpecl to establish places

within the lalger complex. The Praunheim (1926-1927)

and Ronrerstaclt (1927-1928) Siedlu,rryen both incluclecl

such semi-encloserl sections, but their freestanding hous-
ing rou,s alreaclf inclicatecl the next stage of the evolution.
By 1926, efforts to afforcl resiclents both maximum privacy
and optimum exposure to green space led to the thircl
stage of Sietlluttg clevelopment. This consistetl of smailer
rectangular grids in rvhich each grid block u,as occupied
by a resiclential rorv house on its eastern ancl s'estern
borders. A large sharecl garden took up the rest of the
area. The buiidings no longer fronted onto the street, but
met it at right angles instead. The tenants in any two
rou's shared onll, their garden ancl a common meatrs of
access to the private sicle lane. This limited sense of com-
munity, however, \ ras soon dispelled by the fourth stage
of the Sietllung. In the representative layouts of this
stage, such as Goldstein (1930), the gr-id block u,as further
subdivided into a -qeries of smaller blocks, each of rvhich
was only sufflcietrt for a single small rou' house unit to-
gether with its adjacent private garden and unobstntcteri
exposure to the side lane. By this stage the 'reformist'

IV
liberation could be consiclered a success since any com- 79

munal structure in the physical form had been virtually
eliminated.

V iettttct: The E rotutio)lot'll AlternotiL'e
If Mietskasenze conditions provokecl a mass housing'rev-
oiutior-r' within Germany, then a simiiar reaction could
have been expected in Vienna. The Viennese blocks
closely parallelecl their German counterparts in their lack
of aclequate sanitary facilities, safety standards, ancl ef-
fective rent controls. And accorcling to Rudoif Eberstadt's
studies of the Vienna Baublocks, life in their midst was
perhaps even more clistressing.T One deieterious feature
rvas certainly the ubiquitous interior con'iclor 

"vhich 
was

common to virtually all turn-of-the-century housing
blocks, its position invariably robbing the kitchen of all
natural sources of light and air (flg. 10). In theory, the
tenants were allorved the use of the hallway u'indou.'s, but
these often remained locked or boarded up. The ensuing
lack of ventilation aggravated the already congested con-
ditions of the living units where kitchens averaged little
more than 2.50 by 3.00 meters and adjacent rooms (or
room) 4.00 bv 5.00 meters.

Despite these adverse conclitions, a housing 'revolution'
did not occur in Vienna largely because of the fact that
the city had alreacly decicled to upglacle its Bartblocks at
the end of the nineteenth century, although the initial
guidelines for Mietskuselrre improvement and reform had
not been implemented by the time of Worlcl War I. By
1919, horvever, the Social Democrats hacl already recog-
nized the socio-economic ancl political aclvantages that this
type afforded. Their nervly established regime incorpo-
rated the earlier reform proposals into an offlcial housing
program that legitimized the Bcnrblocks by establishing
them as the models for the "Superblocks," that is, for the
lalge scale Baublocks that the city u,as to elect between
1922 and 1934.

These "Sulrerblocks" represented the final stage of Aus-
tlian perimeter block development. Eramples had been
in existence since the Baroque Hql', a self enclosed aggre-
gtrtion of units grouped around a courtyard and entered
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80 8 C cttnpetitiott .fbr People's HotLstng
arud W eLlare E stclbl tsltrrr,ents , 18 96 .

O. Th,tenemann, seconcL prize
u:inning entry.

9 SieLerhctus III, pLcttL. Joseplt
KornlruuseLs, 1896.

10 Viennese Mietskoserne plan, c

1900.

11 Melker-Hqf VIII, plarr
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through a large portal. Joseph Kornhausels adapted the
traditional H oJ' format to multi-storied accommodation for
middle class families in the Sielerhaus III (1826 tfig. 9l)
ancl Schottenhof Kornhausels (1826-1832). Betrn-een 1840

and 1860 these buildings \,r'ere to inspire larger bourgeois-
oriented 11o/'complexes such as the Melker Hof VIII (fiS.

11). As in Germany, the industrial revolution converted
the perimeter block into the primary available type for
the economic accommodation of rvorkers. After 1860, early
residential clients included skilled workers, among them
members of the First General Office Workers Union rn'hich
commissioned Theophil Hansen to design the forty-two
unit Rudolfshof block u,hich was completed in 1872. Be-
tween 1870 and 1890 patronage shifted to the large man-
ufacturing and railroad companies, lvho increasingly built
Iarger complexes for the housing of workers near their
piants. As these biocks grew in scale Iiving conditions
consistently deteriorated. The housing situation further
declined after an 1892 law exempted the owners of work-
ers' housing flom real estate taxation. An era of rvide-
spread speculation follorved in ivhich the BatLblocA's be-
came the properties of inr,estors who manifested their
lack of interest in their acquisition through continued ne-
glect. By the end of the century, the once optimistic post-
Biedermeier Bcutblock type deteriorated into a master
plan fbr slum iiving.

While late centuly Mietskaseme conditions proiiferated,
the signs of a reform-oriented counter-trend were already
discernibie. One example of this was the Emperor Franz
Joseph Jubilee Competition for People's Housing and Wel-
fare Establishments of 1896 r,',hich had the aim of inspiring
the design of los'-cost prototypical mass housing solutions
according to implovecl hygienic living standards. The en-

try stipulations \^,ere quite speciflc. AIl kitchens and other
rooms were to have direct access to light and air. The
cooking space was to measure at least eight square meters
u,hile the adjacent rooms were to attain an average size

of no less than sixteen square meters. In addition, each

apaltment had to have a private entry foyer ancl a W.C.
The competition also called for communal recreational and
service facilities. Submitting architects were advised to
plan for children's centers, playgrounds, bathing areas,

11

game spaces, meeting rooms, etc. O. Thienemann's second 81

prize winning entry (flg. 8) enclosed these facilities within
a design based on the original seventeenth century Hof.
His project ll'hich consisted of a monumentally propor-
tioned perimeter block with a grand gateway and a large
open court comprising specially designated communal and
garden spaces may well have served as the prototype for
the Socialist Baublocks of the twenties.

The Jubilee Competition was followed by an accelerated
interest in mass housing reform, much of it on the part of
the newly established reformist party, the Social Demo-
crats. 1897 saw the creation of the Central Office of Hous-
ing Reform. Three years later, Franz Schumeier pub-
lished The Pfinciples oJ' Social Democratic Actiuity for
t,he ComnttLnity, a document r,l'hich formed the basis of
Vienna's housing policy after it was re-issued in 1914 un-
rler the title What Do the Social Democrats Demand for
Vienrru; The Social Demou'atic CornmunaL Program. In
1910 Heinrich Goldemund, later to become the city's Di-
rector of Builcling Affairs, authored the ProposaLs for the
I rr t pt' ou en Le nt of V ie rnt a' s H ott sir tg C onditiotts. Additional
frameu,orks fcrr reform were iater recommended by the
nine housing congresses that convened in Vienna between
1910 and 1914.

Naturally these reforms had little effect on Vienna's pre-
World War I housing situation. The pressures for im-
provements had not yet gathered sufflcient momentum
despite the increasing signs of discontent. In 1911, the
existent living conditions, a housing shortage, and esca-

lating rents led to working class riots. This volatile mood
u,as further aggravated by the by-products of World War
I-rvidespread unemployment and food shortages. By
1917, the militant Bolsheviks had provided Austria's la-
borers with a radical role model. In attempting to emulate
their successful example, the Austrians engaged in a se-

ries ofcrippling national strikes throughout 1917 and 1918.

These acts had the effect of further broadening the polem-
ical gap betrveen this group and the reactionary upper
and middle classes. In the subsequent political situation,
parties of both sides were unable to retain power for any
extended period of time. Vienna's compromise soiution to



82 this stalemate was the election in 1919 of a new city
government dominated by the members of that par.ty
which had promised "reform through evolution, not rev-
olution"-the Social Democrats. 8

Once in power the Social Democrats proceeded to enact
the premise on which their platform had been based, the
construction of new mass housing. Party officials remained
faithful to their'evolutionary'ideals by selecting as their
models the familiar Baublocks. Their formats, once en-
larged and improved upon, seemed an economically viable
means of housing iarge segments of the population under
the guidelines of the Kompensationspoliti.k program that
sought to create a classless society via compensations
within the housing sector. By virtue of their 'modern'
apartments, desirable facilities, and expansive outdoor
spaces, the Baubloc&s offered a residential alternative
whose popularity created a self-perpetuating base for So-
cialist communal housing.

The massive complexes, or "Superblocks," as thev u,ere
later named, provided the new regime with a means of
physically extending its sphere of influence throughout
Vienna. In their fortificatory imagery and their transcend-
ence of conventional urban scale, these Baublocks pro-
jected a series of deflant stances lvhich could not go un-
noticed, even within a city already accustomed to the
excesses of Wagnerian monumentality. They thus as-
sumed the nature of political monuments recognizable
within the context of the city region. By bracketing Vi-
enna on east-west and north-south axes (see fig. 1), they
functioned as the omnipresent watchtowers of the Social-
ist sphere of influence, placing the entire municipality
under their constant surveillance. On a communal level,
their presence designated places of intense Socialist activ-
ity which, despite offensive and defensive implications,
never failed to remind one of the fact that here an ideal
concept had been successfully translated into an actual
working system.
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The Yienna Superblocks'

Foreword by O. Matthias Ungers
T rcLnsLcLtictn. by S ima I n g bernr.an.

The trventy-three municiltal housing blocks documentecl
in this text represent a cross-section of Vienna's housitrg
program in the ltventies. Fourteen thousand apartments
were constructecl during this period. Sandieiten Hof, the
Iargest complex, alone hacl 1587 units. Hardly smaller.r,l.as
the well-known Karl Marx-Hof. About fifty thousand ten-
ants were to live in these housing projects, a flgure equal
in populalion to that of a medium-sized torvn. ("Mark-
isches Viertel" and "Berlin Buckow-Rudow," two contig-
uous Beriin Stedlung areas lsettlement areas], built dur-
ing the sixties are approximately of this size.) During the
period under discussion, these municipal structures
housed about one-tenth of Vienna's population.

These projects were built with a remarkably small number
of auxiliary facilities. These \Arere essentiallv limited to
stores, medicai offices, kindergartens, and central laun-
dries. To this day they remain as they rvere originally
designed and built and it is rather surplising that the
need for additional facilities has hardly increased after
nearly thirty vears of use.

The projects clo have notable shortcomings. Connections
to major traffic arteries are inaclequate atrd remain unle-
solved. Their position within the city's overall plan is
questionabie. Courtyards are often Loo narrow and many
units are in constant shade. Apartment layouts meet min-
imal requirements and barely satisfy tenants' neecls. The
architecture is often banal and borders on the inferior.
The methods of stluctural engineering employecl are al-
most primitive ancl below the progressive standarcls of
that era. The highly praised "new materials"-giass,
steel, and concrete-were not used. In terms of their
technical planning and construction these housing com-
pleres could harclly be considered experimental. Only by
pre-World War I standards clo they seem advanced. How-
ever', the extent to which they fulfllled their social and
political objectives is another matter, and this will be
discussed in the following article.

Despite their faults, these Viennese "Superblocks" have
not turnecl into slums over the past thilty years. They
have withstood this negative development far better than

many mole recent smallSicdlrrirgeiz, rvhich, both in theory 83
and practice, fulfillecl the necessai'y lequisites for"'healthy
iivir.rg"-small massing, Iorv density, gf'een zones, and pri-
vate ownership. This fact may be a result of the limited
and concentrated space within the complexes, which af-
fords no possibilities lbr the kinds of uninhibited behav-
ioi'al activity u,hich leads to chaotic conditions. The pre-
vention of slum conditior-rs can also be attributed to the
actual behavior of tenants, who come from various strata
of the population. Opponents of mass housing originally
iabeled the Superblocks the "slums of tomorro$,," but
these prematule prognoses hal.e proved to be cases of
unrefleclecl polemic.

The Vienna Superblocks essentiaily resulted from a defi-
nite architecturai program and not a mere emergency
solution. They represented a trend rvhich countered the
garclen-cit;, movement of the early tu'enties, rvhich flour-
ished once again in the thirties-this time in reaction to
mass housing. Along with the ideology of B\ttt u.rud Boden
("bkiod and earth") such counter-reactions continued.

But early examples of mass housing seen as the "typical
symbol of socialistic builcling" (Jiri Gacar) can be found
throughout Vienna on a broacl and uniquely consistent
basis. These complexes, though badly built, provide one
important solution to this century's housing problems.

Two outstancling programs resultecl from the Viennese
concept. The first program vieu'ed the apartment as a
mass procluct. Examples of this policy stand in sharp con-
trast to the inclividualistic, prestigious SiedlurLgen of the
LIe'tLes Batrcns ("new building") movement-the Werk-
bundsiedlung in Vienna, the Weissenhofsiedlung in Stutt-
gart, and the later Hansaviertel in Berlin. Under the
seconcl program, the city ti'ansformed social welfare hous-
ing into socialistic housing. Housing was removecl from
the realm of public and private speculation and placed
vuithin the public domain.

Vienna's programs clearly ttnderscore the fact that social
welfare housing is a feature of our time and a major
concerrl of our society.



Economic and Political Aspects of Social Housing
in Vienna between 1922 and 1934

Joachim Schlandt
Tro.nsLation by Sitna Ingberm.ott

84 The social clemocratic majority of the Vienna city council
pursued a housing policy rvhich, despite an economic
depression, allowed for the construction of sixty-three
thousand apartments between 1922 and 1934. Uncler this
program, housing was eliminated from the capitalist eco-
nomic system and was included within governmental wel-
fare as rvere the intra-structural departments of trans-
lrortation, eclucation, health, ancl community services.

The social housing progl'am flnanced new housing with
tax revenues. Older buildings were placed under the aus-
pices of the housing department, rn'hich reclucecl rents to
the levels required for maintenance and operation. This
resulted in a temporary but cle .focto expropriation of land-
Iords.

Privately financed new buildings were not subject to the
apartment requisition and rent control laws. However,
once in competition u,ith city-administered units, these
apartments could hardly be rentecl at a proflt, even u'ith
tax privileges. As a result, private construction came to
a standstill and municipal building activity followed as a
direct consequence.

The Superblocks, both in architectonic and functional
terms, r.vere the building program's most repr.esentative
output. Although these large-scale projects represented
a new prototype, they were actually based on the tradi-
tional Viennese tenement house. The Superbiocks incor-
porated the workers' du,ellings and provided for com-
munal services, upgraded technical and sanitary
conditions, and established nerv facilities.

These massive projects soon developed an autonomous
character. Their self-containment and isolation from
nearby neighborhoods encouraged tenants to participate
along socially homogeneous lines to protect their political
interests. It is diflicult to cletermine if this ontcome u,as
plannecl by the citl, council, since these housing blocks
counted as important voting blocs in elections and ulti-
mately played a suppoltive role in the workers' anti-Fa-
scist rebellion of February 1934.

Goternment Int.et't'entiott in the Prittate Housin.g Sector
During World War I, offlcial intervention u'ithin the pri-
vate housing sector was not unusual in the belligerent
nations. In Austria rent increases were prohibited by a
1917 Rent Control Decree. That decree was amended two
years later by the Apartment Requisition Decree, which
permitted the city to house people in vacant or underoc-
cupied apartments. In 1922 this decree was passed by the
National Rat (Congress) as the Rent Control Act. The
Act limited the right to give notice and fixed rents at
about one percent of their prewar value. Operating and
essential maintenance costs had to be paid in addition.
Maintenance work u'as rarely done since it had to be pre-
financed by the lancllord and coulcl only be charged to the
tenants in small installments. Attempts at renovation
were minimal, since capital invested in housing paid little
interest (prewar securities and war loans were affected
by almost fifteen thousand-folcl inflation and rents were
also low). The situation did not change substantially when
the Maintenance Levy u'as introduced in 1923. A lump
sum levy, it was based on trvelve pelcent of the pre\\rar
rent, inclucling base rent, ancl was enacted to counter the
deterioration of buiidings.

The Er:ottotttic Jtrsti.ltcatiort J'or Lou: Rents
Despite the housing sector's negative reaction to rent
control, its aclvocates considered it an economic necessity.
"Our competitiveness can only be maintained by relatively
low wages, which are lower than those of other
industrial nations. The quotas for food, clothing, educa-
tion, and the small portion for entertainment, cannot
stand reduction. There is only one component that can be
eliminated from the workerJs wages without the necessity
of stepping up his productivity. That is rent. In the pre-
war years rent absorbed twenty-five percent of the
workerJs wages. With rent control its cost has become
negligible, averaging only about tvr.o percent of the vl,ages.
When rent control ends, \\'ages must rise. Our export
inclustry, on u,.hich the fate of this countly depencls, can-
not, in light of the clescribed unfavolable procluction con-
ditions, accommodate anv such wage increases."l



The Allocat iorr o.l' Apart nre ttts cLccorclittg to Q uali.ficcrtton
Apartments u'ere allocated by the housing department.
Since onlv a portion of those seeking housing couid be
accommoclalecl, a ltoint system was instituted to deter-
mine priorities. Evaluations u,ere made on the basis of
urgencv and justiflcation. Such special emergencies as un-
inhabitability or oyercrorvclecl conclitions of a present
apartment, eviction notices, and sublet conclitions were
taken intri iiccount. Preference was given, horn'ever, to
establishecl families, ancl ltrotective immigration laws
were enacted. Right of residence and family lau,s received
priority, ancl special emergency evaluations were consid-
ered on a relative basis. Despite the ensuing social in-
equities, it lr,as maintained that "classification of the ap-
piicants accorcling to the point system" 2 resulted in the
allocation of apartments according to neecl rather than
paying po\ver, as \\'as once customary.

Tlte it{ecessit y oJ' Conr trturtal H ousirtg
The fact that private building activity did not develop,
though new builclings had been almost compieteiy exempt
from rent control since 1917 and fi'om all municipal taxes
for thirty J,,ears, rvas not clue solely to the rents that u'ere
demanclecl. There \\'as a gener.al lack of private capital for
investment in housing since those profits accumulated dur-
ing the inflationary pre-World War I period had been used
to flnance wartime activities. Remaining available funds
were funneled into industrial production to offset a widen-
ing trade deficit.

Other factors contributecl to the housing shortage be-
tu,een the World Wars. Apartments were extremely ov-
ercrou,ded. This situation resulted from the period of
housing speculation during the pre-World War era of en-
trepreneurism. In 1917 small apartments represented sev-
enty-thlee percent of the available units; consisting of one
to Lwo rooms, and accommodating households which av-
eraged four persons. With the Rent Control Decree the
number of apartment seekers increased, since low rents
decreased subletting. By 1920 the average number ofper-
sons per household dropped to 3.35, but numerous post-
war marriages added another forty thousand families to
the market. The situation was further exacerbated when

office space ."r'as increased at the exllense rif resiclential 85
area.

Tlte Use o.l'TcL;ratictn. to Finattce ResidentiaL Constntction
Rent control brought ltrivately financed housing to a near
halt. As a result, housing hacl to be financed by public
funcls. "The city administration of Vienna considered
housing a duty to the community, as it had long considered
the construction of schools and hospitals the duty of the
municipalities or the state."3

Various taxes rvere employed to finance this large-scale
effort. The original "Rent Levy for Financing Housing,
was suspended in 1923 and replaced by a more productive
new home construction tax. It covered only a part of the
necessary expenses. Other taxes financed much of the
new housing. t

To maximize the effectiveness of the tax revenues, the
city attempted to control construction costs. Existing
technical plants were modernized and additional building
material factories u'ere purchased. (Although production
could not cover local demands, these endeavors did give
the city insight into production costs). Many construction
materials u''ere transported by Vienna's Strassenbahn
(trolley car system) and by municipal trucks. 7,257,000
tons of material were brought to the sites by such means
in 1925.

In 1923, ttventy-ttu'o hundred apartments were financed
by taxation. In view of the ciemand, the city considered
the number insufficient. The city council therefore re-
solved to build five thousand units annually as of 1924.
That goal r,"'as met the following year and exceeded in
1926, when construction on twelve thousand new apart-
ments was begun. By 1934, 63,754 units had been built.
This municipal activity accounted for seventy percent of
the total building volume between the World Wars.5

Btrildirtg Sites and Constmction Methods in Accordance
tL:ith the Cost-Sauing StandcLt'd
Vienna was able to buy land cheaply during the Depres-
sion years. The unusual post-World War I economic con-



1 Karl Marr-Hof after the end of tlte
Siege, February 193!.

86 ditions also allowed for those expropriations the city con-
sidered necessary for the unhampered execution of its
general plan. Thus more than one thousand hectares of
Iand were acquired between 1919 and 1925. "Within the
past several years the city of Vienna has displayed a
generous investment policy in the area of land acquisition.
However some limitations became necessary, as a result
of the building up of areas u,ithin Vienna's innermost
districts and a lack of forceful and compulsory legal meas-
ures which would provide for the land acquired to be used
in the pubiic's interest."6

Without taking public property into account, the city's
real estate holdings at the end of 1925 amounted to 6,690
hectares or about twenty-five percent of the total area of
Vienna. Concerning the city's aims of housing the lower
strata of the population, "the distribution of communal
real estate in 1926 clearly reveals a tendency to attempt
to gain a foothold in the workmen's districts." T "The city
administration thus opportunistically used the housing
blocks to fill topographical gaps, especially those on the
fringes of Vienna's urban core."8

Buiiding activity was not restricted to any speciflc locale.
Instead it was sited near various already developed areas
of prewar housing, thereby saving the city the cost of
constructing those new infrastructural facilities that large
complexes of this type ll'ould have requirecl. Existing
orvnership conditions were therefore not the main cause

of this policy. "Even if the city administration had im-
mense continuous building tracts available, the necessity
of building schools, public buildings, roads, and transport
installations, with their necessary underground facilities,
u,ould soon prove to be financially impractical. Foregoing
considerations clearly point out that the housing facilities
should consist of multiple story buildings (rather than
singie story) and should adjoin city regions that already
have the essential public suppiy networks and facilities.
. . . At a comparable cost, far more units could be built in
multi-story dwellings than in single story buildings. The
constmction of multiple story municipal apartment houses
adjacent to existing residential areas thus proved to have
a great cost advantage."'

1

Maintenance Rent .for N eru Aytartm,ents
Although the neu' housing projects tl'ere not subject to
rent control, their rental rates u'ere still comparable to
those of the older apartment houses. Rents met only the
maintenance and operating costs, while production, am-

ortization costs, and interest on expended capital were
waived. On their completion, the new buildings' profits
u,ere u'ritten off. Still, some initial proflts did accumulate
and efforts u'ere made toward their fair distribution.
"Since there are naturally no maintenance costs in neu'
buildings, surpluses are accumulated in a separate fund
for future use. This is to prevent a situation in which the
flrst tenants pay disproportionally little while those resid-
ing in the building at a later date when major repairs are

necessary are required to pay for the entire period of the
building's existence. . . . Rents are graded accorcling to
the building's location, and its proximity to the city, public
transportation, and faciiities." 10

Conclusion: Tlte Hottstng Projects crs "Gatheting Places

.for Anti-Socinl E lenrcnts"
Advocates of garden city communities rvere continuously
critical of Vienna's municipal building policy. The city's
publications printed occasional pubiic apologies for their
economically souncl but less than ideal approach. Single
family houses set within a Siedluttg were the desired
communal alternative, since they were hygienically su-

perior and tended to be more stable in a social sense

because of the private ownership of property within such

settlements. Josef Frank, the architect, claimed that his
work on municipal housing was an act against his consci-

ence: "Despite all this we must never give up on our ideai,
the Siedlung house, an ideal to which we were once closer
than we are today. One cannot stress often enough that
the single family house is the basis of our city planning
and our approach to modern architecture. . . . The moral
force . racliating from a piece of land . cannot be

replaced by anything . . . that feeling of independetrce is

essential. . . ." r r

Conservative national groups aiso advocated S'teclLung

housing. They saw a cettain risk in the large concentration
of rvage earners u,ithin the municipal complexes. These

t
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fears were later conflrmed. The Republican Schutzbund
used the Superbiock-s as organizational bases for. their
1934 rebellion. Reumannhof, Fuchsenfeldhof, Bebelhof,
Rabenhof, Goethehof, Sanclleiten, and especially Karl
Marx-Hof played major roles in the battles fought be-
tween February 12 ancl 15, 1934. (Their roles were of
greater importance than those of the pre-World War I
working class quarters.)

Superblock opponents maintained that the complexes
were distributed along strategic lines. "He who wants to
stucly the distribution of the apartment compiexes u'ithin
the city plan rvill immediately notice that they have been
erected like fortresses at every' major. point of communi-
cation, every avenue, and near all raih.oads and
bridges."r2 The fortiflcational implications of the Super-
blocks did not go unnoticed. "[The Superblocks'] barel;r
guarded inner courts afford places of assembly for rebel-
Iious groups r.vhich are out of the range of local 1tolice." 

13

"The real purpose of these municipal compounds is re-
vealecl in their design. They are iike garrisons. Any vet-
eran can readily point out the projected location of ma-
chine guns. The housing shortage is hardly responsible
for these structures." I I

One can countel such ai'guments by pointing out that such
intimidating features as small windows, protruding bays,
and balustrades were also indigenous to the conteml)orarv
architecture of other countries. One can also point out
that these "buildings u'hich gave a fortress-like appear'-
ance \\'ere no longer being buiit cluling the critical
years befole 1934. These municipal apartment buildings
rvere hardly suitable fortresses and no match against moci-
ern weaponry. This fact became only too apltarent during
February 1934."15 The projects' subversive actions con-
firmed their threat to civic u,elfare. "These large munici-
pal complexes will ahvays be as I originally preclictecl:
assembly poinLs fol militant anti-social elements. They
are centers of unrest within our beautiful city. In view of
the fact that the buildings are designed for military lrur-
poses, the tenants, if allor,ved to remain together, have
the opportunity of banding together to fight the authori-
ties. " 1 6

The Siedlzriru, again, rvas the solution. "I have not criti- 87
cizecl these municipal structures ivithout offering a better
alternative. The only securily we can give the Viennese
worker is a smali parcel of land on which he can build his
ou,n home and which r,l,ould protect him fi'om extreme
need. But this is only possible in ancl around Vienna on a
large scale and only for those 'uvho are willing to make
corresponding labor sacrifices. If these moclest homes are
buiit and the authorities do their share, as they do in
other countries, there will be enough work, the people
lvill be calm and satisfied, and the grass will gro\\. over
the graves of February 1934." 17

Municipal construction ended with the Austro-Fascist
takeover. "After the political turn of events in 1934 Vi-
enna ceased her building activity. Mayor Schmitz then
clirectecl his attention to the paraly,'zed private sector."rs

Notes
1. No author', Die Wolttruttgspolitik tler Genreirtde Wten (Y\-
enna, 1926), p. 31.
2. Anton Weber, "Wiener Wohnungs-'uncl Sozialpolitik," Dcs
tteue Wierr (Vienna, 1926), Vol. 1, p. 235f.
3. Ibid., p. 193.
4. Hans Bobek and Elisabeth Lichtenberger, Wiett
(Cologne/Graz, 1966t, p. 138.
5. Ibid., p. 142.
6. No author', "Sozialpolitik und Wohnungs'"vesen," Das treue
Wieir (Vienna, 1928), Vol. 2, p. 201.
7. Bobek and Lichtenberger,Wien, p. 137f.
8. Ibid.. o. 142.
9. Ftanz lVlusil, "Wohnbausteuer und Wohnbauprogramm," Das
rtetLe Wiert (Vienna, 1927), Yol.3, p. 52f.
10. No author, "Die Wohnungspolitik clel Gemeinde Wien,"
p. 42f.
11. Josef Frank, "Der Volkswohnungspalast," Der At(bau,
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12. J. Schrieicler and C. Zell, Der Fall cler rotert Festuttg (Yi-
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Au.fbau, Book 9, 1964.
16. Schneidel and Zell, Der Fall der rotett Festurtg, p.45f.
17. Ibid., p.47.
18. No author, "Der Einfluss des Stacltbauamtes auf die bau-
kiinstlerische Errtwicklung Wien," Hu ttdefi J aht e Wietter Stadt-
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Karl Marx-Hof,1927

88 Karl Marx-Hof,7927
H e iltgettsttidter Strosse, Vie rtrru 19

Arch.itect: E ltrt
Facilities: cent.ral launch'[es, bcLt,hs,

k i n dergarten.s, nt at ertti ty care

.firc i lities, y outlt certter, library,
dental clirtic, healtlt irtsuronce

.faciltty, ytlrurnrucy, post o.ffice, sh,ctps

Nurnber of' cLpcLt't ntettts : 1,382
DueLli.rtg Types:
1 room 213
1Vz roont 981

2 rootrt 159

ZYz rooilt 99
J rctont. 16

iYz room 11

l-tsrLre Credits
1, ;J Redrawn by Jolttt Hcttha'utcLu

uncl C h arles Yourrybl ood.
2, !+-7 tr'rom Kommunaiel'Wohnbau
in Wien: Aufbruch 1923-1934
Ausstrahlun g (\t ienna: P resse tLnd
I nfbrntotiott sdiert st der St,aclt W iert,
tt.d. ).
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1 Karl Marx-Hof, Vienna 19. Ehn,
1927. Site plan.
2 Model, west uiew.
3 Eleaation.
/t CourtAard uiew.
5 Door detail.
6 Gate detail.
7 Door detail.
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Sandleiten, 1934

90 Sandleiten, 1934
Sandleiten Gasse, Vienna 16
Architects : H o'ppe, Schdnthal,
M atu,schek, Theiss, Jaksch, Krauss,
Tolk
F acilities : centraL laund,ties, bcr,tlLs,

kindergarten"s, librarA, pharnrucy,
cinema attd th,eater, ca.fb, studios,
workshops, storage areas, post

ffice, sltops
Nu,rnber of apartments: 1,587

"The architects . . . designed loosely
built-up streets, thereby insurtng a
uniJorm distributiort oJ' Lig ht an d
air. They wanted to eLimino,te
conuentioncll intertor Lones and thus
placed sqltares and cottrtyards
throu,ghout tlrc project. An &rtal
at'r ang etnent w a s de Lib er ate\y
auoided .for reasons o.f city pLanning.
It u'as feared that an ariaL compler
utould too easily assurne the
ch,aructer o.f a large institution, like
m.anA oJ'those wh,ich already existed
within Viennu's enuirons. The closed
ruature of such ct schem,e cottLd also
create a situatiott itt'wh,ich ad.jacent
new buildings wottld be designed
urtthotrt regard for the erist'ing
autonomous com,pler."
Franz Musil,
"Die VoLkswohnungen der Ge'meinde
Wien," Das neue Wien, uol. 3
(Vienna, 1927), p. 96.

Figure Credits
1, 3 From, Die Wiener Superblocks,
ed. O. M. Ungers (Berlin: T. U.
Berlin, n,.d.).
2, 14 From Kommunaler Wohnbau
in Wien.

1 SattdLeiten, Vienrr.a 16. Hoppe,
S chonthal, M atuschek, T lrciss,
Juksch, Krauss, Tdlk, 192/t. Site
plart.
2 Sketch, of a 1?-person apartment
h,ou,se.
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3 Aerial t:ieu;.
lt Street.facade.

5 Stainao,y to c:ortrtyard
6 Erterinr uall detail.
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Bebelhof Group, 1925-1928

92 Bebelhof, 1925

Stehfiauergasse 36, Vienna 12
Architect: Eh.n
F aciLities : htbercttlosis care facility,
workshops, shops

Liebknechthof, 1926
Lrinoenfeldoasse 79, VierLna 12

At'cltitect: Ktist
N u.mber o.l' apurt.trt er t ts : lr2 8

Lorenzhof, 1927.
Ltino enfe\dq asse 1.1-18, Vientru 1 2
Architect: Pndscher
It/ tt"ttr,ber of apartnt errts : 1 /t6

Friihlichhof, 1928
MulJ'at.tigctsse 1-5, Vientta 12

Architect: Mans
Ntnttber o.f' apaftmettts : 1/+9

Figure Credi,ts
1-3 From Die Wiener Superblocks
! Frotn Kommunaler Wohnbau in
Wien.
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l Bebelhof Group,Vienna 12. Site
plan: A. Bebelho.l'. Elnt, 1925;
B. Liebknechthof. Krist, 1926;
C. Lorenzhof. Pndscher, 1927;
D. Frt)hlichhof. Mang, 1928.
2 BebeLhoJ', ground floor plan.
3 Bebelhof, south uieu.
I Bebelltof, coufiyard, aieu.
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Fuchsenfeldhof Group, 1922-1924

94 Fuchsenfeldhof, 1922

Ldngenfeldgasse 68, Vienna 12

Arcltitects : S chtnid and Aiching et'

Facilities: kindergarten and PlaY
area,'Loorkshops, shoPs
I'lumber of apartm,eruts: /t81

Am Fuchsenfeld (Reismannhofl ,

1924
Am Fuchsenfeld 1-3, Vienna 12

Arch,itects : Scltmid and Aiching er
F acilities : cetttral laundries, baths,

kindergafien, tnaternitA care

facility, gyntnasium, PhannacY,
workshops, shops

"The eleuen lrundred aPartments
built on the site of tlrc old
'Fuchsenfuldes' betuteen 1922 and
1925 do not rep'resent a single
master plan. Tlrcir design and
cottstrtrctiott spans three separate
stages.
"InitiaLLy, only that section tohich

encloses th,e Jtrst garden court, the

'Fuclr,senfeldhof', uus Planned.
During th,e second phase, buiLdirtgs
uere constructed arotLrtd cotLrls 2, 3,

and l. Th,e area between Ltingenfeld-,
Rotkirch-, attd Mtrrl ittgettgosse trQS

buitt u,p througltout the.final pert<tcl.

The erterior lines o.f the Jirst ttart

sections basica,lly remai n,ed

uttcltatryed. On the N euu:allg asse,

lrcw euet', apattmetfi s were

constntcted Jbr about forty rtreters

beyond t,he param,eters of the

sideu,alk, tthich also passecl beneath

a portico. This granted the Jacade a
greater sense of architectortic
diuisiorL, and increased th'e clepth,

aro'urtd t}rc second garden, cottrt.
" Bqfore eranrining th'e .floor plan,

one ntust note tlrut Section 1 uas th,e

utunicipal housing progrant's Jirst
effoft. Tlr,e gLass roofed coutis and
stainuells so coTrlmon in that penod
uere here elirninated. ALL rooms,
with tlte erception of foyers, faced
either the street or tlrc garden cout"t,

and thereby had direct and antPle
Lisht. . . .

"F ucltsenfeld' s public .faciLities were

ittttouatiue not only in the Vien'ttese
contert but olso .for mass h,ottsitry in

general. Especially notable were th,e

central laundries."
Franz Musil,
"Die Volkswohnungen der Gemeinde
Wien," Das neue Wien, uol. III
(Vienna, 1927), pp. 83-36.

Figu.re Credits
1 Frotrt Die Wiener SuPerblocks.
2,3 Frotn Die Bauten der Gemeinde

Wien: Am Fuchsenfeld (Berlitt:
F ried,nch E rnst Hiibsch V erLag,

1927 ).



1 FuchsenfeLdhof Grou,p, Vienna 12.
Site plan: A. FuchsenfeldhoJ'.
Schmtd and Aichtrryer, 1922; B. Anr
Fuchsenfeld ( Rei smannlto.f). S ch mid
atd Aichinger, 192[.
2 Am F ucltsertfeLd ( Reisntart ttltof'),
north uieu'.
3 FuchsenfeldhoJ-, north uiew.
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Metzleinstaler-Hof Group, 1919- 1926

96 Metzleinstaler-Hof, 1919
MtrgtLretettgt'i rteI 90-98, 1,ri ettna 5

Architects: Kolesn, Gessrter
FaciLtties: central lcLrrnclries, botlt s,

k i n de t',c1cLrt e rts, li bru r y tt'o rk sh o ps,
shops
l,l tt rrr bcr of' cLltort.nr ettt s : 252

"Tlrest' builclitr(ts tL'ere aclclecl to the
origlinal 105 torit totrrltLe.r' uhiclt tlrc
arclritect Kalesa bttilt ott th.e

M urgu rete rtg ii rtel. T he i r ucld it ion
rerluit'ed the e,rtettsiort o.f'the entire
It o r r. s i r t .c;1 bl oc k . G i t, etr. t h e e rte n.s i t: e

1tt'o.jectiott o.l'the tirst sectio)t itrto tlrc
cortrttlard, a rourrcl buildino u'ith a

contnton qerden cout't seetrrcd th.e

best solttticttt. The heiclltt, tlte
nurrtber o.l' stories, cLnd the cortticc
Line o.l'the Latter u;ere cLll cl.esiyltted irt
qccrttclance u'ith tltose o.l' tlte older
btrilcli nqs. Corrnectiotts to the old
b u i I di n 91s utere scrt i s.f'actor y, desp it.e

e r i sti t t 11 lt e iq lt d i.l.l'e re r tt i a I s u' i t I t i t r

tlte srr tt'orr ttdi ttg st reets."
Fyartz Mrtsil ,

" D i e 1,' ol k s Lt,o h tttotg e r r cle r G e r tt.e i n de
Wien," Das neue Wien. rcl . III
(Virtntn. l92i), p.69.

Reumannhof ,1924
Margu rete rtgri rtel 100-110, V i entr u 5
Arc:h itect: Gessrtet'
Facilit ies: cettt rcLl latr nclt'i es,

k i r r cle rc1 a rt eit, strrrl i o.s, g t r t: st I t o'tL sc,
sltops
Nrr nibci' of' apartrrr ettl.s. i 78

"The pro.ject's oriylirtctl silc zt'rt.,'

ditided by streets perpetrdiorlar to
M r t.c1 u rete n cy ii rt.el' s a.v i s. T h e s e

streets tr:ere ctlrunLlorrccl so thqt cL

ge)te)'ous und rrni.lbt'nt ltlort cottltl be

deueloped. . . . At the center of'the
comple,L' is ct street court rcitlr
I a ncl sc ct pi ttg a n cl arc I t [tect ut'ul
elctttettls. ll lprtttitrates ;li ol
eleuated residertt icLl sectiort, rt'lticlt
creates an e.f.f'ecti re contrcrst. ."
Franz Musil ,

" Dte Vol k srcoh n u ttg e n der Ge ntei rtd.e

Wiert," Das neue Wien, rcl. III
(Viett trer , 1927 ), 1t. 70.

Julius Popp-Hof, 1925
Mcu'gloretengrirtel 76 30, VierrrLu 5
Arclt.itects: Sc/rrrrrd o nd Atchirtgr:r'
N rr ttt ltet o.l' ct ltort trterrt s : j02

Herweghof ,1926
Margarete rtgiirtel 82J8, Viettrtu 5

Architect s: Schttticl ond Aicltinger
li u.nt.ber o.f' ctpart ttte rrt s : 220

Matteottihof, 1926
S i ebe tt,bru nne tj'el dg asse ) 6 -3 0,
\rienttct 5
Arclt itects: Scltntid uncl Aich irtger
l{ rLntber o.f' cL part tn.ettt s : 152

F igure C recLit s

1, 7 F'rcttt Die Wiener Superblocks.
2-6 Frortr Kommunaler Wohnbau in
Wien.
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1 M etzlei.tt stale r-H of' Gt.ou p, Vienna
5. Srle plcrrt: A. Metzleinstaler-Hof'.
KaLeso, Gessrter, 1 I 19 ;
B. Retrmartnhof'. Gessner, 1921;
C. Julius Popp-HoJ'. Sclnrtid und
Aichinger, 1925; D. HenL,eohoj'.
Sclnnicl and Aicltinger, 1926;
E. Mrttteottiho.l'. Schntid and
Atchinger, 1926.

2 M etzlei n stale r-H ol', eleuatiort.
:J Reuntatrnho.l', courtyard uietu.
/t M etzLein staler-H ot', .florl pl an.
it Metzleinstaler-Ho.l', detail .

6 Re rr mawtlto_f, deto,il.
7 M atteott i lto.f', cotltyard entrcrnce
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George Washington -Hof , 1927

98 George Washington-Hof, 1927
Unter- M eidLing er Strasse 1 -1 2,
Vierut,a 12
Architects: Kri.st, Oerley
F aci litie s : centraL laundrie s,
kindergarten, ntaternitA care

.faci\i,ty, day care center, Library,
cafe, shops
Number of apartments: 1,085
Dwelling types:
1 room 138

1Yz rooms 8/13

2 rooms 12
?Yz room,s 8l+

3 rooms 8

Figttre Credits
1, 3 From Kommunaler Wohnbau in
Wien.
2 From Die Wiener Superblocks.
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1 George Wosltington-Hol', Viett na
12. Kt'ist, Oerley, 1927. Site plart.
2 Ilrr ilditrg rtt,t t'ittlct.it't. l)ossett(,.
3 Facade.
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Rabenhof. 1925

100 Rabenhof, 1925
Baturtgasse 29-11, Vienrta J

Archit,ects: Schntid a nd Aiclti rryer
F acil it I e s : central I a r r ttdrie s,

k trt derg cr t't e tt s, clr i I d re rt's clertt ctl

clinic, heultlt irtstLt'rttrce .fctcil it y,
lecture roottts, libt'nry, shops

N urnbet o.l' ctparttrte ttt s : 1, 109

"Tltis prrliect tL'us irt[ticrlly clesigtted
by tlrc architects as u total tLttcl

uttif'ot'trr c:otnpositiott. These plu rts

u,ere lr.arrrpered bg the .ftLct tlrcLt tlte
c[ty lacked tlte ttecessar.tl

erproprirtti ott 1ntt's, nrrcl cotLlcl

there.t'ore acquh'e the land orily on a
gradual basis. As o restLlt,
Rabenhof'ltad to be built itt stages.
Builrlittq platts ltacl to cLllou: .trtr tltis
.fact urLrl .fot'tlte nrurty e.rterior
ob.jects, sonre o.l'taltirh tt'ere to be

acquircrl at a later clcLte. . . .

"It u'as o.t' .l'tt rrclcntte tttol irtt prtricorce

to the btrildirtg plcrn that Raberryasse
be ntoitttnitted us n clioglonal
r:onnectttrgl street . . . Originallu
intended tts a strat.rllrt street, il it'cts

ttolt; cttt'tecl.
"Th.e bat:kbone ol'the project is art
eler(i.ecl square olortg the

Rabengusse rcltere tlrc assettbly hall
and secottdery kindergurtert xtorrts
ore located. RcLbenglosse thert leacls

to cL potrcr.f'trl o.r'clt ut tlre squarc's
northeast col'tler artd .frorrt tltere to
H a i rt b t t r91 e rst l'Gs.se. "

W iert er Stqclt.baua ttrf, Die
Wohnhausanlage del Gemeincle
Wien auf dem Geliincle cler
ehemaligen Krimskl-ka serne
(Viettttn, n.d.), pp. it-6.
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1 Beerho.f'Grotrp, Vienna 20. Site
plart: A. Beerhof. ScltnralhoJ'er,
1925; B. Janecekhof'. Peterle, 1925

2 Beerho.f', sotrth uieru.
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Otto Haas-Hof Group, 1924-1930

104 Otto Haas-Hof, 1924
Pasettistrasse /1741, Vienna 20
Arc hitects : Dirnlt uber, S clt u ster,
Loos, Liltotzky
Nuyyrber ot' apartments : 27!l

Winarskyh of , 1924
S/ronrslrosse 36-38, Viernto 20
Architects: Behrens, Frank,
H o.ffnrunn, Strnad, Wlaclr
F actLities : kindergarten, os setnbl y
lruLl , Librat*y, stttd,ios, wo'rkshops,
shops
Ntrm,ber oJ' apartments : 534

"The outstanding features of this
project are the .fottr bridges ott the
Leystrasse. They allow .fbr the two
hundred m,eter lottg housing wall on

Kaiserwasserstrasse an d its
molnr.mentaL centraL portal. Its .front
conststs of three nested.facades. An
interior court runs the lengtlL ctf'the
street.frontage. On its sottth si,de i,t
widens ittto a spacious squ,are park
strtrounded by tocLlls of greenery."
Franz Mtrsil,
"Die Volkswohnungen der Genrcinde
Wien," Das neue Wien, uol. III
(Vienna, 1927), p. 107.

Gerlhof, 1930
Stt'omstrasse 39-/+5, Vientrn 20
At'chitect: Reid
Number of apartments: 102

Figure Credits
1, 2, I Frorn Die Wiener
Superblocks.
3, 5 From Kommunaler Wohnbau in
Wien.
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1 Otto Haas-Hof Grottp, Vienna 20.
Site pLan: A. Otto Haas-Hof.
Dirnhtber, S chtt ster, Loos,
Li,h otzky, 192/t ; B. Winarskyhof .

B eh,rens, Frank, H offntann, Stru,ad,
Wlach, 1921; C. Gerlho.f'. Ried, 1930.

2 Otto Haas-Hof, model, competition
entry.
3 Winarskyhof, bui\ding on
Leystrasse.
I W inar skA lt of , interior courtyard.
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Engelsplatz, 1930

106 Engelsplatz, 1930
F riedrich- E ng el s- P I atz, Vietma Z0
Arch,itect: Perco
Number of apartments: 1,/162

Figure Credits
1, 2 Front Kommunaler Wohnbau in
Wien.
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1 EngeLsplatz, Vienna 20. Perco,
1930. Site pLan.
2 Perspectiue.



Paul Speiser-Hof, 1929

108 Paul Speiser-Hof, 1929
Architects : S clrcffel, Glaser,
Lichtblau, Bauer
I{umber of apartments: 765

Figure Credits
7, 2, l. From Die Wiener
Superblocks.
3, 5 From Kommunaler Wohnbau in
Wien.
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1 Paul Speiser-Hof', Vienna 21.
S cheffel, GLaser, LichtbLau, B auer,
1929. Site pLan.

2 AertaL uieto.

3 Exterior aiew
.11 West facade.
5 Floor pLan.
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Karl Seitz-Hof, 1926

110 Karl Seitz-Hof, 1926
Jedleseer Sfrasse 66-glt, Vienna 21

Architect: Gessner
Irlumber of apartments: 1,173

Figure Credits
1-9 From Die Wiener Superblocks
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2
1 Knt'L Seitz-Ho.f, Vietttru 21

Gessrter, 1926. Site plan.
2 Street courtyard.
,l E d i sotrgasse corne r.
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Reviews

1 Fir-tree stu,dy by Jeartneret, 1g0i (?),
rttttde under h.is teacher L'E plattenier.

On Charles .lencks's Le Corbusier and
the Tragic View of Architecture

Charles Jencks. Le Corbusier and tlte
Tragic Vieu: qf Architecture. 1g73,
Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University
Press. 198 pp., 913.95, hardback.

Cesare de'Seta
Translatiott by Diane Ghirardo

One of the recent monographs in architec-
tural histoi'_v concel.ns itself ivith no less
a figure than Le Corbusier. The works of
this architect clearly represent a critical
juncture in understanding the architec-
ture of this century. It is well-known bv
now that Le Corbusier was a philo-fascist,
that he was even enrolled for a time in
the Fascist movement beyond the AIps,
that he u.as a sincere admiler of Mussolini
ancl a fi'iend of the reactionaries of Aclir.,ir
Frartqais. Together with Per.ret he u.as a
collaborator u'ith tlie Vichy regime antl,
as such, nominated by Petain to take
charge of the (nonexistent) building poli-
tics under the Nazi occupation. As fai' as
his relations with Fascist Italy are con-
cerned, Mimita Lamberti has offered a
clear ancl impeccably aecurate account.l
The political cynicism of Le Corbusier is
also rvell knou'r-r ancl clocumented. To
those u'ho asked him to unite n'ith the
ai'tists ancl intellectuals lvho rvere sup-
porting Republican Spain with their pres-
tige-such as Leger and Picasso-the ar.-
chitect dicl not know how to responcl other
than by asserting that it was they who
should ur.rite with him. An arrogant figuro
to say the least, and an imperialist into
the bargain. What else should u,'e make of
the outclated colonialism eviilent in his
Punjab commissions? And yet this very
suspect man, so cornpromised by his po
litical allegiances, still counts. We may
occupy oulselves illuminating his ideolog-
ical propensities or u,'e may unveil the au
thoritarian qualit.y of his technocratic neo-
Vitruvianism, but only by a comparable
arrogance could we consider him thus 'de-
flned' once and for all. Le Corbusier is a
'bad subject', antl rvhoever presumes that
he can gauge I'ris statui'e u,ith such ethical
ancl political al'guments commits the car-
dinal erroi'of being banal.

Unable to conceive of the history of the
Modern Movement merely as a battle of
the giants, I am attentive to every neu,
offering regarding its evolution. I can bc
nothing but enthusiastic about the re-
printing of liUsprit Nouueau, or about

Cesare de'Seto is u Prof'essor o.l'
Architectural Histot'u ttt the Uniuersity
of Naples. His ma.jot' publicrLttons
inclu,de La cultura architettonica in
Italia tra le due guerre (Bari; Laterza,
1972); Storia della citti di Napoli dalle
origini al Settecento (Bati, 1975); Cith,
territorio e mezzogiorno in Italia (Turin,,
1 977 ) ; Architettura e cilta barocca (with
Attthony BLu.nt lBafi, 19rB)).

the re-issue of other publications ancl/or
translations ofold clocuments that are nolv
so difficult to flnd. It is surely the only
way to graduate from a mythologizing his-
toriography to a critical history of the
Modern Movement. The literature on Le
Corbusier is already ample: articles, es-
says, catalogues, moltographs, extensive
chapters in the major compendia of con-
temporarv architecture, cotrfer.ences, and
an unknot'n number of commemorations.
Nevei'lheless, there are feu' comptehen-
sive studies that attetrpt a critical assess-
ment of the position of the Swiss master
in the history of twentieth century archi-
tecture.

Charles Jencks's lecent book Le Corbu-
sier and tlte Tragic I;icrr: ol Architecture
is clividecl into four long chaltters that co-
incide rvith a perioclization largely derivecl
from Giedion. Within this general chron-
ological frameu'olk one can clistinguislt
segments of alguments that are mo1'e ol'
less equally distributecl throughout the
book. There are three recurrent themes:
ibrmal biography, relations with the
world, and the reading of I'ris w.orks.
These threads, often superimposed on
each other, are not alu.avs very comfort-
ably arrar.rged. The fitst chapter (1887-
1916) is dedicatecl to the formation of tl.re
architect and to a presentatiotr of his fam-
ily backgrouncl ancl origitrs. La Chaux-de-
Eoncls, u,here Le Corbusier ,u.as born,
u.as founded by Huguenots who fled I'rom
France. Jeanneret's fbrefathers were
themselves heretical Albigensians who
found shelter there. As Jencks records,
Rousseau, Bakunin, Kropotkin, Lenin,
and countless othels passed through this
cit1,-as well as through many other
places in the tolei'ant Srviss confedera-
tion-but this fact hai'rlly selr.es the au-
thor's purpose of u'ishing to clemonstl.ate
the particular libertarian matri-x of the lo-
cal culture in il,hich Pirrtestar.rtism and an-
archo-syndicalism r,vei'e mixed. Jeanneret
recalled with pride the activities of one of
his revolutionary Bakunir.rite grandfath-
ers. This libertarian edrrcation matui"ed in

:
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2 Bolittg in tlrc lrungirtg gcLrdens o.f a

coLlectit:e aparbrtent. Le C orbu sier,
7O2Q

J "The [ise.fttl. Voyage." Jeantleret's ntap
of tlte 1911 journey classi.fyittg Ettt'ctpe
irtto tltree ctsper:ts ol cit,ilizcttiort: culture
(c), .l'oLk (.1'), and industrial (i).

a particular climate, measurecl by the reg-
ular ancl inflexible rhy'thm of a thousand
clocks. Natule, u'ith its malvels, was foi'
him an essential school: "the tin-re of ado-
lescence was one of irrsatiable curiosity. I
learnecl about florvers, both inside and
out, the form anci coloi' of bircls, I knetv
how to grow a tree ancl u,hy it keeps its
equilibrium even in the miclclle of a storm"
(flg. 1). Love of natule ancl love for sports
.nl,ere all one foi' him: the agony of sports
was a tlaining rvith rvhich he coulcl temper
his olvn spirit ancl body to stlenuou-q effort
and exertiort (flg. 2).

Charles L'Eplatter.rier', mathematician
and naturalist. exercisecl a notable influ-
ence on the pi'ecocious intelligence of the
adolescent Jeanneret. The objectivity of
the exact sciences, the fascit'rating kalei-
doscope offerecl by the natulal sciences,
were distillecl in his ai'tistic eclttcatiot.t.
L'Eplatteniei' r'ecommenclecl, "clo trot
make nature in the matrner of 1ar-rclscape

painters, rvho shorv notl.ring but its exte-
rior'. Examine in it tl.re cause, the form,
the vital development and make the syn-
thesis of it in ci'eating ortraments" 1p. 20).
Some famous deflnitions by Le Corbusier'
are already implicit ir.r these maxims:
Jencks recalls that celebi'ated line from
1921: "Architectule is the mastet'ly, cor-
rect and magnificent play of masses
brought together in light . . . cubes, cones,
spheres, cylinders or pylamids are the
great primary forms . . . the most beatt-
tiful forms" (p. 21). But as is rvell-knorvn,
this comment almost literally repeats
an equally celebratecl comment by C6-
zanne-a name that cloes not occur even
once in Jencks's text, and yet must be
considered decisive in Le Corbusier's ar-
tistic formation. L'Eplatterrier and C6-
zanne form the polar extremes ofa private
culture, conLaining a clialectical tension
betu'een the mathematical naturalism of
the former and the objective and geomet-
ric syncretism of the latter. If on the one
hand C6zanne opened the road to Cubism,
on the other he genially supplanted it,
inaugurating that phase of post-avant-
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I C ltarles-D douard Jeanneret. 1gZ 1

116 gardism that has its most dense point of
aggregation in the Purism ofOzenfant and
Jeanneret. Henceforth, the river-bed of
Le Corbusier's reflection is enriched with
new spirits and new experiences in con-
tact with Paris, the great source that
nourished everyone a little in the first
quarter of the century. This moment, so
decisive for Le Corbusier, is confusingly
described in unfocusecl tracts by Jencks,
as he passes from Loos to Art Nouveau,
to the trip in Italy, to stays in Vienna and
Lyons, to the decisive encounter with
Garnier. In the text they remain bio-
graphical events incapable of becoming
arguments for critical reflection.

The most useful passages in these early
chapters are the shrewdly chosen cita-
tions culled from the texts of Le Corbusier
and the attention devoted to Nietzsche.
Jencks rightly observes that in Th.tls
Spake ZarathttstrcL, "aside from the sim-
ilarities in style-passionate, vigorous,
and aphoristic-there are also similar
themes: the'superman' struggling among
men and the necessity that he destroy
conventional wisdom before he can realize
his revolutionary ideas" (p. 25). But if the
attention accorded to L'Eplattenier: and
Nietzsche is a recurrent theme, it is trulv
surprising that Fourier is not mentioned.
The essential terms of the ideas for the
new city and for a diffet"ent urbanism are
already implicit in the lesson of that vi-
sionary Frenchman, whom Le Corbusier
cites frequently and to whom he appeals
as a major support for his theses.2 To be
sure, Jencks frequently discusses the En-
lightenment tradition: but the 'Enlight-
enment' contains conceptions of the world
so rich and differentiated that it demands
precise deflnition. The beauty of Le Cor-
busier's work is that he makes his choices
with extreme precision; in fact the specific
themes of his 'Enlightenment' are une-
quivocally anti-Rousseau. This is an as-
pect of his ideology that merits greater
attention than the author has reserved for
it.

The problem is that Jencks almost always
accords privileged attention to biography
with the antiquated taste of a late nine-
teenth century selial. This is not to say
that genre sketches of this type, notations
of habits, are not worthwhile, but they
are fragments that never quite manage to
form a historical image. Some of these
slices of life are useful, as when he ob-
serves of Le Voyo,ge d'Orlent (flg. 3) that
"the later arguments for a machine aes-
thetic are here, and the same pedagogic
and persuasive tone u,hich was to char-
acterize Le Corbusier's subsequent
books" (p. 32). Towa,rds a New Architec-
tu.re confi:onted the fascinating theme of
'Greekness.' Le Corbusier polemically as-
serted that the Parthenon, in spite of the
Futurists, was constructed "by the same
spirit of imagination and cold reason"'
that is found in automobiles and airplanes.
Le Corbusier was to argue that "it
emerged as a perfected object from tech-
nological evolution just as these machines
did. All this plastic machinery is realized
in marble with the rigor that we have
learned to apply to the machine. The
impression is of naked, polished steei"
(pp. 34-5). The 'spirit of the Parthenon'
assumed a symbolic value in a new era of
forms. It was the prototype Le Corbusier
attained after a long process of serializa-
tion so rigorous as to enable it to become
a point of reference for contemporal.y ar-
chitecture in a machine age. Thirty years
later in a conference at the Sorbonne with
the signiflcant title From tlLe Acropolis to
th,e EiJlbl Tower, L6ger expressed une-
quivocally Corbusian concepts; he ob-
served that the Parthenon was enjoying
an unexpected success, a renewed vitality
after the ridicule of the historical avant-
garde, until it had become the symbol of
the contemporary technological ethos, a
sort of incarnation-after-the-fact' of
standardized design. Leger went on to say
that "the Greeks had a horror of the
mawkish and the expressive: I think that
we are now traveling along the same path.
That which remains of the Acropolis today
cannot possibly render any idea ofits orig-

l!



inal value. The romantic and spectacular
chaos that stupefies visitors is contrary to
the Greek spirit that conceived it. It was
a precise and exact work. The remains
that are still intact attempt to explain its
plastic rigor; it was as rational as a mod-
ern factory. The men who built this ar-
chitecture would be entirely at ease in our
mechanical epoch.":i Leger followed the
Corbusian path, and went back to the first
decade of the century, to the time of Le
Corbusier's flrst great proposal, the Mai-
son Dom-ino of 1914, which "presented
these properties with a beautiful, logical
ciarity, as if it were some idealized, Pla-
Lonic essence of the new architecture" (p.

42).

The secorrd chapter, u'ith the romantic ti-
tle "The Hero of the Heroic Period
(1917-28)," covers the Purist period (in-

cluding the confraternity wiLh Ozenfant)
through the roaring twetrties. Here, anec-
dotes abound; Jencks does not even reject
the modish psychological portrait. It ap-
pears to him that "the photographs of
Jeanneret at this time show this effect: a

stern, almost glacial expression verging
on cruelty, pursed lips, a physiogromy
reminiscent of his Calvinist ancestors, an
intense gaze (flg. 4). One does noL have to
be a Marxist to see that Jeanneret's dire
economic condition changed his physical
one, made him lose weight, and supported
his new philosophy of 'Purism'-a doctrine
according to u'hich natural selection pro-
duces pure forms of elegant, economic
simplicity" 1p. 50). Clearly Jencks holds
some comical ideas about Marxism: God
forbid that Marxists should have anything
lo do with such simplistic and vulgar ma-
terialist Darwinism. (But has Jencks ever
wondered why Marx himself was so well-
fleshed even though he was alwaYs so

hard up?) The passage cited here is one

that demonstrates the fragility and mini-
mal knowledge of the rudiments of histor-
ical methodology which characterize this
work. To be sure, lhe reploof is not deliv-
ered because Jencks does not know what
Marxism is-most of us are ignorant of

very relevant concepts-but because he
moves around u,ith the grace of a bull in
a china shop. Jencks has dim ideas about
historical method and historical u'ork in
general, and this artlessness rambles on
for about two hundred pages.

All of the useful information present in
the text remains in the rhw state of a

news release. Furthermore, it is almost
never based on primary research.
Jencks's pilglimage opens obscure chasms
that remain bottomless. "Le Corbusier,
being an atheist, saw the machine as evi-
clence of a pure cosmic force uncontami-
naled by personal interference. In this
iove of the impersonal he was part of a
broad international movement extending
across disciplines and countries from T. S.

Eliot in literature to Eisenstein in film"
1p. 5a). This audacious eritical conjunction
is couched in terms that, frankly, elude
me.

to no one was it more alien to confuse the ll7
public and the private, no one was more
attentive-by deep conviction-never to
confound the sacred and the profane. This
is also easily seen in his not moralistic but
profoundly religious intransigence, which
is best expressed by the scarcity of infor-
mation regarding it. Jencks beiieves dif-
ferently, and maintains that the rapport
belween Le Corbusier and his wife
Yvonne as well as with other women "has
a certain relevance to Le Corbusier's ar-
chitecture and city planning" 1p. 99).
Thus-and here we fall into burlesque-
in Ronchamp and in the Carpenter Center
(God knows why!) "one can also flnd the
curves of ihe buttocks and shoulder
arches. This is quite a turn-about for a

man who had been damning Lhe curye as

'the pack-donkey's u,ay' and proclaiming
that 'culture is an orthogonal state of
mind.' No doubt a renewed contact with
women changed his mind on that score"
(p. 104 tflg. 51). This is a critical inter-
pretation (sic!) that leaves one speechless.
Aiong this line of reasoning, we would
certainly assume that Gropius had un-
happy relationships with women, not to
speak of the work of the post-expression-
ist Mies van der Rohe, so angular and
translucent with steel and glass as to
make otre suppose that his fundamental
problem was that his relationships with
women were worse than anyone else's.
This erotic-formal iine of Jencksian con-
temporary criticism is certainly a harbin-
ger of what is to follow. As Totb, a great
actor too little recognized, used to say,
"Are we men or sergeant-majors?"

Since Jencks is an architect, one would
expect more precise inquiries, but his
reading of the works is characterized in-
stead by a disjointed precariousness' With
respect to the Ronchamp chapel he calls
in Mendelsohn's Einstein tower, and we
are asked to confront Ronchamp as an

Expressionist building. Jencks is so con-
vinced of this interpretation as to negate
even what Le Corbusier believed and ex-
pressed in his own writings-for example,

One paragraph in the second chapter is

entirely dedicated lo the experience of
L'Esprit Nout.eau, but should one want
a documented testimony about that ex-
perience one uould have to return again
to the recently reprinted volumes of the
magazine. Jencks lesel'ves his attention
iargely for the relationship bett'een Oz-

enfant and Le Corbusier'. Rather than in-
terpreting the dialectic of iheir ideas
(hardly a coincidence), Jencks only consid-
ers the personal events of that confra-
ternity, u.hich was punctuated by quar-
rels, envies, and pique. This love for
trifles, for little human miseries, is too
precious and reveals Jencks to be more of
a curious and gossipy chronicler of the
human and cultural adventure than a his-
torical interpreter of those events. His
taste for the anecdotal has ampie oppor-
funity to unfold in the pages dedicated to
the mundane life, friendships, and even
the love life of the Swiss architect' In a

biography of Zelda and F. Scott Fitzger-
ald this might be a central theme, but in
one on Le Corbusier it is merely gro-
tesque. No one was mol'e bashful than he,



5 Sketch of two ntr,des. Jeanneret, 19J1

118 the fact that for Le Corbusier, the archi-
tecture of Finsterlin resembled ,,viscous

ejaculations recalling unclerwater hor-
rors" (p. 60), and that in Taut's designs
he found "the image of a distlacterl neirr
asthenia" (p. 61). Clearly Le Corbusier
was guided by polemical intentions in
these judgments, but Ronchamp certainly
cannot be labeled an Expressionist u.ork:
such a pt'onouncement still signifles too
many things to be able to clefine some-
thing specific. For another thing, the ap-
pearance of the chapel on the green hills
of Roncham| occasioned an intt'rnational
debate of which there is little trace in this
text; if he hacl follou-ecl that debate from
the outset Jencks rvould have sparecl us
a great deal of banality. Anyone with eyes
can see that the curves of Ronchamp ire
already present in that manifesto of the
Cubist-Purist period, the Villa Sa,,,ove. 11'
one, loo-ks carefully at these plans, eslte-
cially those of the top floor, it is eviclent
that the curves are already there, set in
formal counterpoint to the external ste_
reometry of the building. From the Villa
Savoye to Ronchamp, Le Coi.busier con_
ducts his own coherent and uninterruptecl
research, n-either jumping nor undergoing
unexpectetl conversions. And he ii col
herent to the point of being stubbor.n: cer-
tainly he u,as attentive to rvhat u.as going
on around him and did not ignole the
Expressionist experience. He r.las alet.t tr.rits innovative charactet'istics and ab-
sorbecl its less formalized aspects. The
Expressionist experience *,as ihe distinc-
tive feature of the German contribution to
the Modern Movement, including er.en
that of Gropius and Mies, lr.ho laler be-
came the celebrated champions of objec_
tive rationalism (see Mar.cei Irranciscono's
study fol documentation on this point).

,Iencks's section devotecl lo urbanism is a
methodical exposition, hence leadable
even if it mer.ely repeats well-known oi>
servations. However, the significant re_
lationshilr n'ith p,rwer. anrl patronage in
general is barely touched upon here. Le
Corbusier himself beautifuliy expressed

his agnostic osciilation around the domi
nant ideologies of the period: "I am an
architect; no one is going to make a poli-
tician of me. 'A Contemporary City' has
no label, it is not dedicated to our existing
Boulgeois-Capitalist society, not to the
Third International. It is a Technical
u'ork" (p. 71). Jencks comments that l,e
Corbusier "emerges now as the apolitical
technocrat, the neutral doctor solving so-
ciety's problems no mattel' what the ide-
ology" (p. 71). a judgment as common as
it is unsatisfactor'-v. To clesign cities and
honses in a certain u'ay is a polilical state-
ment. Such an obvious truth eludes
Jencks, therefole he fails to off'er anv as-
sistance towat'r'l understanding *1hi.h
WeLttrtt.scltarutnq it is that pervades the
city and house of Le Corbusier. To be
sure, Jencks is not the only one who has
lailed to understand this, since there ar.e
more rvho speak about Le Cot'busier's
ideas than about his architecture (or abont
the latter tlhile ignoring the fbrrr.rei'), and
from tl-ris misr"ept'esentation alone cron-
struct an icleology. I am in partial agree-
ment with rvhat Jencks has to sav about
the social ai'guments Le Corbusiei adopts
to explain his projects: "For these argu-
ments are based on an ur-rusual form of
iclealistic paternalism or libet'al elitism or
Fascist benevolence. They all tencl to-
rvarcls the conclusion tl-rat a fer.v great rnen
leacl society tou'arrls its orvr.t best interest"
\t.72).

Jencks's pages dedicate(l to the city as
preflgurerl in Le Corbusierrs designs are
the most convincing in the book, ancl this
is partialll'due to the accnrate clescription
of certain key experience-q, such as Pes-
sac. I As to the attempts to define Le Cor-
busierJs irleologl' (nowhere as clearly ex-
pressed as in his ortn projects), one cannot
sa1'that he is eloquent in his presentations
or explicit in his 1-rosition. The unerluit,ocal
positivism of science and technology, to
u'hich he raises a rneta-historical altar., is
in opposition to his systematic agnosticism
in the lace of the reigning orthodoxies.
His relation u'ith the r,vorlcl. as I noted
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eai'liel', clemancled a very clifferent type of
analytical ilevelopment than that offerecl
by .Iencks. His perpetual youthfulness is
beyond comparison, r.rot onlv his cr.eative
and inventive artistic capacity-hecause
then Wlight certainly u'ould not take sec-
oncl place to him-but his caltacitv to in-
terplet historical events :rnd their rapicl
evolution. His attitude totyaxl critical
attalt,sis and his capacitl' to shai'e in ancl
it.ttc.r'll'et the cl1'namic of events at.e his
ou'n palticulai' qualities. Such :rn authen-
tic histolical intelligence of his ou'n ei'a
alkiu.ed him to end his days in a cre-
scendo, a crescenclo that had its happiest
moment in the clesign for the hospital in
Venice: a masterpiece ir.r u.hich Le Cor-
busier rlemonstrated, as fer,,' otl'rcls har.e,
an unclelstanding of Venice's historical
circumstances, far i'emoved firrm the po-
lemical gesture-s g-ith u'hiclt he st.rught to
rleset'r'ate Palis nealll a hall'centrrr.i' ear.
lier'. Le Coi'busier kneu' that Venice u"as
an inr.aliil unable to suffer. r'iolent thei'a-
pies, so he clesigned an ai'chitectule that
u.as itself a perfect cliagnosis and therapy.
He who always dared, daled no more thatr
necessarv in Yenice. His resltonse rvas the
master'firl fi'uit of a historical-clitical and
political issue that matured in the con-
science and alchitectulal cultur.e of Eu-
rope in the sixties. In the post-ri'ar ).eal's,
Eltr'<-rpe accumulatecl a patrintortv of ex-
lre|iernces that can ouly be colnpat'ecl to
the cultulal action pi'omotecl dui'ing the
Weimal periocl by Gropius and the Bau-
haus, '"r,ith the substantial clitfelcnce that
the legacv of Gropius becarne the common
propertv of a large part of tl'rc lrost-u.ar
architt:ctural culture in Great Brit,ain,
Germany, and, thanks to tl're presence of
Glopius, the United States. The Corbu-
sian legacv, on the othel l.ranrl, ri'as liter-
alll- rvasted u'ith a speecl ancl sell'-destrr-rc-
tive volacitl'that are clear signs ol'a ci.isis
of civilization.

The density of the Corbusian patlimony
has mrrch in common ll,ith the dcstiny of
the flonstructivist tradition of Leonidov,
Ginzb,rrg, and Golosov in the Soviet

Union. Just as the Stalinist i'egime put to
the stake-and nr,rt alu'ays a sJ-mbolic
one-artists n,hose attitucles n er.e most
congenial to the Revolution, in the same
rvay the Capitalist u,orld in its turn put tcr
the stake its own hetetics u.,ho u,oulcl not
recant, desltite all those rvho clid. Was not
the destiny of miiny contempot'ary "mas-
ters" in sub-stance a I'eltultciation required
b1' the exigencies of the verv ii'or.ld in
ri'hich thel' opelatecl? Le Corbusier's last
period is a tare attenlltt at coherence atrrl
lesistance even in the less happy solu-
tions, such as the Punjab undertaking, but
it is an attempl that cannot be resolverl
.,r.ithin a diagnosis of the evolution of a
formal languagc. Inrleed, it remains to be
shou.n that the contladictions in the wor.k
of Le Corbusierrs last vears can only be
resolved beyond architecture. On this
point too I dissent fi'om Jencks's conclu-
sions, u'hele lte u'r.ite,s, "if the u'ai, had
unclerrnined his laith in the machine cir.i-
lization, it libelated a nelv belief in formal
gi'atiflcation. In a lr.orcl, Le Corbusier.
conceivecl alchitecture as sculptule in a
ner,v plastic language" (p. 137). If this
u'ere the c:rse with Le Corbusier, we
r,l'ould r-rot need to be concernecl any
longer, his final outcome r.voukl be of in-
terest onlv to ltis ltet'sotral artistic biog-
raphy. This is the line that Jenck-s follorls
rvhich, ln his lrseudo-fbrmal anal1,sis, onlv
meek11' attelrpts to explain the Unite
d'Habitation an<l insists on Ronchamp's
symbolic aspecl-"a nur-r's cowl, a monk's
hood, a ship's pr'<iu., praying hands" (p.
152). Chandigarh, in this false light, "rep-
resents the culmination of this plastic in-
tegrity" (p. 153).

One paraglaph in the la-st chapter on the
peiiod 1946 to 1965-specificalll' derli-
cated to the Ianguage of hi-q architectlu'e-
bears the follorving title: "The Repertoire
of Inventecl Signs." It off'ers a highlv rle-
batable attempt at linguistic anall'sis,
even though it is precisely Le Corbusier
who has been the subject of exacting anrl
u,idely availahle semiological reaclings.:'
Hei'e the splenditl Zwich pavilion is

abusecl in a reacling of its lineage that is 119
tlothing more than the fruit of the author's
private suggestions served up as critical
analysis.

He concludes the book with a last para-
graph dedicated to the historiographv on
Le Corbusier. Had u'e startetl here, per-
haps u'e rvould have been spared reading
the entit'e bouk: the lt.r'ieu is so summalr'
that there is no reason to talk about phil-
ological lacunae. Thele is no acknou'iedg-
rnent of Gieciion, nor of the exemplary
pages of Reyner Banham-to whom he
improvidently appeals more than once in
the voiume itself-nor of Hitchcock, nor
of the rare but valuable comments of
Pevsner, Summerson, artd Francastel, not
to mention the total absence of such
rrantes that cannot be igrrolerl as Ragon.
Zevi, and Benevolo. The most serious
pl'oblem i-q that Jertcks cven ignol'es An-
glo-Saxon historiograph.r,, u'ith the single
exception of the little volume by Blake,
flom which he unabasherllv rlr.arvs.G

Jencks's is a 'tragic' interpretation: Le
Corbusier ancl Picasso, the one the Phi-
clias and tl.re othet' the Michelangelo of our
times (l), u,hile Nietzscht: lrrovides the in-
ter'pi'etive key to Corbusiar.r events. Such
consiclelations make many pages of the
text resemble the scenoglaphv of a Hol-
lyri'oocl -spectaculat' r'ather tltan histor.ical
cliticism.

Lastly, the text is par.t ol'the prestigious
series Z/ie At'cltitecl attrl Societu, edited
by John Fleming and Hugh Honour. Pen-
guin Books cannot permit such oversights
if it r.vants to hang on to its good name,
particularly in the field ol'alt histoty. But
in the end, the blame is oLrrs (alchitectural
clitics and histoi'ians) iin. har.ing lent ci.e-
dence to labeling. Clothes do not make the
man. One can onl1, holre that our rvell-
inter.rtionecl Italian eclitors rvill think twice
befbre having this book translatecl. It
tnoulcl be a great clisselvi*t to our knorn'l-
edge of Le Corbusiel and :r further proof
of 1l'ovincialism. By compalison, Peter



120 Blake's older volume remains a useful
genelal reference u'olk, ancl Robert Fur-
neaux Jordan's 1972 monograph is mucli
more convincing, and one to which it is
worth returning. This is not to mention
the only serious monographic work on Le
Corbusier, the intelligent and precise
study by Stanislaus von Moos, recently
issued in an expancled and updatecl
Irlench edition, ancl to ivhich I refer the
reader rvho u'ants a serious ancl docu-
mented image of the Swiss master ancl his
work.7
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Opaque Transparency

Colin Rou,e and Robert Slutzky.
"Transparency: Literal and
Phenomenal,"
Pcrspecta 8, 1963.
Colin Rowe and Robert Slutzky.
"Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal.
Part II," Perqrccta 18l1l, Ig7l.

Rosemarie Haag Bletter

In 1963 Colin Rou.e ancl Robert Slutzky
published the flrst oftheir essays, "Trans-
parency: Literal and Phenomenal," in
Perspecta 8, the Yale architectural jour-
nal. The same essay appeared in German
in 1968 under the title "Transparenz" as
the flrst number of Le Corbusier studies
published by the Institut ftir Geschichte
und Theorie del Architektur of the Eidge-
nossische Technische Hochschule, Ztrich.
This i,ersion contains, aside from an ex-
tensive commentary by Bernhard Hoesli,
footnotes u'hich reproduce sections in
English that had been deleted from the
original manuscript for the PerspectcL a*
ticle. The PerspectcL version of this essay
u'as, finally, published a third time in 1976
as part of Colin Rowe's collected essays,
TlLe Mathentatics o.l'the ldeal Villa. The
seconcl part of "Transparency" appeared
in Perspecta 13/14 in 1971, eight years
after the publication of the first essay.
Part II was not republisheci anywherl,
however, not even in Rorve's collected es-
says. Why part II presentecl a less force-
ful statement than part I u,ill be consid-
ered below, but the more important
concern here is to discuss the interesting
and influential attempt in part I to rede-
flne the language of architectural criti-
cism, particularly criticism of Le Corbu-
sier's works.

All three versions of part I are textuaily
identical u.ith only inconsequential acldi-
tions to the illustrations in the later pub-
lications. (The footnotes of the Swiss pam-
phlet resurrecting deletecl portions of the
English manuscript would be of interest
if we u,ere dealing u.ith the genesis of
Rowe and Slutzky's particular position,
but since these cuts wet.e never usecl in
the English language versions of "Trans-
parency" and since they appear as English
footnotes to the German text, their gen-
eral import to the overail argument is
negligible.

The object of this revieu' is to question
not all the conclusions of "Tr.:rnsparency"
but the specific methodology used by the

R osenr arie H cLctg Bl etter teaclLes
arclr,itecht ral h i story at C oht mb[a
Uniuersity, Neu, York

two authors. Briefly, Rowe and Slutzky
find Sigfried Giedion's association of the
kind of transparency that occurs in the
Bauhaus buildings at Dessau u,ith the
"transparency of overlapping planes" in
analytic Cubism (from Space, Tinrc and
Arch.itechtre) unconvincing. To refine Gie-
dion's use of the term, they turn to
Gyorgy Kepes's definitirin of an apparent
transparency as one which offers "a si-
multaneous perception of dilferent spatial
locations" (Language of' Vision). Then,
using both Giedion and Kepes, they as-
sume two forms of transparency to exist:
the one described by Giedion is called "lit-
eral" (actual) and the one alluded to by
Kepes becomes "phenomenal" (illusionis-
tic) transparency. These trno varying con-
cepts of transparency are then buttressed
by comparisons among a number of paint-
ings. Typically, a Constructivist work by
Moholy-Nagy (fig. 1) exhibiting literal
transparencv is contrasted with a Cubist
painting by L6ger (fig. 2) in rvhich the
ambiguous, spatially fluctuating form of
phenomenal transparency can be dis-
cernecl. And, by extension, a similar dif-
ferentiation is drawn between the Con-
structivist-influenced Bauhaus and Le
Corbusier's Villa Stein at Garches which
owes something to Cubist spatial pet'cep-
tion. The question that must be raised is
the following: does such a categorization
into twcr concepts of transparency become
a useful critical instrument, as the authors
claim? Arc these categor-ies universal
enough to tell us more than the obvious,
that the architectur"e of Gropius is differ-
ent from that of Le Corbusier? Can the
notion ofliteral and phenomenal transpar-
ency be applied to modern ar.chitecture in
general, as Giedion had clearly intended
with his terminology?

Since the classilication used by Rowe and
Slutzky is established by means of paint-
ing flrst, it is necessary to start u,ith an
examination of their argument in this
area. On the surface a grouping ofGropius
with Constructivism and of Le Corbusier
rvith Cubism makes sense. But a compar-

1 LaszLo MohoLy-Nagg, LaSaruaz, 1950.

2 Fertr,and. L1ger, Three Faces, 1926.
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122 ison between a painting by Moholy-Nagy
and one by Leger would seem to be loaded
in favor of Cubism from the start-Mo-
holy-Nagy's strength was as a cotrceptual
artist, not as a painter. In general, the
authors seem to fincl the gridded, shallow
space associated with phenomenal trans-
parency more interesting than the static,
two-dimensional space used to convey lit-
eral transparency. This is probably so be-
cause of the obvious architectonic quali-
ties of phenomenal transparency-their
claim at the end of the essay that no value
judgments are implied by such categories
to the contrary. Whenever the tu'o classes
of transparency are contrasted, literal
transparency is treated, however inad-
vertentlv, in a rather negative tone. Writ-
ing about Moholy and Gropius, the au-
thors tell us that "Both receivecl a

certain stimuius from the experiments of
De Stijl and thc Russian Constructivists:
but both were apparently unwilling to ac-
cept certain more Parisian conclusiotrs."
"Unrn'illing to accept" sounds like an ar-
tistic deflciency when in fact Constructiv-
ist and De Stijl artistic intentions were
quite different, and could not possibly
have been explored together \\-ith Cubist
spatial solutions. The comparisons are,
then, not entirely fail because other styles
are merely used as a foil for Cubism, while
their own unique and positive aspects ale
not brought out. In a similar vein, Rou'e
and Slutzky rn'rite that ". a glance at
any representative v,'ork of Kandinsky,
Malevich, El Lizzitsky, or Van Doesburg
v"ill reveal that these painters, like Mo-
holy, scarcely f'elt the necessity of provid-
ing any distinct spatial matrix for theil'
principal objects. They are prone to ac-
cept a simplification of the Cubist image
as a composition of geometrical planes,
but are apt to reject the comparable cubist
abstraction of space. For these reasons
their pictures offer us compositions which
float in an inflnite, atmospheric, natural-
istic void, without any of the rich Parisian
stratiflcation of volume." Again, the
reader is informed onlv in what way these
artists do and do not aclhere to Cubism.

Such a Francol;hile anaiysis clearly pre-
vents the creation of any objective system
of classiflcation.

For instance, the work chosen by Moholy
(his La Soilc: of 1930), exhibits literal
transparency, to be sure, but it is not
ahogether chalacteristic of his ocituir:. If
his Large Railtcay Pairtting (1920), AXI
(1923), or a number of his photograms of
the trventies liad been used, his work
wouid have had to be grouped with that
of Leger. The same is tlue of the rvork of
Kandinsky or Malevich: no tight grouping
rvith literal transparency is possible. Be
that as it may, even if u,e grant that Mo-
holy's 1,4 Son'rt: is represerttative of his
rvork, there are other aspects of the Cub-
ist/Constructivist comparison ihat do not
ring tlue. Thi-s is the authoi's' categori-
zation ofthe spatial qualities of Construc-
tivist u'orks as naturalistic and of Cubist
works as abstract. Diagonals, as they are
used in Moholy"s ancl many Consti'uctivist
paintings, are assumed to be vestigial re-
ferents to a naturalistic, spatial recession:
"Generaliy speaking, the oblitlue and
curved lines possess a certain naturalistic
significance, rvhile the rectilinear ones
show a geometrizing tendency which
ser'\'es as a leassertiott of the picture
plane." Perhaps diagonal lines in Futurist
rvorks retained this vestige of natural-
isrn-the l'uturists called them "lines of
force" and t}rey representerl, therefore,
actual movement through an illusionistic
space. In Suprematist and Constructivist
painting, horvever', the mechanistic Fu-
turist conception of the diagonal became
transformecl to stancl for far more abstract
ideas, spiritual and revolutionary force
respectively. Thus, cliagonals in Cot.tsti'uc-
tivism cannot be seen as ref'erence points
to speciflc loci in space. In fact, they reas-
sert the picture plane more consistet.rtly
than do Cubist u'orks.

Other aspects of Constructivist painting
are similarly' interpletecl by Rorve and
Slutzky as naturalistic. Litcral transpar
ency is associated rvith "the trorttpe l'oeil

effect of a translucent object in a deep,
naturalistic space . ." and the absolutely
uncieflrred background of Moholy's La
Salraz is saicl to fling opelt "a rvindou'
onto some private version of cruter
space. ." While it is true that
Kar.rdinsky, Malevich, and De Stijl artists
were interestecl in portraying a cosmic,
universal space, this never took the form
of anything so literal as "outer space," not
even in Moholy's second getleration Con-
structivist lr,'orks. Ironically, of all the
majol early trventieth ceutury move-
ments, it is only in Cubism that palpable,
naturalistic folms such as gl:rsses, bottles,
knives, cigarettes, ne\\,'spapers, etc., are
still discen.rible no matter holv l'r'ag-

mentecl their portrayal. To refel to Cub-
ism as abstract and to Constructivism as

natulalistic, then, is a someu'hat arbitrary
classification n'hich does not inspire a

great cleal of conflcletrce. Without ever
clarifying this point sufficiently, the two
authors seem to plefel in Cubist painting
precisely the suggestion of a naturalistic
space, its layers of grirls whicli exist lu a
shallorn' space. This adherence to struc-
tured form u'ithin a spatial matrix in Cub-
ism lvould be of intelest to an architec-
tonic conception, but Constmctivism's
near-total abstractiort is not so easilv ap-
plicable to built form.

Their particular and lather unorthodox
interpletation of Cubism anrl Constluctiv-
ism really makes sense only if it is re-
strictcd to a purely.lbi'rria1 analysis. The
Cubist u'olks given by Ro'"r'e and Slutzky
as examples of phenomenal transparency
al'e ones in rvhich conventional notions of
"in front of' and "behind" are depicted
ambiguously through the defolmatior.r ol
objects and surrounding space into a shal-
low, oscillatillg- zolte. It is pi'obably this
confusion of object and its matrix which
leads then-r to see these works as abstract'
In the Constructivist paintings cited, the
coherent repi'esetttation of abstract ob-

iects against a backgloutrcl is seen as na-
turalistic because, even though the con-
tent of such ',vorks is entirell' abstract,



3 Villa Stein, Garcltes. Le Corbusier,
1927.

/t Battltau,s, DesscLtt. WaLter Gropitrs,
1925-1926.

the rratr-rralistic convention of ',in front of,,
and "behind" is entplo"r'ed. Again, as \\'as
stated earlier', even such a for.nialistic in-
terl;i'etation of their categories cloes not
marlage to encompass Cubist ancl Con-
stnrctivist ltair.rting in genei'al. In an1,
case,_ the cori.rpletely lbrmal and pel.cep-
tual ba,qis of their s)'stem of classification
is not stated clearly enough at the outset
of theit' ar.gurrent, leacling to ntuclt un-
necessal'.y conf usion.

Phenomcnal ancl litei'al ti'ansparencv al.e
categories that ale not st1'le-sprecific ancl
the.y ale, ther.efor.e, poor organizing tools
in it rliscttssir,l) tl):rt attentl)ls ro coitr.ast
Cubism and Constructir.isnr. Anrl if these
concellts i'est on sLtch a shakr. ibur-rclation
in painting, is it then meaning'ful to tr.ans-
fer thenr to architecture?

Rou'e ancl Slutzkl,'s main compalison be-
tween Le CorbusierJs Villa Stein at
Galches (fig. 3) ancl Gtopius'-s Bauhaus
(fig. 4 t r,r'ithorrt anv dorrbt rloes give us a
ne\\- a\\'arelless of Le Corbusier's spatially
complex architecture. But here also (as
rvith painting, because the critical cate-
gories are limited) the comparison is
tulnecl into a pi'ocechri'e that lesembles a
contrasting of apples and oranges rvhere
\{ e are tolcl that an allple is better than
an orange. The Bauhaus becomes a foil for
the Villa at Garches in the same rval, that
Moholy's painting functioned as a foil for
Leger's. Roue anrl Slutzky in theil con-
clutling statement say that '.It is not in-
tended to suggest that lthenomenal trans-
parency (for all its Cubist descent) is a
nec€ssai'y coltstituerlt of moclern arcl-ritec-
ture, nor that its l)r.esence mig.ht be used
like a piece of litmus paper Ibr tlie test of
architectural oithodoxv." Nevertheless,
ir-r the actual comparison the absence oi
phenomenal transparency is treated as a
clefault: "Relying on the diagonai view-
point, Gropius has exteriorized the op-
irosed movements of his space, has al-
lowed them to flou,au,av into infinity; and
by being unu,illing to attribure to Litner
of them any significant difference of qual-
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124 ity, he has prohibitecl the possibilities of
a potential ambiguity." The Bauhaus's as-

sociation with Constructivist principles
rests precisely in its unftrcused massing,
which gives this group of buildings an
anti-monumental abstract aspect having
no conventional "facades." As regards
phenomenal transparency at the garclen
facade of the Villa Stein, it can only be
fully appreciated if the observer is cen-
tered in front of the facade, i. e. , at Garches
if he stancls in the garden at some clistance
from the house. Because phenomenal
transparency is seen by the authors as a

formal problem of perception and as an
extension of Cubism, the naturalistic
background such an approach requires is
not brought out: the garclen facade at
Garches functions like a pre-Cubist pic-
ture plane which presumes a fixed, frontal
point of view. Where the point of view in
a Cubist painting haldly matters because
the shallou' space is all projected onto a

flat plane, similar devices in architecture,
no matter how shallow the space, become
occlucled with a shifting point of view be-
cause of the effects of parallax. Thus, the
frontal approacl.r Le Corbusier prefers is
in mauy ways stiil tiecl to Renaissance
rather than Cubist spatial perception, and
may derive directly from his interest in
Beaux Arts planning, especially the use
of the highly clirectional enfilorle. An ex-
amination of Le Corbusier's u'ork in terms
of phenomenal transparency, then, gives
us useful insights about some aspects of
his rvorking procedul'e, but this percep-
tual system of analysis does not allow us

to see the full richness of his oerrlre (for'

instance, that together with some obvious
Cubist notions of spatiai organization
much more traditional Beaux Arts otres

couid be retainecl as weil). The differ-ences
betu,een Cubist painting and Le Corbu-
sier's architecture are hardly examined,
and the Constructivist/naturalistic Cub-
ist/abstract categories, though wrong to
begin r,r,'ith, can no\v be shou'n to be not
very meaningful in any case. For, even if
we assume Cubist space to be abstract,
Le Corbusier applies Cubist principles

u'ithin a naturalist context.

The point of this analysis, it must be em-
phasized, is not to shou,that Gropius was
dealt u,ith unfair'ly-few woulcl question
today Le Corbusier's superior status-but
to show that the two classiflcations of
transparency have yielcled useful critical
results only for some aspects of Le Cor'
busier's u,ork. Further questions that are
raised by the methodology of Rou''e ancl

Slutzky are these: does phenomenal trans-
parency characterize most of Le Corbu-
sier's rvorks of the twenties? Would a

comparison between literal and phenom-
enal transparency have seemed as inter-
esting if Le Corbusier's street facade at
Garches had been contrasted with the
work of a somewhat stronger architect
than Gi'opius, say of Mies? In any case,

the inclusion of Constructivism in Rowe
and Slutzky's analysis does not add very
much to the discussion. A more detailed
critique of Le Corbusier might have
yielded more lucicl results. The concepts
of phenomenal ancl literal transpal'ency
are at once too general and too circum-
scribed to be useful in the categorization
of anything. Ancl though they claim in
their summary that the essay is to "give
a characterization of species," they never
make entirely clear ll'hat sort of species
u,e end up r,r'ith u'hen architecture is di-
vided Last Judgment-style into the
blessed (phenomenal transparellcy) ancl

the damned (literal transparency).

The ansu,er to several puzzling aspects of
"Transparency: Literal and Phenomenal,"
palt I, can be found itr pat't II, which was
published in Perspectct in 1971. This ap-
peared too late to have been inclucled in
the Swiss publication, but it rn'as also not
included in Rou,e's coliected essays of
1976. Did he regard it as a weak link in
the argument? Whatever Lhe reasons for
its exclusion, part II is, nevertheless, im-
portant in understanding Rowe antl
Slutzky's method. It exposes more con-
sistently the specific attitudes that deter-

mined their basic deflnitions in the flrst
essay.

Here the reader is told that "it would
surely be possible to sustain a classiflca-

tion of modern architecture according to
the absence ol presenee of (literal and
phenomenal transparency), but to do so

would involve unnecessarily tedious anal-
ysis." This then is an admission that the
iwo forms of transparency ale quite uni-
versal. While in part I phenomenal trans-
parency r,l'as primarily paired with Cub-
ism, there is in Part II finallY an

awareness that there is nothing uniquely
Cubist about it. The authors have discov-
erecl its presence in Gothic antl Mannerist
architecture as well. There follows a

lengthy analysis of Michelangelo's pro-
posed facade for San Lorenzo tflg' 5).

Without explanation, though, the defini-
tion of phenomenal transparency of part
I (a gridded space within a shallow llzrca-
dimensionai zone rvhich is perceived in
fluctuating, ambiguous patterns) is shifted
slightly to refer to ambiguous readings
within- an essentially lT.oo-dimensional

space. The facades of the Villa Farnese
and San Lorenzo do indeed elicit ambig-
uous readings (flgs. 6-12), but they are
not developed in depth. Thus the original
deflnition of phenomenal transparency
taken from Gyorgy Kepes (a simultaneous
perception of different spatial locations)
no longer has the full implications it did
at Garches.

tr'inally, toward the end of this second es-

say, Gestalt psychology is invoked-as.an
explanation both of the authors' anall'tical
procedure and of phenomenal transpar-
ency. Since this interest in Gestalt psy-

chology elucidates their emphasis on per-
ceptual, ftrrmal organization in painting
and architecture, il might have been of
greater service at the beginning of the
flrst essay. To explain the notion of phe-

nomenal transparency, the authors point
to some of the better-known Gestalt flg-
ures in which an ambiguous figure-ground
relationship produces two separate read-



5 Facade desigtt.for San Lorenzo,
Mich,eLangeLo.

6_-12 Ambiguous readings o.f
M iclrclang elo's Ja cad.e .fbr Sl an Lorenzo

ings (for instance, the vase which can also
be interpreted as two facing profiles). The
authors mistakenly conclude from such
examples that ambiguity is a basic ingre-
dient of.perception, that ambiguor. [".-
ception is, in effect, archetypal. Not only
is this a misconception of Geitalt psychoi_

9g'-J, but if phenomenal transparenty were
indeed archetypal, it could lhen not also
be used as a category in the classification
of very pafticular architectural species. If
the argr.rment against the generil useful-
ness of literal and phenomenai transpar_
elrcy is. not yet convincing, the claim by
the authors that ambiguous perception is
archetypal would seem to be the final act
of hara-kiri.
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But to come back to Rowe and Slutzkv's
faulty^understanding of Gestalt. psycntt_
ogy: Gestalt psychology does not Lt all
deal with ambiguous peiceptit_,n per se, as
is implied in their essay. G-estali psychol-
ogy (not to be confused with tlie-more
recent Gestalt therapy) is a branch ofnor_
mal psychology and as such covers the
study of ordinary perception. The exam_
ple of the 

^vase/profiles figure cited by
Roue and Slutzky as an instance of am"-
biguous vision does not show anything of
the kind (fig. 1B). On the contrary, Ihis
figure, and others like it, is used [y Ge_
stalt psychologists to show precisely the
opposite: that the mind attempts to main_
tain a coherent image at all coits. For the
vaseiprofiles are not seen simultaneously:
the mind takes in either one or the other.
Even after both images are compre-
hend.ed, their perception is sequential, not
srmultaneous. Gestalt psychology. there_
Iore, cannot be called upon to explain am_
biguities in Le Corbusler's architecture.

To make th_is point clearer, other figures
can be used to show that the mind ln its
normal state tends to choose the most
economical, efflcient, and rational expla_
nations.

For example, note the square with a miss_
ing comer (flg. l ). Since our language
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1 3 V ase I prol'r I es il lu sion.

1l+ Square with missing colller

15 Hexagram.

1,26 does not possess a rvorcl for such a figure,
to make sense of it a mental comparison
is made rvith similar knorvn flgures, i.e.,
squares. To justify calling this a squale,
hou'et'er, the "missing cortler" must be

fllled in. Hence, though Ito sqtlare is really
shou'r-r, the neai'-ttt-tiversal description ol'

this flgure is that it is a "square with a

cornel'missing." We might call this pro-
ceclure att act of metttal comprehetlsion.
Gestalt psvcl.rology is further concernetl
with horv the n'rind organizes and I'etains
complex images. Let us take, fol itlstance,
the ligule of a hexaglam (fig. 15). Tl.rough
a comlraratively sin.rple image, it can in
realitll be drarvn in a great trumbel of
different sequences. That most people
choose to drar,l' it as tu'o srtperimllosetl
triangles illustrates that the mind tencls
to rely on the most economical forms in
the selection of efflcient mnemonic ideo-
grams. Gestalt ps1,chology, rather than
being concelnecl rvith antbiguous images,
deals u-ith the mental orclering of percep-
tior.rs rvhich ma)' or ma)'not be ambiguous.
The mintl :rlso selt'cts fi'om a chaotic visual
field those groupings ri'hich make the most
sense, rvhicl'r are tneatringful. Thus the
seeing of lanclon.rly olganizecl images cle-

pends to some extetrt oll olle's expet'ience
if mearlingful associatiot.ts are to be tnade.
Perception is, thus, ttot the completely
sensoly act Rowe and Slutzky clain-r it ttr

be. The senses ancl the mind cot'rstantly
interact to uttderstand the millions of
stimuli tl.re eyes receive. Rou'e and
Slutzky utite that images are organized,
among othel thir.rgs, accorcling to u'hat
they call the "untranslatable 'priignanz"'
(sic). "Prlgnanz" is in fact translat:rble
and means "significance" or', literallv, the
state of being pregnant :rs in "pregnant
u'ith meaning." The eve does pet'form on

the sensorl' level a cel'taitr amtlunt of ot'
ganization, but such organization depen9l1

on u'hat psychologists see 2ts a kind of fielcl

l.relception-tto meaning clerives from this
sort of seeit'tg. Significant seeitrg catl only
occur rvhett thet'e is an intel'aclioll bc-
tlr,een imt-necliate sensoly e xllerience ancl

long-r'angt' cognit ive cxpet'ietlce.

The authors flnallv propose that a natural
affinitv betu'een Gestalt principles antl
Cubist perception exists because both artr

inventions of the earlv trn'entieth centur;t.
There are obviousll' certain cultul'al links
betu'een Gestalt psvchology and Cubism,
but to plopose Gestalt notions as tt critical
tool pai'ticularly fol that style is not en-

tirell' convincing. This is like saying that
nineteenth centul'.Y naturalism shoulcl be

analyzed itr tet'ms of matelialistic theorv.
Oul n.rethods of critical analysis catr and

even ought to be outsitle that of the sys-

tem examinecl.

Be that as it may, no ideoiogical or ibrmal
relationship exists betweertr Cubistn and

Gestalt psychology. To wit, Gestalt ps-v-

chology, u'hich had its beginnings itr Get-
manl', could be tnore reatlily linketl rvith
Gropius and Moholy-Nagy (in fact, Gestalt
psychology n'as taught at the Bauhaus).
ilu*'" un,l Slutzky's curious application of
Gestalt ideas is then carried to a strange

literal conclusion b}' Bemharrl Hoesli in
his commental')' o1l "Tlansparenz" in the
Suiss publication of this essal'' 

-Hoe.sli
plnpn.". exei'cises for stuclents of alchi-
i".fu." that iticorporate phenomenal
tl'ansparellc)'. It had been comforting for
some to believe that goorl architecture
might result from the application o-f the
gui,l,,, sectiorl, ol lhe Morlulor: Hoesli

uses phenomeual ti'atrspat'enc)' as ) et an-

other leciPe.

Phenomenal t)'ansparellcv is, then, tluite
useful in helping us comprehend some

r'vorks of Le Corbusier, but the overall
analvsis of Rowe and Slutzky is too el'i'atic
to make for rvot'kable categories of archi-
tectural examination. While we may not

aeree riilh Gierlir,n's rlefinitiuns "f Inotlern
ai'chitectul'e, lileral anrl phcltomettal

transparency in no ll'a)' provide us with
a new general clefinition.

1-4 !'rom Colin Rowe, The Mathentatics qf
the ld,eul tr/i1la ( MiT Press, 1976).

5-13 From Colin Rorie and Robelt Slutzky,
"Transparency: Literal atld Phenomt'nal. Part
1I," Perspet:ta 13/14, 1971.
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Letters

To the Editors:
Though her language is often
unnecessarily difficult, Diana Agrest,s
"Architectural Anagrams: The Syrnbolic
Performance of Skyscrapers,' in
Oppositiorts 1i makes many good points.
Hou'ever, her classification of the lecent
skyscrapel development is not as
convincing as the rest of the essay.

She categorizes as a "mutant species,'
contempolaly skysct'apers in which the
base, particularly the Lntrance hall, has
replaced the building's ct.own as the
most important tlansmitter of meaning.
Agrest writes that "This transformatidn
marks the latest stage of the
skyscraper's der,elopment, in which the
skyscraltel mutates toward a new
typology of u'hich partial examples
already exist. . . ." She goes on to
mention Philip Johnson's I.D.S. Center
and Pennzoil Place, John portman,s
Hyatt Hotels, and Roche & Dinkeloo,s
Ford Foundation. The Hyatt Hotels ancl
Ford Foundation do not qualify as
skyscrapers and should not be used to
prove the existence of a changing
typology. Hugh Stubbins,s Ciiicolp
Center, not menlioned by Agrest, on the
other hand, could have been usecl to
reinforce her claim.

More important, her semiological
analysis avoids a very central issue
t'egarding meaning. Accolding to
Agre^st. "the base, formerly iseconrlar.y
signifler, undergoes an unusual
transformation . ." and ,,the skyscraper
mutates . ," all passive descriptioni
that do not raise the question uliy the
$ange has occurred. Unfortunately, on
this point her analysis, u,hich desci-ibes a
succession of signifiers, differs littie from
a purely stylistic analysis in w.hich fonns
succeed forms.

Is it possible that because of the greater
avelage height of skyscrapers and
because of the greater density of tall
buildings in downtown areas, the crown

To the Editors:
Anthony Vidler's editorial (Oppositiotts
7) and subsequent article ("The Idea of
Type," Oppositiotts B) have expanclecl
the critical dialogue concelning typology.
Unlike Giulio Carlo Argan and Alan
Colquhoun who discuss typology as a
fixed concept, Vidler attempts io situate
the u,ord "type" historically, proposing
that the word and concept haie 

-

undergone several major transformations
sinc.e their first appearance during the
Enlightenment. I Horvever, the
editorial's categorization of three
lypologies and in particular its apologia
for the thircl typology are problematic
and, I believe, must be reconsiderecl if
the notion of typology is to become a
useful critical construct for architects
and historians.

of a building is no longer readily visible,
except from great distances? It may be
because of such a simple percepluai
reason that the corporate image of
skyscrapers can be identifled more
clearly today through the base and
galleria. After all, signiflers that cannot
be perceived with some ease have
become archaisms.
Sincerely,
Rosemarie Haag Bletter
New York

One important conception of type is
neglccted in the editorial's tripartite
historical division: the nineteenth
century notion of type related lo
buiiding function. With the industrial
revolution and radical transformation in
social and technical requirements, the
creation of new functional types-train
stations, department stores, stock
exchanges, and public museums-
became a predominant theoreticai and
practical concern for architects. The
objective was the production of new
architectural forms, as a logicai
consequence of abstract rules and
elements, which would both serve new
functional requirements and express the

appropriate "character." To include this
conception of type with the neoplatonic
theory of the Enlightenment,
exemplified in Laugier's primitive hut, is
difficult. As Vidler himself demonstrates
in his article, "The Idea of Type,,, the
meaning of type had shifted radically by
the mid-nineteenth century; Durand;s
divisions by building function suggest a
mentality quite different from Laugier's
concern for origins.i

However, given the polemical intention
of the edilorial, the general apologia for
the third typology is of greater concern
to the present discussion. The citv and
this typology-represented in the work
of the New Rationalists-ar.e ,,reasserted

as the only possible bases for the
restoration of a critical role to an
architecture otherwise assassinated by
the apparently endless cycle of
production and consumption.":] While
one might share this hope, the argument
presented is often elusive. and in certain
instances contradictory: ,,IIn the third
typoiogyl the columns, houses, and
urban spaces, while linked in an
unbreakable chain of continuity, refer
only to their ou,n nature as arthitectural
elements, and their geometries are
neither scientific nor technical but
essentially architectural. It is clear that
the nature referred to in these recent
designs is no more nor less than the
nature of the city itself, emptied of
specific social content from anv
particular time ancl allowed to speak
simpiy of its own.lbnizal conclitibn.,'l
However, several paragraphs later
Vidler states: "When aieiies of typical
forms are selected from the past of a
city, they do not come, however
dismembered, deprived of their original
poiitical and social meaning. The original
sense of t,he form, the layers of accrued
implication deposited by time and human
experience cannot be lightly brushed
away; and r.ertainly it is not the
intention of the Rationalists to disinfect
their types in this way. Rather, the

r27



128 carried meanings of these types may be
used to provide a key to their newlY
invested meanings." 5

It cannot so easily work both ways: the
typical forms of the Rationalists can
hardly "be emptied of specific social
66nlsnl"-1sfer only to their "own
formal condition"-and still carry the
deposit of their original social and
political meaning. The confusion perhaps
stems from the fact that the first
position can never be absolute. Although
it can be legitimatelY argued that
modern art has focused on form, and
thereby has increasingly become an
entity without content, the situation of
any creative work within a social context
inevitably returns to the work some
reverberation of meaning. Thus, the
denial of art as a mode of communication
never entirely succeeds; Mailarm6's
answer to Nietszche's question, "Who
speaks?", "The word itself'has onlY

relative truth. Architecture, as an
abstract art, has PerhaPs a greater
capacity than writing to become silent,
yet, even the simplest geometric form
can acquire cuitural meaning depending
upon t[e context in which it is situated'
The pyramid is an obvious examPle.

However, Vidier is not concerned u'ith
the ambivalent balance between social

meaning and formal silence which the
designs of the third typologists suggest'
He ignores the implications 6f li'q flrst
statement and the Possible social

signiflcance of a relatively "silent" or.
prire architecture; instead he emphasizes

the communicative caPacitY of the
typical forms and the Partieular
importance of this communication in
providing political critique. A fu.rther
consideration of each position might
serve to elucidate the Problem of
architecture and political engagement'

With regard to the flrst issue, the
question arises whether a search for
pure architecture, for "form without

utopia," 6 might in fact be a more sincere
coui'se than an effort to evoke political
and social meaning at a time when
architectural language has lost its
communicative power' And perhaps it is

on this ground that the architecture of
the third typologY might best be

defended. Though such an architecture
risks uselessness, it is at least more
innocent; in its break with the past it
cannot be accused of perpetuating a

mode of composition or a vocabuiary of
formal elements tied to a previous social

order. The utilization of past styles,
which depend upon now archaic
symbolism, does not, as some communist
(sociat realist) critics claim' set've a

revoiutionary cause; rather it
perpetuates the ideology of an earlier
period in its refusal to recogniT.e

irchitecture's own situalion in history'7
It is a situation, as Vidler acknowledges
in his quotation of VicLor Hugo, in which
architecture has lost its "use-value"-its
capacity to act as a primary means of
communicalion, as a "social book." Any
attempt to go back to such a mode of
architecture, such as reeent "post-
functionalist" designs, risks becoming
kitsch, a kitsch which is not harmless.
Its mechanical formulas encourage
vicarious experience, faked sensations,
in fact, an inability to respond to the
very values which generated it.8 It is,
unlike the "silent" art of the avant-
garde, readily adaptable to manipulation'
As Clement Greenberg observed in 1939,

the primary difficulty u'ith avant-garde
art ind literature for the Fascists and

Stalinists was not that they were too
critical, but that they were too innocent,
that it was too difflcult to inject effective
propaganda into them; kitsch was more

frtirbte. Though pure architecture, like
avant-garde art, maY not change any
social order in its dedication to self
exploration, it posits a freedom in its
choice of form which at least cannot be

reaciionarY. Its autonomY, its
detachment from reality, can, in fact, be

considered on the most general level to

have a critical value. The greater art's
separation from society, the greater is

its potential challenge to the social
structure which it denies' Thus, the
more blatantly irrational the society
becomes, the greater the opportunity to
oppose it to the rationality of the artistic
world."

However, such a justification of formal
autonomy implies a wiliingness to accept
a limited, if transcendent conception of
architecture's social role. In its rupture
with the world, autonomous architecture
may protest social relations, but it
remalns outsicle of them. Its connection
to critical social action is at best indirect
and frustrating. No matter hor,r' innocent
or even iiberating such an architecture
may be, it cloes littie to inlbrm or alter
the relations of production or class
posilion. lt increases our alvareness of
artistic form more than our
consciousness of material conditions' It
is perhaps for this reason that Vidier',
gir:en his ou'n political commitment. is

oUtigea to rlefend the work of the new
Rationalists not on the grounds of their
virtual formal autonomY, but on the
vague potential for political meaning' that
ariies from the public context in which
their designs are situated: the city'
Disregarding his previous discussion
conceining formal self-reference, he now
asserts, ai the second quotation reveals,
that the original meanings of typical
forms provide the key to newly invested
meanings; thus, he claims that the
architeJture of the thirtl typology attains
a communicative power and potential as

a critical force.

Three problems emerge from this
position: flrst, the obvious dilemma of
whether such communicative power is
possible in architecture today; second,. 

-

the nature of the content associated with
the projects of the Rationalists; and
flnaIy, the focus of the critical
investigation on lhe formal object. As
the editorial and first Part of this



discussion have stated, the time u,hen
architecture might be considered a
"social book" has passed; yet, it was also
suggestecl that meaning never deserts
architecture. Regardless of the
designer's intentions, the social and
physical context bring meaning to the
most abstract of vr.olks. The tluestion
remains, however, if a building can
communicate a pre-established message,
can the meaning of a design be macie
clear and speciflc enough io rencler it
effectively critical? Architectural forms
may nevei' have had the legibility of the
plose text, but with the destruction of
established callons of composition ancl
decolation, the problem of making
buildings communicate, anything beyoncl
functional attributes or the mosi gener.al
cultural inferences, is compouncled. Too
often we are left u'ith layers of images
so multivalent that the1, become mu1e,
or u,ith the cold silence of geomett.y
content in its orr.n isolation.t0 The
difficultl, of communication can be seen
in the example of Aldo Rossi's Citv Hall
project for Trieste. Vicller claims that
Rossi in his transformation of a late
eighteenth centuty prison type to a city
hall project refers to',the ambiguous 

-

natule of civic government.', It is not
evident, however, that the ltrison image
will be understood by more than a feui
architects who happen to read ,,critical,,
reviews. It is as the editorial states,
only one r,rf manv er.ocations: house,
arcade, piazza are other possible
reading-q. But er.en if the image of prison
is understood, it can hardly.be sai<Lthat
the problematic nature of cii,ic
government is made explicit in this, or
in any. design. The dialectic is not cleat.
as a fable. If there is meaning, it is
poetic and an.rbiguous-like the simplest
remnants of a cultural labyrinth. There
is no specific message or moral. The
building does not elucidate icleological
myths, making manifest our histo-rical
situation. Its value is not political.

To the extent that the designs of the

third typologists do suggest content,
they risk in their reliance on past
symbolic forms the perpetuation of an
ideology of an earlier period. The
Rationalists propose the fcrrmal t1,pes of
the traditional European city-street,
square, avenue, arcade, park-as a
viable altelnative to the decentralization,
fragmentation, and disintegration of the
modern urban fabric. The parallel
between formal and social solution is
implicit. Despite the placement of
modern facades on traditional squares
and streets. the designs remain mor.e
nostalgic than critical. The public realm
which the projects suggest is not a
highly aclvanced capitalist or post-
capitalist order, but one that prececles
capitalism, in which monarchical or
imperial r,isions dictated the evolution of
urban structure. The fbrmal cohelence of
such cities, in particular the role of the
stleet and square in cleflning a public
realm, may sei.\,e as a useful pictorial
foil to the desolate urban wastelar.rd
r,vhich tu,entieth centuly planning
notions have so frequently produced; but
the constructive social beneflts of the
Rationalists' investigations al.e not
evident. One is remindecl, in palt, of
Engel's critique of utopian socialism: the
validity of its depiction of a certain social
wrong, but the mythic, if not
reactionary, character of the solution
proposed. The traclitional types of the
Enlightenment city in themJelves offel
little insight into the cycle of ploduction
and consumption u'hich has rendereil
architecture impotent as a symbol of
community life.

The dilemma, however', extencls bevond
the particular use of past types to ihe
consideration of typology per se. The
potentiai of metaphorical opposition,
even if it were a viable possibility given
the loss of architectural language, i-s not
sufficient to establish a critical iole for
architecture in terms of raclical Trrarrs,
social action. It is not just the
juxtaposition o[ t.ypes u-hich neerls t<_, be

considered, but the actual process by
u,hich t),pes-and in fact all components
of architecture-are made: in otlier
w,ords, a serious investigation of the
means of architectural production is
lequirecl. Ir Given the Rationalists's
preoccupation with explolation in form
and.their emphasis on the flnal physical
attributes of the designed object, iarely
can issues ol technology, economics, or.
social class be investigated; to the extent
that they do emerge as latent concerns
in the sometimes seductive drawings,
the tone velges once again on
nostalgia-medieval "folk" community or
artisan craftmanship.

Undoubtediy, a shift in critical focus to
those factors u-hich in fact comprise
architecture's pr.oductior.r u.oulcl lead
ultimately to a much less literal
evocation of the traditional European
city. New types woulcl emerge, which
might, in a new synthesis of Moclern
Movement notions of city as garden ancl
traditional notions of city as continuous
fabric, flnally begin to briclge the long
time enmity between city and countr{r.

The confusion in Vicller's editorial, I
believe, is a confusion that exists li.ithin
the Rationalist movement itself. One
group, chat'acterizecl by Aldo Rossi and
his followers, seems to state in their
d.esigns if not always in their writings
that we have little choice, given the,loss
of.architectural language, Jxcept to deal
with the nature of architectural form
itself. The other faction, representecl by
the Krier brothers, emphasizes the
particular ideological content of the
design proposed. Typology is probably a
useful tool for the architect faced witir
the task of designing a builcling her.e ancl
noq,. As Colquhoun has desclibecl, it
plovides a ser.ious alternatir.e to the
deceptive assumptions of bio-
technological determinism or the
architect's intuitive genius offered by the
Modern Movement. But as a basis for a
critical social role for architecture it
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130 leaves much unansu'eled. To the extent
that it establishes n prtoir canons, it
lisks leading, as did ltrevious "scientiflc"
methods, to a trew positivism. Fir.ralll',
perhaps we must recogtrize with
Manfrerio Tafuri, that thele can only be
class criticism of architecture, tlot class
architecture.'t Silence is preferable to
nostalgia; but both evade the issue of
architecture u'ithin the procluction
processes. The Rationalists' failure to
achie".e substantial material realization-
the nan'ou'ancl eiitist audience u'hich
their rvork has receir,ecl-point a1l the
more explicitly to the painful futility of
attempling social criticism thlough the
clesignecl object.

Lest earlier remarks concell-tit-tg "put'e"
architecture be forgotten, this is not to
deny all potential critical value to
arcl.ritecture, that is within the sphere of
the artistic world, but only to suggest
that its primary liberating valne lies
outsicle the realm of;lractical soeial
action.
Mary McLeocl
Nerv York

(Cambridge, Nlass.: MIT Press, 1976). 
.

?. The analogv can be made to the social
realist ri'riters. As Rolantl Barthes points out,
social t ealisnr makes mult iple use of the
srossest sisns ,rf literatul'e. Far from
Ereaking aiav fr,,m a mudt' of itriting nhit'h
is or uai aftei' all t-vpically bourgeois' it
continues without reservation the forlnal
pleoccupation Uf the perit-boulgeois alt uf
ilriting.' See t1'nlir,, Degr", Zett' ( Buston:
Beacon Pt'ess, 19ti9). P. 70.
8. Clemetrt Greenbere, "The Avant Garrle
ancl Kitsch." in Gello Dor'fles, Kilsrh: Thr
World o.f Bacl ?asle (New York: Universe
Books, 1969), p. 122.
9. Exten,ling Hegel'. algunlenl., Herbert
NIalr:u.e s riies: "The arlistic tl'ansformatiun
r.iolates the natural object, but the violated is
itself ouolessite: lhus the aesthetit
tran.forination is liberation," orrp
Dintensionol .11aie (Boston: Beacon Press,
196.1). uD. 2:19-240. Marcust' further rle\elops
rhis argument in his rt'cettt uol'k 7l,r
Aeslh.elir D ittrensicttt (Boston: Beacon Press,
19?8).
10. Tafuri's Architecture atd Utopia
uurceDtivelv discusses this dilemma.
1t. ftis ar'sunrent oues much t,r Waller
Beniamin's essar' "The Author as Pt'oducer."
See 

'{',,r1, ,'t/o,, ii ,,u B, e,'ltl . trans' Anna
Bostock (Lonclon: Neu Left Books, 1973), pp
85-103. Manfredo Tafuri also attempts to
aunh' Bertiamin's positiott to architectural
.iitii'i.m ih his esia.v "L'Architecture dans Ie

Boudoir," trans. Victor Caliandro,
Opp,xili,,t,s.r. May 1974, PP. 37-62.
i2.' Tafuli, Arrhilrtttn Ltrrtl I'tupio.

4. Ibid., p. 2.
5. Ibid., p. :rt.

6. Manfredo Tafi;r:i, Architectu,re ard Utopict

Notes
1. Guilio Carlo Argan. "On tl4 Typology of
Architecture," Ariitilect ural Dcsi.qtu, tratrs.
Joseuh Rvkuett, Decembet 1963. pp. ;6-1-
i65.'Alan Colqtrht,un. "Typolog5 anrl the
Design Methoil ," I'erspecttt 12, 1969, pp. 71-

2. The calesurization uf building tt'pes
arcordirts to"utilitlrrian furlctions is. of course'
not entil:elv neu to the nineteenth (enturI. In
the seconrl-vrrlume of his Ctturs cl'Archttecture
Ja.oues-Fl'ar)cois BI,ntlel organizes his
tliscirssion of ':Distribution" b.y functional tlpe
and introrluces a completell nerv ratlgt' nf
builrling qrllc, prt'viousll' cunsidered

'.,r,r,,.[hi, 
of the alchiteci's cottcern. Duranrl

uses his'categolie. anrl d6€5 11rrt intfo(luce any
maior neu fincti,,ns. lt is not until the
nu6licrtiorr of Rpt,tr Gpt,i'rolp d'At t hilecl tt rc
iresinnine in i8J0 and {,f Ler)nce Reynautl's
T,6iti d'Architt el urt it\ 1850 that further
slstemat izatiorr of emelging ttpt,logies
ot"urs. Among the buildlng tvpes introduct'd.
at this time are railwav staliolls, agn('ultul'al
constructions, workers' housing, ancl

commutral social facilities.
3. Anthonv Vidler, "The Third Typology,"
Oppositioris. ?, Fall 1976, P. 4.
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Serlio/Neumann
the first two titles in
a new architectural
history series
published j ointly by
The Architectural
History Foundation
and The MIT Press

On Domestic Architecture
The Sixth Book:
Different Dwellings lrom the
Meanest Hovel to the Most Ornate
Palace
by Sebastiano Serlio

This reduced facsimile of the original six-
teenth century manuscript of On Domestir

Arrhitecture is complemented by prefaces by
Adolf K. Placzek and James S. Ackerman
and an introduction and analysis by Myra
Nan Rosenfeld.

Innovative and often unorthodox in his
approach to designing buildings, Sebastiano
Serlio (1475-1554) was a pivotal figure in
the history of Italian Renaissance architec-
ture. Serlio's treatise-including books on
geometry. perspective. Roman antiquity
and fortifications, churches, and building
accidents-was published during his
lifetime with the exception of his sixth and
most original book, On Domestic Architecture.

Now, after 400 years, Serlio's Sixth Book
has found a patron in this new series.

Serlio's On Domestic Architecture, The Sixth
Bookhas recently received the 1978 Art
Publication Award of the Art Libraries
Society of North America and the 1978 Alice
Davis Hitchcock Award.

140 pages of reduced lacsimile-60 pages

of introductory text-75 illustrations

$70.00

Space into Light:
The Churches ol Balthasar
Neumann
by Christian F. Otto

Balthasar Neumann (1687 -17 53) has been
called by Kenneth Clark "the greatest archi-
tect of the eighteenth century. " Described as

being at the same time "sensuous and com-
plex, frivolous and devout, ceremonious and
playful," Neumann's work provided a high
point in the tradition of intensely spatial
architecture begun early in the seventeenth
century in Italy and France.

Sparc Into Light is the first ample analysis
of Neumann's church architecture to be
published in English. It abandons scholarly
abstraction to recreate the Iiving situation of
eighteenth-century design and construction
strategies. Of particular value to students of
the Baroque and Roccoco and to readers
interested in the aesthetic and symbolic
import of the built environment are the
book's 130 illustrations, which include 8

pages in full color.
256 pp.-122 black and white illusta-

tions-8 color plates

$3 5.00

The MIT Press
N{assachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge. N{assachusetts 021 42
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Two much-
anticipated books
are now available

Streets as Ghannela
Toward an Evaluation of Trans-
portation
Potentials for the Urban Street
Peter Wolf
Street as Locus of Communication
and Signilicalion
The Street as a Communications
Artifact
Thomas V. Czarnowski
Toward a Theory of Production of
Sense in the Built Environment
Diana Agrest

Structure in Nature
ls a Strategy for
Design
by Peter Pearce
$4s.00
The structural designs that occur in
nature-in molecules, in crystals, in
living cells, in galaxies-are proper
sources of inspiration, pebr pearce
affirms, for the design of man-made
structures.

Nature at all levels builds respon-
sive and adaptive structures that
conserve material and energy
resources through the use of
modular components combined with
least-energy structural strategies.
This book-itself designed with
graphic modularity and richly illus-
trated with examples of forms
created by nature and by man,
including some remarkable and sur-
prising architectural structures
developed by the author-leads the
designer in this "natural" direction,
beyond the lamiliar limitations of the
right angle and the cube and into a

The MIT Press
Massachusetts lnstitute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 021 42

On Streets
based on a proiect ol The lnstitute
lor Architecture and Urban Studies
edited by Stanford Anderson
$4s.00
Contents
People in the Phyrica!
Environment:
The Urban Ecology of Streets
Stanford Anderson
Streete in lhe Paet
The Street: The Use of lts History
Joseph Rykwert
The Scenes of the Street:
Transformations in ldeal and Reality,
1750-'1871
Anthony Vidler
Struclure ol Streets
The Spatial Structure of Streets
William C. Ellis
Buildings and Streets:
Notes on Configuration and Use
Thomas L. Schumacher
Street Form and Use: .

A Survey of Principal American
Street Environments
Victor Caliandro

richer world of forms based on the
triangle, the hexagon, and gen-
eral polyhedra, as well as saddle
polyhedra spanned by minimal
continuous surfaces.

Pearce's work follows in the tradi-
tion established by D'Arcy went-
worth Thompson and Konrad
Wachsmann, and reflects his earlier
close working association with
Charles Eames and Buckminster
Fuller.
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The Open Hand:

Essays on Le Corbusier

edited by Russell Walden

$25.00

"Because Le Corbusier is the most complex and enigmatic of the masters of modern archi-

tecture, this informative collection of 14 essays ranging across his entire career is most

welcome. The subjects are organized into five parts dealing with his theory, his early Paris

period, his concern with an urban utopia, his spirituality, and his work at Chandigarh. These

include some fascinating inquiries into the sources of his ideas and his iconography, a few per-

sonal reminiscences, and some accounts of his dealings with clients. The material that

attempts to shed light on Le Corbusier's thinking predominates and is excellent."-Choice
Among the contributors are Maxwell Fry, Jane Drew, Paul Turner. Mary Patricia May

Sekler, Charles Jencks, Stanislaus von Moos, and Anthony Sutcliffe.

The Mathematics

of the ldeal Villa

and Other EssaYs

by Colin Rowe

$15.9s

"The most brilliant essayist in the field of modern architecture is Colin Rowe, Professor of

Architecture at Cornell University. His writings are passionately followed by a sizable number

of people on both sides of the Atlantic and are a myth among many more architects and his-

torians-a myth because a curious reticence on Rowe's part has kept many of his essays from

wide circulation."-Stanford Anderson, Professor of Architecture, MIT

Charles Jencks wrote in Modern Movements in Architecture (1973): ". . . when Colin Rowe

published his article 'The Mathematics of the ldeal Villa' in 1947 , those who had been follow-

ing the emergent Neo-Platonism were not surprised. Here was New Palladianism fully born

right from the top of Corbusier's head."

The Modulor

by Le Corbusier

$5.95. paper

Modulor 2

by Le Corbusier

$7.95, paper

The City of Tomorrow

by Le Corbusier

$6.95, paper

Lived-in Architecture
Le Corbusier's Pessac

Revisited

by Philippe Boudon

$5.95, hardcover
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